
Council meeting agenda

https://zoom.us/j/615079992 or 

888-475-4499 (toll free)

Thursday, May 6, 2021 2:00 PM

Revised 5/6

Please note: To limit the spread of COVID-19, Metro Regional Center is now closed to the public.

This meeting will be held electronically. You can join the meeting on your computer or other device by 

using this link: https://zoom.us/j/615079992 or 888-475-4499 (toll free).

If you wish to attend the meeting, but do not have the ability to attend by phone or computer, please 

contact the Legislative Coordinator at least 24 hours before the noticed meeting time by phone at 

503-797-1916 or email at legislativecoordinator@oregonmetro.gov.

1. Call to Order and Roll Call

2. Public Communication

Public comment may be submitted in writing and will also be heard by electronic communication 

(videoconference or telephone). Written comments should be submitted electronically by emailing 

legislativecoordinator@oregonmetro.gov. Written comments received by noon on the day of the 

meeting will be provided to the council prior to the meeting.

Those wishing to testify orally are encouraged to sign up in advance by either: (a) contacting the 

legislative coordinator by phone at 503-797-1916 and providing your name and the agenda item on 

which you wish to testify; or (b) registering by email by sending your name and the agenda item on 

which you wish to testify to legislativecoordinator@oregonmetro.gov. Those requesting to comment 

during the meeting can do so by using the “Raise Hand” feature in Zoom or emailing the legislative 

coordinator at legislativecoordinator@oregonmetro.gov. Individuals will have three minutes to testify 

unless otherwise stated at the meeting.

3. Presentations

Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee Present 2020 

Annual Report

21-55493.1

Presenter(s): Susan Hartnett, Committee Chair

Heidi Rahn, Metro

Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee 2020 Annual ReportAttachments:

4. Consent Agenda
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Resolution No. 21-5169, For the Purpose of Amending the 

2021-24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement 

Program (MTIP) to Correctly Reflect the New Metro State 

Fiscal Year 2022 Unified Planning Work Program(UPWP) 

Consisting of Seven Projects Plus Four Additional Projects 

to Ensure Their Next Federal Approval Step Can Occur 

Impacting Metro, ODOT, and Portland (AP21-09-APR)

RES 21-51694.1

Resolution No. 21-5169

Exhibit A

Staff Report

Attachments 1-2

Attachments:

5. Resolutions

Resolution No. 21-5176, For the Purpose of Clarifying 

Language in the 2016 Transfer System Configuration 

Policy Adopted by Resolution No.16-4716

RES 21-51765.1

Presenter(s): Shane Abma, Metro

Resolution 21-5176

Exhibit A

Exhibit B

Exhibit C

Exhibit D

Exhibit E

Exhibit F

Staff Report

Attachments:

Resolution No. 21-5166, For the Purpose of Approving the 

FY 2021-22 Budget, Setting Property Tax Levies and 

Transmitting the Approved Budget to the Multnomah 

County Tax Supervising and Conservation Commission

RES 21-51665.2

Presenter(s): Brian Kennedy, Metro 

Resolution No. 21-5166

Staff Report

Attachments:

6. Chief Operating Officer Communication

7. Councilor Communication

8. Adjourn
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 CALENDAR YEAR 2020 REPORT
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April 5, 2021

RE: Oregon Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee Report for the Calendar Year 2020

Dear Metro Councilors and Residents of the Region:

I am pleased to transmit the Oregon Zoo Bond Oversight Committee’s annual report for 2020, 
which presents our findings on how the program progressed during the period from January 
through December 2020. Our final report, which we anticipate will be ready in late 2021, will 
recap the entire Zoo Bond Program’s efforts to improve animal welfare, enhance conservation 
education and increase sustainability. We look forward to presenting the program’s culminating 
report in a few months.

The committee is pleased to report that in 2020, bond funds continued to be spent wisely, bond 
projects were advanced on schedule and within budget, and overall the bond program is on track 
to deliver on voter expectations.

In accordance with the bond requirements, the report covers three reporting items: (1) Assess-
ment of Progress, (2) Spending Considerations, and (3) Project Modifications in Excess of Budget, 
and continues to use the three main objectives of the ballot measure – animal welfare, conserva-
tion education, and infrastructure and sustainability – as well diversity in contracting utilization, 
as the organizing structure for the report. In each section, the committee provides a narrative, 
findings and recommendations, however, because the program is nearing its completion, the 
committee’s findings and recommendations are significantly reduced from prior reports.

The committee’s main focus in 2020 was monitoring the construction activities, schedule and 
budget for the final three projects called for in the bond measure. While many sectors of the 
economy have been significantly impacted by COVID 19 and many venues shuttered, the con-
struction activities at the Oregon Zoo progressed on schedule. The committee recognizes that the 
extended closure of the Zoo to the public in 2020 had serious impacts to the Zoo’s operating bud-
get, but also note that the lack of visitors allowed the construction work to proceed unimpeded. 
Perhaps that is a bit of a silver lining to the challenges of the last year.

Unfortunately, due to the restrictions presented by COVID-19, the anticipated celebrations associ-
ated with opening new habitats did not take place. The committee remains hopeful that a public 
celebration of the final three habitats and the program as a whole can take place later in 2021.
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In closing, I want to thank the other members of the Oregon Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Com-
mittee for their service, and the Oregon Zoo staff and other Metro staff who support the zoo 
bond program for their hard work, professionalism and continued support to the committee. This 
report is a team effort involving contributions from each person engaged in this important under-
taking.

Sincerely,
 

Susan G. Hartnett, Chair

ii
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Oregon Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee 
Report 
A report to the Metro Council and community regarding progress 
on the zoo bond program:

Presented May 2021 for the calendar year 2020
Why the Committee Exists
In 2008 Portland area voters expressed the value they place on animal welfare and water and 
energy conservation when they passed the $125 million bond measure that funds habitat and 
infrastructure upgrades at the Oregon Zoo. As mandated by the bond measure, the Oregon Zoo 
Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee (“the committee”) provides independent citizen review to 
help ensure the public’s money is well spent. The committee’s charge is to determine if the zoo 
improvement program is on the right path in terms of structure, expenditures and achievement 
of defined goals. This is the committee’s annual report to the Metro Council and the communi-
ty, presenting its findings on how the program has progressed during the period from January 
through December 2020.

Zoo Bond Ballot Measure

Bonds to Protect Animal Health and Safety; Conserve, Recycle Water

The zoo bond measure calls for updating and replacing old exhibits and facilities, increasing 
access to conservation education, and replacing utility systems to reduce water and energy 
use and lower operating costs.

• Provide more humane care for animals; update four outdated and undersized enclosures 
with larger, more natural and safer spaces. 

• Protect animal health and safety; modernize zoo’s substandard 45-year-old animal clinic 
determined deficient by the Association of Zoo’s and Aquariums. 

• Increase access to conservation education; provide more space for summer camps, class-
es and hands-on learning for kids, adults and families. 

• Improve water quality; replace the zoo’s 1950s sewer system, reducing pollination by 
separating sewage from stormwater, harvesting runoff for reuse. 

• Conserve, reuse water; install water recycling filtration systems; replace leaking, worn-
out plumbing, irrigation systems, saving 11,000,000 gallons of water annually. 
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About the Committee

The Metro Council first appointed the committee in January 2010. The committee met four times 
in 2020: February, May, September and November. Currently the committee has 17 members, 
who bring to the committee skill sets from a diverse set of backgrounds (see Appendix B).

The committee operates under a charter that incorporates the governance and reporting require-
ments of Metro Council Ordinance 10-1232. The Metro Council president appoints the chair of 
the committee, a position currently held by Susan Hartnett.

The committee meetings typically involve interactive presentations by the zoo bond staff team 
and other Oregon Zoo and Metro staff. Each meeting includes considerable discussion and ques-
tion/answer time.

The committee operates at a high oversight level, reviewing the zoo improvement program to 
ensure that structure, expenditures and defined goals are on track. In most cases, the committee 
does not make specific project decisions. Members look at how decision-making occurs and how 
business is conducted. The committee seeks to help ensure that the right processes and controls 
are in place so that the best possible value can be realized from the voter-approved zoo bond 
funds. The attached organizational chart of the zoo bond program (Appendix C), illustrates the 
many different levels of interaction and oversight.

The 2008 zoo bond measure titled “Bonds to Protect Animal Health and Safety: Conserve, Recycle 
Water” (the “zoo bond”) called for a citizen oversight committee to do the following:

1. Assess progress in implementing the Oregon Zoo bond measure project improve-
ments.

2. Report on project spending trends and current cost projections, and review and re-
port on the annual independent financial audit of spending.

3. Consider and recommend project modifications intended to account for increases 
in construction costs in excess of budget estimates, to ensure that the purpose and 
promise of the Oregon Zoo bond measure is fully realized.

The committee’s reporting requirement
The committee is required to report annually to the Metro Council regarding the progress of the 
zoo bond measure improvements, spending trends and cost projections, and project modifica-
tions. This document satisfies that requirement. This committee helps ensure the best value for 
the voters’ investment and provides this report to the community as part of its oversight and 
stewardship.
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In addition to the bond reporting requirements, the committee reviews other requirements and 
goals for the program. These include the state requirement that 1.5 percent of construction costs 
on eligible projects be used for renewable energy installations, the Metro requirement that 1 
percent of construction costs on projects of a certain size be used for commissioned artwork, and 
an aspirational goal that zoo bond-funded construction projects achieve 15 percent participa-
tion from minority-owned, women-owned, emerging small business, and service-disabled veter-
an-owned firms. The committee also strives to maintain a focus on the visitor experience and how 
its recommendations impact this crucial component.

This report includes the committee’s recommendations from the report issued in April 2020 that 
covered the calendar year 2019 (2019 Findings and Recommendations), and provides an update 
on the outcomes of those recommendations as applicable. Attached to this report, Appendix A 
contains information on completed projects and background on the bond initiation process and 
early planning stages. This 2020 calendar year report, provides information about ongoing proj-
ects. For the final report, anticipated in fall 2021, the committee intends to update Appendix A to 
capture key outcomes of all projects and the bond program as a whole, particularly those related 
to the three main objectives of the ballot measure – animal welfare, conservation education, and 
infrastructure and sustainability – and to document any project development or construction 
challenges.

As noted above, this report fulfills the bond measure requirement to report annually to the Metro 
Council regarding the progress of the zoo bond measure improvements, spending trends and cost 
projections, and project modifications. Although of interest to the committee, it does not attempt 
to set measurable operations standards or include an analysis of operations of the new facilities 
constructed by the bond program. In 2015, the committee asked to be provided with an update 
on the estimated annual operational impacts after one full fiscal year (July to June) of opera-
tions in the new bond-constructed facilities completed in 2015 or later. The bond program staff 
has provided this information since then, but 2020 posed challenges in this reporting due to the 
financial impacts of the global coronavirus pandemic. In addition, some of that information is pro-
vided in a mid-program report, Thanks to You, A Better Zoo, 2016 Bond Program Progress Report, 
posted on the zoo website, www.OregonZoo.org.

This 2020 annual report includes high level data on diversity in contracting information, although 
much remains the same as it was in 2019. More complete information on the topic is provided 
Section A.

This report makes various references to items that were presented to the committee in 2020 and 
prior years. The committee’s meeting materials, minutes, annual reports, program fiscal audits 
and Oregon Zoo Bond Program Equity in Contracting Quarterly reports can be found on the Over-
sight Committee meeting materials pages on the zoo’s website.

http://www.oregonzoo.org/sites/default/files/downloads/oregon-zoo-2016-bond-program-progress-report.pdf
http://www.OregonZoo.org
http://www.oregonzoo.org/discover/new-zoo/oregon-zoo-bond-citizens-oversight-committee/oregon-zoo-bond-citizens-oversight
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section A. Program initiatives

Section A - Program initiatives describes the three main objectives of the ballot measure – animal 
welfare, conservation education, and infrastructure and sustainability - and provides highlights of 
how those objectives are embodied in the bond projects. Section B – Ongoing projects, includes a 
more complete description of the bond objectives for the remaining bond projects – Polar Pas-
sage, Primate Forest and Rhino Ridge. Appendix A includes a detailed description of the ways the 
ballot initiatives were incorporated into all completed projects. This section also provides a de-
scription of two additional program initiatives that the Committee has monitored and reported on 
since 2015 – diversity in contracting utilization and program governance and structure.

A. Program initiatives 
1. Animal Welfare

Overview
Protecting animal health and safety was a priority in the ballot measure. The zoo is committed 
to providing its animals with the best care possible. Animal welfare is prioritized during design 
and monitored during all construction. The sequence and design of the bond-funded projects 
prioritize animal welfare.

Ballot Measure Objectives

• Increase space for elephants

• Create modern animal hospital 
and quarantine facilities 

• Provide more humane conditions 
for polar bears through reduced 
concrete substrate, increased 
pools and increased space

• Add trees, rocks and water to 
primate areas

Animal welfare refers to an animal’s collective physical, 
mental and emotional states over a period of time and 
is measured on a continuum from poor to excellent. 
The zoo aims to optimize the welfare potential of each 
animal through enrichment, habitat design, nutrition, 
research programs, veterinary care, husbandry training, 
population management and staff training. For animals 
to thrive, the zoo takes into account psychological as-
pects of welfare such as mental, emotional and social 
health. The zoo conducts continuous welfare assess-
ments of individual animals and the species to analyze 
behavior, physiology, and physical appearance and 
health.
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section A. Program initiatives

Bond Projects

 9 The Veterinary Medical Center enhances animal holding options, increases safety and comfort 
and reduces stress for animals, and dramatically improved ability to control communicable 
diseases

 9 Condors of the Columbia habitat provides flowing water for drinking and bathing and offers 
high perch and short flight opportunities for birds

 9 Elephant Lands habitat includes more options for extending outside access, increases exercise 
opportunities and offers a more natural and stimulating environment 

 9 The Education Center provides improved facilities for the Zoo’s invertebrate collection and 
western pond turtles

 9 Design of Polar Passage has focused on providing bears with long views, natural substrate, 
more space, and will meet Association of Zoos and Aquariums and Manitoba standards for 
polar bear habitats

 9 Design of Primate Forest habitat provides the chimpanzees with more complex spaces for 
extended families and includes interchangeable, three-dimensional structures with climbing 
structures and hammocks

 9 Rhino Ridge will double the space available for the endangered black rhinoceros

2. Conservation Education 

Overview

The ballot measure highlighted a need to increase 
conservation education opportunities for zoo visitors. 
The zoo aims to inspire visitors to take conservation 
action, increase its capacity to invite and engage di-
verse audiences in conservation education, engage 
other conservation partners in providing resources and 
programming to the zoo’s 1.5 million annual visitors, 
and advance conservation education in the region by 
fostering connection and dialogue among different 
sectors and issues.

Ballot Measure Objectives

• Increase acceess to conservation 
education

• Provide more space for summer 
camps

• Expand classes to engage region’s 
diverse population

• Provide visitors with hands-on lear-
ning
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section A. Program initiatives

In 2018, the Oregon Zoo finalized an Integrated Conservation Action Plan (ICAP). This plan estab-
lishes the zoo’s primary conservation priorities and helps the zoo focus efforts around animals, 
programs and operations for greater impact. The ICAP helps prioritize staff resource investments 
and decisions; maximizes effectiveness of zoo conservation efforts; unifies the zoo’s education, 
interpretive messaging and communication strategies to increase awareness of the zoo’s conser-
vation efforts and inspire conservation action locally and globally; and aligns sustainability efforts 
on zoo grounds with conservation priorities. Staff work on the plan continues with Dr. Kathayoon 
Khalil, conservation impact manager, hired in 2019 to organize and support the implementation 
of the ICAP and conservation programs and actions. The ICAP continues to be used as a guiding 
framework for the zoo’s animal conservation efforts.

Bond Projects

 9 The Education Center creates a dedicated space for education programming at the zoo, allowing the 
zoo to increase capacity for conservation education including seven new classrooms and three tent 
sites

 9 Conservation education is an integrated part of the main themes of the interpretive experience in all 
bond projects

 9 Conservation education is now focused on and aligned with the Zoo’s Integrated Conservation Action 
Plan and highlights the impacts of human activities on the wildlife housed in new habitats, such as the 
impacts of deforestation from palm oil farming on Asian elephants and great apes, and global climate 
change on polar bears.

Oregon Zoo conservation programs 
focus on the impacts of human 
activites, such as habitat loss for Red 
Apes in Borneo, due to deforestation 

from palm oil farming. 
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section A. Program initiatives

3. Infrastructure and Sustainability 

Overview 
The ballot measure called for the zoo to conserve and reuse water, requiring significant infra-
structure upgrades. Most of the zoo’s infrastructure dates back to the 1950s and 1960s. The most 
expensive utility cost at the zoo is water. Leaking pipes, run-off, inadequate filtration systems, 
and lack of rainwater reclamation systems all contributed to wasted water and increased costs. 
Millions of gallons of water per year and thousands of dollars are being saved through a major 
rebuilding of the zoo’s water distribution system. In addition, new buildings have been designed 
to capture solar power and warmth and provide natural light and ventilation, cutting down on 
energy usage and cost.

In its Comprehensive Capital Master Plan (approved November 2011), the Oregon Zoo detailed 
its commitment to creating an efficient and sustainable 
campus constantly striving to increase conservation of 
resources and improvement and expansion of services. 
Through these types of efforts, operating funds needed 
for utilities and energy are reduced and can be used 
for support of the zoo’s core missions. The bond funds 
have provided for the replacement of many of the 
antiquated building/operational systems and animal 
habitats. The Oregon Zoo strives to be an efficient and 
sustainable campus. 

The physical location of the zoo presents challenges 
due to natural landforms, steep grades and unstable 
soil conditions. Projects are shaped using the design 
team’s study of vegetation, geology, hydrology, land-
forms, topography, circulation, potable water network 
and existing infrastructure, age of existing buildings and suitability of land for development. Cap-
ital improvements, enhancements and sustainable features have been incorporated to improve 
site infrastructure, including the new train route and trestle, new service road, sanitary sewer line 
replacement, improved stormwater management, and energy and water saving measures. 

The Zoo bond projects’ aspirational goal is to meet or exceed U.S. Green Building Council Leader-
ship in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification. The Veterinary Medical Center 
and Elephant Lands both received LEED Gold Certifications, and the Education Center was award-
ed LEED Platinum, the highest level of certification.

Ballot Measure Goals 

• Achieve LEED silver or higher in 
each project

• Reduce 2008 GHG emissions 80% 
by 2050

• Generate renewable solar energy 
onsite

• Invest 1.5% of capital construc-
tion costs in renewable energy

• Reduce 2008 water use 50% by 
2025
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section A. Program initiatives

LEED is an internationally recognized means to assess the effectiveness of building materials, 
systems and siting choices to reduce environmental impact through a broad range of energy and 
resource consumption measures.

Bond Projects

 9 Completed projects have separated the old combined sewer system into isolated stormwater 
and sanitary sewers, and have built stormwater planters and bio-swales to naturally filter and 
clean stormwater before sending it downstream

 9 Separate stormwater facilites that utilize retention and natural filtration methods are being 
incorporated into remaining projects. 

 9 Conservation education is now focused on and aligned with the Zoo’s Integrated Conservation 
Action Plan and highlights the impacts of human activities on the wildlife housed in new habi-
tats, such as the impacts of deforestation from palm oil farming on Asian elephants and great 
apes, and global climate change on polar bears.

 9 An underground stormwater storage facility capable of storing and slowly releasing storm run-
off from the entire zoo during a ten-year rain event was incorporated with Elephant Lands

 9 The objectives of reducing the use of city water and reclaiming or reusing non-potable water 
have been achieved on several projects

 9 Landscape design has incorporated native, climate-adaptive plant species

 9 The Education Center’s “net-zero” design features an impressive array of sustainable technolo-
gies and new operational approaches will yield results for years to come.

 9 The Electrical Infrastructure project, which was added in 2017, replaced outdated generators 
and associated infrastructure, critical to both animal and guest needs

 9 Bird-friendly glass incorporated into the design and specifications to minimize bird strikes and 
bird-safe lighting has been installed in several projects

 9 Elephant Lands was the first commercial building in Oregon to use cross-laminated timber, 
(CLT) which is a sustainable wood product. CLT is used extensively at Polar Passage and Pri-
mate Forest, which greatly reduces the building’s carbon footprint

 9 Material reuse is a theme of the bond program including wood from the elk viewing shelter, 
peeler poles from the Elephant Museum and pavers from the original Elephant Plaza picnic 
area

 9 Solar hot water pre-heating has been incorporated into two projects

 9 Green roofs have been installed at Elephant Lands and the Education Center
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section A. Program initiatives

Infrastructure and Sustainability 

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee carries forward its 2019 recommendation that the Education Center contin-
ue data collection on energy use in order to achieve the International Living Future Insti-
tute (ILFI) Zero Energy Certification. 

 
Update: Data collection required to meet net zero reporting was interrupted by COVID-19. 
The project is in a hold status with ILFI until the Zoo returns to normal operations. After 
which building use and operation will need to be evaluated to determine if further engi-
neering analysis is needed to justify data and/or adjust building systems. 
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section A. Program initiatives

4. Diversity in Contracting

While not specifically called for in the ballot 
measure, setting and meeting goals for con-
tracting opportunities for minority-owned en-
terprises, women-owned enterprises, emerging 
small businesses, and service-disabled veter-
an-owned enterprises is an important Metro 
objective and early in its inception, the Com-
mittee made it an aspect of the bond projects 
to track and report. The zoo has consistently 
demonstrated its commitment to contracting 
with firms that are certified by the State of Or-
egon Certification Office of Business Inclusion 
and Diversity (COBID firms) and has continued 
that commitment throughout the bond pro-
gram.

This section provides an overview of the diver-
sity in contracting of the zoo bond projects; 
more details for specific projects are included 
in Section B and Appendix A.

Complete information on the overall diversity 
in contracting for the zoo bond projects was first issued in a report by bond staff in September 
2016. The report was published quarterly through March 31, 2018 when the committee decided 
to suspend it until new information was available for the remaining bond project – Polar Passage, 
Primate Forest and Rhino Ridge, which were contracted as a single construction project.

In August 2019, an update of the report, Oregon Zoo Bond Equity in Contracting Quarterly Report, 
was produced to report on the outcomes for the final bond projects. At its November 2019 meet-
ing, the committee decided that a quarterly report was no longer needed and agreed that a final 
report summarizing the program’s contracting equity efforts for all projects would be sufficient. 
The committee requested staff provide an update on any changes to the remaining project’s con-
tracting equity outcomes at the regular meetings. The committee also asked that the bond pro-
gram diversity in contracting efforts and outcomes be fully integrated into Metro’s annual report 
on that topic.

Committee Focus 

• Achieve an aspirational contracting 
goal for zoo bond-funded construc-
tion projects of 15 percent participa-
tion from COBID firms

• Use of alternative contracting meth-
ods such as Construction Manage-
ment by General Contractor (CM/
GC) as means to increase COBID 
participation

• Encourage efforst by Metro and 
other local governments to increase 
equity and diversity in construc-
tion-related labor force and business 
ownership through public spending 
policies and programs
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Overall as of December 31, 2020, with the near completion of all bond projects, the bond pro-
gram has spent approximately $102 million on COBID-eligible construction contracts, and $15.2 
million, or 14.9 percent, of that was on COBID firms. Of that COBID spending, $4.1 million went to 
minority-owned businesses, $4.1 million to women-owned businesses, and $7 million to emerg-
ing small businesses. 

Subcontract bidding opportunities on the bond program were completed with the construction 
phase contracts for the final three projects – Polar Passage, Primate Forest and Rhino Ridge. 
While some projects were more successful than others in meeting the 15 percent aspirational 
goal for COBID participation, the table below shows that, for COBID eligible contracts, each proj-
ect contributed to the program’s efforts toward meeting the goal overall.

Metro’s methodology for calculating COBID utilization deducts the value of the scopes of work 
deemed ineligible to COBID firms from the total construction contract amount to determine the 
base for utilization rate calculation. For example, for the Condors of the Columbia project, this 
methodology resulted in removing the specialized aviary mesh installation scope of work, with 
a subcontract value of $157,845, from the base calculation. Only three firms nationwide provide 
the mesh installation, and none of them was a certified COBID firm.

To determine if a scope of work is ineligible, the Metro project manager and contractor contact-
ed and searched the Oregon Procurement Information Network (ORPIN), State of Oregon COBID 
website, Oregon chapter of National Association of Minority Contractors and other organizations 
that work with minority contractors to determine if any vendors in the area were eligible to per-
form the specialized work. Metro’s procurement manager was required to approve any request 
for specialized work deemed ineligible to COBID contractors and was responsible for tracking and 
reporting COBID contractor utilization.

In addition to summarizing the COBID contract amount, the committee thinks it is important 
to recognize and record the program’s efforts over the years to increase these numbers by 
including evaluation during the procurement of goods and services, outreach to COBID firms 
to encourage participation, mentoring of COBID firms, and breaking down projects to increase 
accessibility to bid.

Improved recruitment strategies of COBID firms included:
• General contractor starts recruiting COBIDs earlier to help get them ready by bid day, and 

hosts workshops either at their office or on site before bid day.
• Breaking down bid packages for subcontractors so that they are not overwhelming for 

smaller firms to bid.
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While COBID goals focused on business ownership, goals for creating greater labor force 
opportunities for women and people of color have not been addressed until recently. The 
committee raised this topic, which was well received by zoo bond staff and Metro.
With no goals in the original bond language to help measure workforce equity impacts, the 
committee has encouraged practices that increased opportunities for women and people of 
color on the final construction projects, including recommending the Metro Council approve 
alternative contracting methods such as Construction Management by General Contractor 
(CM/GC) for several zoo bond projects. The 
Committee has observed with great interest 
and provided encouragement through its an-
nual report “commendations” (see Appendix 
D) to the meaningful collaboration among local 
governments to increase understanding of the 
impediments to real success in equitable public 
contracting activities.

The Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee 
acknowledges that issues of equity and inclu-
sion in public sector contracting to increase 
both business ownership and labor force devel-
opment are complex and will require sustained, 
long-term actions that extend beyond the zoo 
bond in scope and time. The committee also 
recognizes the immediate challenges due to 
robust local market conditions. Nonetheless, 
the committee appreciates and encourages the 
efforts by Metro, other government units and 
private sector entities to create sustainable pro-
grams that will make meaningful change over 
time. The committee also appreciates that the 
bond program staff has worked hard to solicit 
and retain design and construction teams who 
are committed to these goals.

Construction Career Pathways

On October 24, 2019, the Metro Council 
adopted the Construction Career Path-
ways policy (formerly C2P2). At that 
meeting the Bond Oversight Commit-
tee was acknowledged for encouraging 
Metro to pursue the diversity workforce 
program. 

The Construction Career Pathways Proj-
ect Public Owner Workgroup is com-
prised of 16 public agencies tasked with 
developing a regional approach to re-
cruiting and retaining women and peo-
ple of color in the construction trades. 
Learn more here: https://www.
oregonmetro.gov/constructioncar-
eer-pathways.

 https://www. oregonmetro.gov/constructioncareer-pathways.
 https://www. oregonmetro.gov/constructioncareer-pathways.
 https://www. oregonmetro.gov/constructioncareer-pathways.
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Diversity in Contracting 

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee recommends moving from issuing quarterly Equity in Contracting reports to 
issuing one final report at the end of the program.

 
Update: Bond program staff commit to issuing a final Equity in Contracting report at the 
end of the program. The report will be distributed to bond oversight committee members 
and posted on the zoo’s website. 

• The committee recommends the regular meeting agenda include any changes to COBID 
utilization. 

Update: The COBID utilization rate is shared at each oversight meeting during the Program 
and Financial Update Section.
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5.    Program Governance and Structure

Prior to the start of the zoo bond construction projects, the Metro Auditor recommended im-
proved accountability through clarity of the organizational structure. The Auditor suggested clear-
ly delineating roles and responsibilities and lines of authority.

While the ballot measure did not mention program governance as an element to monitor, early in 
its inception, the Committee asked to be kept informed when changes to the program governance 
and structure were being considered by zoo management or Metro.

The governance structure initially set up for the zoo bond program separated bond program proj-
ect planning and construction activity from zoo operations. A follow-up audit demonstrated that 
separating the bond program from zoo operations created a separate project management func-
tion better suited to address financial oversight, scheduling and information sharing.

This robust governance and oversight structure continues to guide the bond program and is prov-
ing to be effective in ensuring careful and diligent stewardship of bond funds.

The zoo bond program team reported directly to the Metro deputy chief operating officer through 
November 2017 and transitioned its reporting to the Metro general manager of visitor venues at 
the end of 2017, which still allows a separation of planning, construction and expenditure author-
ity between the zoo bond program and zoo operations.

In bond-funded construction programs as the projects reach conclusion, it is appropriate and 
expected to reduce staffing to be consistent with the reduced program need. In 2018 as the zoo 
bond program moved toward completion of all funded projects, staff changes also began to occur.

On June 1, 2018, Heidi Rahn, zoo bond program director from 2013 to 2018, accepted a new 
position as Metro’s Asset Management and Capital Planning program director (renamed in 2020 
Capital Asset Management director). In that new role, she retains oversight of the zoo bond pro-
gram construction.

The zoo finance and administration program director, Sarah Keane, assumed oversight of other 
elements of the zoo bond program at 0.4 full-time-equivalent (FTE) on December 1, 2018.

In January 2019, Staci Pfau was brought on board as a project manager, replacing Wayne Starkey, 
to assist on the final project. Early in 2019, Linnea Nelson, zoo bond coordinator since 2009, tran-
sitioned to supporting the bond at .5 (FTE) and another Metro department .5 (FTE).
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In December 2019, zoo bond program coordinator, Linnea Nelson transferred to fully support 
another Metro department and her support of the committee was transferred to the zoo adminis-
trative support team. 

Also in December 2019, zoo curator of inspiration, learning and action, Grant Spickelmier, accept-
ed the position of executive director at the International Wolf Care Center in Minnesota. While 
Mr. Spickelmier’s position was not funded by the zoo bond, his work on the bond projects was 
critical and his efforts to create an Interpretive Framework for all zoo habitats will have a lasting 
positive impact.

The bond program continues to report to the Metro general manager of visitor venues, Scott 
Cruickshank.

In January 2020, Laura Weiner assumed administrative duties for the Bond program, in addition 
to her support of the zoo’s animal care team. Laura provided support for the zoo bond Oversight 
Committee until September 2020, when she accepted a position at the Henry Vilas zoo in Madi-
son, Wisconsin.

On January 27, 2020, Bob Lee assumed the role of General Curator. 

On September 1, 2020, Don Moore retired from his position as the zoo’s Director. Scott Cruick-
shank will assume the role of interim director and a search for a new director will begin in 2021. 

In September 2020, Sheri Horiszney left the zoo and Bob Lee assumed the majority of her respon-
sibilities. 

In September 2020, Sarah Orizaga assumed the role of Administrative Assistant to the Bond 
program. Sarah will assist in finalizing the bond’s annual reports as well as complete all necessary 
records retention, as dictated by Metro policies. 
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Program Governance and Structure

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee carried forward its recommendation that Metro maintain clarity about 
roles, responsibilities, and lines of authority with particular attention to the need to adjust 
program size and capacity as the bond program comes to a close.

 
Update: As the bond program nears completion, staffing levels will continue to be adjusted 
to an appropriate level. Staff will continue to provide the committee with regular updates. 
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B. Ongoing and new bond projects
1. Polar Passage, Primate Forest and expanded Rhino Ridge

The final habitat projects – Polar Passage, Primate Forest and expanded Rhino Ridge - are adja-
cent to one another in the heart of the zoo, and are being managed as a single construction site. 
This approach was selected to reduce construction time and costs, make the whole undertaking 
more efficient, and reduce impacts on zoo operations and guest experience. The construction is 
being completed in phases. The first phase has the largest footprint, encompassing all three fu-
ture habitats as the zoo demolishes old facilities. As the zoo completes projects, the construction 
footprint shrank. Rhino Ridge was completed first, followed by Primate Forest, both in October 
2020. Polar Passage is anticipated to be complete in early 2021.

Demolition and site grading began in July 2018. The former polar bear, sun bear and wild pig 
buildings were removed and selective demolition of the primate building was completed.

As the construction documents needed for permitting were assembled in November 2018, zoo 
staff anticipated that bids could exceed the budget for these final three projects due to current 
construction trends. Before the bids were received, zoo staff advised the committee of this possi-
bility and presented recommendations that the committee could adopt depending on the amount 
by which the budget might be exceeded. Bids were received in December 2018 and as predicted, 
exceeded the budget. In January 2019, the committee reviewed a recommendation for the Met-
ro Council to reallocate existing program contingency allowances within the budget to cover the 
excess without affecting the overall bond budget. The City of Portland issued building permits in 
June 2019 and construction has progressed on schedule in 2020, despite the additional challeng-
es presented by the COVID-19 virus.

A.    Polar Passage

After much effort to design the new exhibit within available resources, construction got un-
derway in 2019 on a state-of-the-art habitat that fully meets the zoo’s multiple goals for ani-
mal welfare, conservation and education.  Major construction activities during 2020 included 
installing underground utilities, grading and foundation work for the buildings and site fea-
tures such as elevated landscape areas. This exhibit, when completed, will be an engaging 
habitat for the next generations of polar bears at the Oregon Zoo and will provide guests with 
a unique close-up experience with these magnificent creatures. 

Polar Passage covers approximately two acres, three times the size of the previous exhibit 
space, and is custom designed to support the needs of polar bears. The new habitats will give 
the bears greater choice and control, encouraging them to engage in more natural behaviors 
while providing opportunities for keepers to visually monitor animals, enabling responsive
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care. Polar Passage will include more open and varied terrain, with hilltops offering the bears 
long vista views across the zoo and a variety of habitats to patrol, as polar bears do on ice floes 
and tundra in the Arctic. New shallow and deep saltwater pools will be healthy for skin, fur and 
eyes.

As of December 2020, the Polar Passage holding building, Life Support System building and 
Café were constructed. Shotcrete rock work at the polar bear pools and around the habitats 
was underway and largely completed. Final site grading and landscape are underway. All as-
phalt paving is complete except for the area around the Café and Storage building. A schedule 
extension of 31 days was approved for delays related to the use of North Meadow Service 
Road for drive-through ZooLights. Polar Passage construction is 89 percent complete.

REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section B. Ongoing and new bond projects

Animal Welfare – Completion of the project will expand the bears’ access to natural substrate 
and varied habitat, provide a sophisticated water-filtration system, chill the pool water, and in-
crease both land and pool space. New holding areas are equipped with high-efficiency lighting 
and ventilation, allowing for excellent animal care. As marine mammals, polar bears’ eye and 
coat health is best served with access to saltwater and earlier decisions assured that all of the 
pools will have a saltwater system.

Manitoba, Canada’s Polar Bear Protection 
Act and the regulations established under 
that Act set forth minimum requirements 
for facilities that receive an orphaned 
animal from Manitoba (Western Hudson 
Bay population/Churchill area). The regula-
tions identify exhibit and off-exhibit space, 
holding area, pools, viewing distance, 
barrier heights, exhibit complexity, animal 
care, enrichment and education require-
ments. The Association of Zoos and Aquar-
iums’ Species Survival Plan for polar bears 
has asked that all polar bear facilities aspire to the Manitoba standards. The Oregon Zoo has 
designed Polar Passage to adhere to AZA and the Manitoba standards. If imports are allowed, 
this will qualify the zoo to receive polar bears from the Canadian province of Manitoba, if 
available. Polar Passage could be a future home for orphaned or displaced bears.

All pools in the habitat will have saltwater, which is best for 
polar bears’ eye and coat health.
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In evaluating the design of Polar Passage, staff took into account the rapid loss of polar 
bear habitat in the wild and the anticipated needs of displaced animals, and determined 
that a maternity den will not be needed at this time. This resulted in considerable costs 
savings. The space for the den and an outdoor maternity yard remains in the design, in 
case these facilities are needed in the future. Polar Passage will have capacity for five or six 
bears. The zoo’s prior polar bear, Nora, will be returning to the habitat in early 2021.

REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section B. Ongoing and new bond projects

Conservation Education – As the primary threat to polar bear survival, climate change will 
be a central theme of the visitor experience in the new Polar Passage project. Visitors will 
learn about the polar bears’ amazing adaptations to their Arctic habitat and the best ways 
to take meaningful action to re-
duce their climate change impacts 
and help create a better future 
for polar bears. Development of 
this new habitat also provides the 
Oregon Zoo the opportunity to 
educate guests about the conser-
vation research the zoo conducts 
with polar bears to assess the im-
pacts of climate change. Because 
polar bears are hard to study in 
their natural habitat, the Oregon 
Zoo provides an environment suit-
able for zoo-based research that 
contributes to and supports field 
research aimed at helping wild 
bears survive. The new zoo habi-
tat will continue this commitment 
and provide visitors with a fascinating and close-up view into the groundbreaking work the 
zoo does with bears to support Arctic conservation science. Key components of the new 
polar bear habitat will provide visitors a close-up view of polar bear care and bring the 
zoo’s research and positive reinforcement training activities to the forefront of the visitor 
experience.

One of the main objectives of the interpretive messaging will be to introduce facts about 
climate change, polar bear conservation, and actions visitors can take to preserve polar 
bears and their Arctic habitat. As with all bond projects, the effectiveness of the interpre-
tive exhibits with visitors will be assessed after the project is complete.

During design evaluation it was determined the maternity den will 
not be needed at this time due to anticipated needs of displaced 
animals as a result of rapid habitat loss. 
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Infrastructure and Sustainability – Infrastructure work associated with the polar bear proj-
ect includes a public plaza with guest amenities, visitor path upgrades, and the final phase of 
upgrading utilities included in the bond program implementation. The polar bear project will 
also connect to the geothermal “slinky” system installed during the construction of Elephant 
Lands to exchange heat and cooling between the habitats. The geothermal system will help 
save energy by transferring energy used to cool Polar Passage pools and use it to help heat 
Elephant Lands.

The three new pools at Polar Passage, totaling 115,000 gallons of saltwater, will be connected 
to water filtration and recovery systems that will significantly save on water utility costs. Polar 
Passage and Primate Forest buildings focus on energy efficiency with upgraded high efficient 
heating/ventilation/air conditioning (HVAC) system, LED lighting and solar tubes for natural 
daylighting. The most critical improvement is the demolition of the 1950s polar bear and pri-
mate buildings and their antiquated systems.

B.  Primate Forest

Primate Forest provides vastly improved hab-
itat for an expanded family of chimps. The old 
primate building, including Flooded Forest, has 
been demolished to make way for this new hab-
itat. Red Ape Reserve remains, but with updated 
displays and information about the effects of 
deforestation on orangutans, and guidance for 
visitors on how to take meaningful action.

Primate Forest was substantially complete on 
October 12, 2020 and the four resident chim-
panzees moved in October 20. An additional 
family of chimps will arrive in the fall of 2021.

The new habitat provides more complex spaces 
including interchangeable climbing structures and 
hammocks. 

Animal Welfare – The old primate building was scheduled to be demolished in a future phase 
of construction (Master Plan Phase II). In 2017, the Metro Council approved the prioritization 
of removing the primate building in this phase and building a new habitat in that space as part 
of the bond program projects. Zoo staff reviewed conservation and animal welfare goals to 
determine and identify the priority species for the new habitats: chimpanzees and orangutans. 
Primate Forest will be home to an expanded number of chimpanzees adjacent to the orang-
utans in Red Ape Reserve. The Oregon Zoo has an existing group of chimpanzees who will 
benefit significantly from more complex spaces and better visibility so that they can see who is 

entering the area.
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This species thrives in groups large enough for individuals to choose with whom to spend 
time, and with latitude to move between groups. New construction addresses this need by ex-
panding and significantly improving the space to accommodate a larger group of chimpanzees. 
The new habitat provides the chimps with more complex spaces and includes three-dimen-
sional structures, that allow keepers to enrich the environment by changing the arrangement 
of climbing structures and hammocks.

Conservation Education – At Primate Forest, visitors will learn about the conservation chal-
lenges primates face from deforestation, particularly as their habitat is converted to palm oil 
plantations. Interpretive graphics will describe how chimpanzees and orangutans are adapted 
for life in their forested habitats in Africa and Asia and the devastating impacts of deforesta-
tion and habitat loss on these large apes. Other information will address how visitors can take 
action to reduce the human impact on rainforests and the animals who live in them, including 
a focus on selecting sustainable palm oil products from these forests.

Infrastructure and Sustainability – The project goal is to achieve LEED Silver certification.

C. Rhino Ridge

The 2008 ballot measure asked for funds to im-
prove the hippo exhibit, primarily the installation 
of a water- saving filtration system. The hippo pool 
was being dumped and refilled several times a week 
with millions of gallons of water being poured down 
the drain every year. The zoo began master plan-
ning after the ballot measure was approved and 
analyzed energy use across the entire zoo campus. 
The pumps and filtration systems use the most 
power, which meant the zoo was about to install a 
water-saving hippo pool filtration system that would 
use a lot of energy.

Unlike hippos, rhinos don’t require pools and pose 
no issues regarding water use or filtration. In addition, rhinos are better suited to the zoo’s 
long-term species plan. The zoo’s 20-year master plan calls for construction of an Africa savan-
na habitat shared by a number of large grassland species.

Construction costs for Rhino Ridge are fully 
funded by the Oregon Zoo foundation and not 
bond proceeds.
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Rhinos can share habitat with gazelles and giraffes. Upon further analysis, including public 
opinion surveys, the zoo and Metro Council amended the project to focus on expanded 
habitat for critically endangered rhinos. This allows for removal of the pool and prioritizing 
conservation of the endangered black rhino. To prepare for the Rhino Habitat expansion, 
the zoo moved the hippos to a new home (Fort Worth Zoo) in the spring of 2018 and de-
commissioned the hippo pool.

On the advice of bond counsel, in 2018, bond funds were shifted away from the construc-
tion of the expanded rhinoceros habitat. Construction costs for Rhino Ridge expansion has 
been fully funded by the Oregon Zoo Foundation, using funds it had previously designated 
to build the maternity den at Polar Passage (which will not be constructed in this phase). 
Bond funds that were originally designated for the Rhino Ridge expansion have been redi-
rected back to Polar Passage.

Rhino Ridge was completed in October 2020. The zoo is coordinating with Species Survival 
Plan Program and Association of Zoos and Aquariums on next steps in moving a breeding 
pair of rhinos into the habitat.

Animal Welfare –Rhino Ridge is now more than fifty percent larger, creating space that 
can be divided to better support future breeding opportunities for this highly endangered 
animal. The rhinos will have more choices over how and where they spend their day, and 
visitors will get more intimate views of the animals.

Conservation Education – The new encounter space designed into the habitat allows visi-
tors the opportunity to get up close to an endangered rhino with a keeper and learn more 
about the threats to the species.

Infrastructure and Sustainability –Rhino Ridge eliminates the outdated hippo pool, saving 
approximately 9.5 million gallons of water annually for the zoo.

REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
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Diversity in Contracting – Subcontractor bids for Polar Passage/Primate Forest/ Rhino Ridge 
construction were received in late 2018. Estimated COBID contracting for construction is 13 
percent or $4 million. Of the 10 COBID-certified firms that bid on construction work, seven 
were low-bid and were awarded contracts. The CM/GC conducted significant outreach in 
advance of the bid deadline to ensure COBID firms understood the project, had adequate 
information to develop a bid, and were encouraged to participate. 
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The approval to utilize CM/GC for this project allowed for more outreach to COBID contractors 
during the design phase. CLR Design, the project architect, hired primarily local consultants to 
assist with the design and engineering of the project. Many of these consultants are certified 
as women-owned or emerging small businesses and provided a COBID utilization of 24 per-
cent. This brings the overall project utilization to 14 percent.

REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section B. Ongoing and new bond projects

Percent-for-Art – The final major art commission selection process was completed in 2016 in 
coordination with the design of the 
new Polar Passage. Given the connec-
tion between polar bears and North 
American native populations, The 
Oregon Zoo Public Art Advisory Com-
mittee (OZPAAC) asked Regional Arts 
and Culture Council (RACC) to extend 
its outreach to native artists in Alas-
ka. In addition to its routine outreach 
efforts, RACC contacted arts organiza-
tions based in Canada and Alaska and 
directly contacted a number of native 
artists, but did not receive any pro-
posals from them. OZPAAC selected 
the artist team of Edwin and Veronica 
Dam de Nogales of Ontario, Cana-
da, out of 179 responses to the request for qualifications. The selected artists demonstrated 
significant personal knowledge of the plight of polar bears, and their proposed Melting Ice 
Bear sculpture will capture and convey both the majestic qualities of the polar bear and the 
precarious state of their survival. The cast aluminum sculpture, approved to proceed by the 
Metro Council in 2017, will stand 9 feet tall and will be complemented by two cast aluminum 
benches that capture the playful side of polar bears. Fabrication of the artwork was complet-
ed in December 2018. The sculpture and accompanying benches were delivered in July 2019 
and stored locally until construction at Polar Passage was nearly complete. The sculptures are 
scheduled to be installed in February 2021. In December 2019, a resin replica of the Melt-
ing Ice Bear was temporarily installed in conjunction with the UN Climate Action Conference 
(COP25) in Madrid, Spain. Veronica and Edwin de Nogales attended the conference and con-
nected with attendees about the artwork and the accompanying message that was provided 
by the Oregon Zoo.
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Polar Passage, Primate Forest, and Rhino Ridge

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee continues its 2019 recommendation that the Oregon Zoo continue to work 
with professional networks to optimize the positive result of bears being placed in appro-
priate habitats, including Polar Passage.

 
Update: Curater Amy Cutting has been working with our professional colleagues within 
US federal agencies, AZA-accredited zoos, the AZA polar bear Species Survival Plan adviso-
ry teams, and professionals within the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) itself to 
develop placement protocols for polar bears. It is currently anticipated that there will be at 
least one polar bear placed at Polar Passage in the new year. 
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2.   Interpretive Experience

The zoo’s overall interpretive goals, including both bond project and non-bond project initiatives, are to 
create a more synergistic experience for guests across the entire campus and to position the zoo itself –its 
environmental resources and stewardship of those resources, husbandry and animal care practices, and 
conservation programs – as an essential part of that experience.

During the zoo bond program, the planning and development of interpretative materials has transitioned 
from an individual project approach to a comprehensive approach – like the Percent for Art – and back to 
an approach where each project integrates the interpretive experience into the project planning, design 
and implementation. Each project has interpretive themes and goals developed via a research-based 
approach. Visitors are engaged as part of the front-end (goal setting), formative (design) and summative 
(effectiveness) evaluations. Animal welfare, sustainability/green living, and conservation education are 
common threads through each project’s interpretive ele-
ments.

In December 2018, zoo staff issued an Interpretive Experi-
ence Update report that spells out an Interpretive Frame-
work with strategy and processes to inform interpretive 
design and keep interpretive graphics fresh, relevant to 
contemporary conservation concerns and integrated with 
messaging across the zoo. The new Framework was sub-
stantially completed in June 2019, and has already been 
used to inform interpretive design. It outlines the zoo’s new 
process for assessing and maintaining effectiveness of in-
terpretive elements across the zoo, including bond projects. 
This includes an expanded governance structure with more 
involvement of zoo leadership.

The best practices outlined in the new framework align with 
the philosophy of the National Association of Interpreta-
tion that interpretives forge an emotional and intellectual 
connection between the interests of the audience and the 
meanings inherent in the resource.

Based on previous recommendations from the committee, 
the zoo and bond teams have focused on designing interpretives for Polar Passage and Primate Forest 
that are flexible in design and messaging so they can easily be changed out at little cost and remain cur-
rent. Zoo staff are doing the same for Rhino Ridge interpretives.

Interpretive Outcomes 

After the visit, zoo visitors will 
know: 

1. Oregon Zoo animals thrive under 
the respectful, science-based care 
provided by our professional staff. 

2. Oregon Zoo invests in local and 
global conservation as a natural 
outflow of our caring for wildlife. 

3. Together, we can create a better 
future for wildlife by making envri-
onmentally responsible choices 
both individually and as a commu-
nity. 
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Interpretive Experience

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee recommends that the zoo refine and finalize the Interpretive Framework 
and adopt a formal policy that it be used for development of future interpretives and up-
dates of existing interpretives. 

 
Update: The Interpretive Framework is finalized with the next steps being to adopt a formal 
policy. A memo will be sent to the committee by 12/31/2020 indicating if the policy was 
officially adopted.
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3.   Wayfinding

The Oregon Zoo has a challenging campus that can be confusing to navigate. Also, as changes to 
the campus were made, the signs were not easily updatable. To address this issue, as part of the 
development of the comprehensive capital master plan, a new concept for Wayfinding was intro-
duced.

The zoo campus was divided into hubs and spokes. The hubs provide guests a chance to rest, uti-
lize guest amenities, and consult digital kiosks. The spokes guide guests through animal habitats. 
This update provided a more holistic system providing a consistent look and feel.

The new wayfinding introduced a digital component allowing for updates. The new digital com-
ponent has presented some operational challenges. It must be updated manually and it is not 
integrated with other zoo information systems. A more robust and flexible content management 
system is being investigated.

The maps were redone adding a numbered pylon system. The signage was simplified using color 
coding and less language-based and instead relying more on animal icons.

Installation of the campus wayfinding system was substantially complete in 2017. The final kiosk 
installation in Central Plaza is scheduled to be completed in February 2021.

4. Percent for Art

The zoo bond program has contributed to the zoo’s collection through the acquisition of art under 
Metro’s One Percent for Art requirement. The zoo bond program has engaged the Regional Arts 
and Culture Council (RACC) to help administer the selection of art for all the major art pieces 
commissioned under the bond program.

In 2011, the Metro Council approved a programmatic approach to art spending, which allowed 
the art appropriation for the remainder of the construction projects to be pooled for the whole 
program to fund three major commissions at three plazas, in addition to the initial zoo bond art 
commission for the Veterinary Medical Center. At the same time, the Council created an Oregon 
Zoo Public Art Advisory Committee (OZPAAC) and defined the process and criteria for the commit-
tee to select art.
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OZPAAC was directed to advise Metro on the selection of artists and/or works of art in accordance 
with Metro’s percent-for-art program and to develop a long-term public art strategy dealing with 
the zoo’s existing public art collection. OZPAAC in-
cludes a member of the Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight 
Committee.

Since 2012 when the committee was formed, vol-
unteer members met several times each year and 
spent many  hours developing artist solicitations, 
reviewing hundreds of artist proposals, interviewing 
finalists, selecting artists to recommend, and work-
ing with artists to refine the art concepts. OZPAAC 
played a key role in successfully selecting art of high 
quality that represents the best in artistic skills, 
encourages public dialogue and understanding of 
art, enhances the aesthetic quality of the zoo site, and 
fulfills the zoo’s public art program goal. 

A more detailed history of the processes used to commission art for the zoo bond program and 
the art installed with the Elephant Lands and Education Center projects can be found in Appendix 
A.

REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section B. Ongoing and new bond projects

Metro Council created an Oregon Zoo Public Art 
Advisory Committee (OZPAAC) and defined the 
process and criteria for the committee to select 
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section B. Ongoing and new bond projects

Percent for Art

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee recommends that the project team track the storage of art pieces and care-
fully coordinate its final installation. 

Update: Kate Giraud, Bond project manager, is coordinating the Polar Passage art installa-
tion with the commissioned artists. The final installation is currently scheduled for January 
2021. The four art pieces are safely stored at the Expo Center and will be carefully relocat-
ed to the construction site and installed by Lease Crutcher Lewis. Due to COVID-19 travel 
restrictions, the Spain-based artists will be present during the installation process via video 
call to provide input and placement approval. 
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 1 | Assessment of Progress
Section C. Completed Bond Projects

C. Completed Bond Projects
See Appendix A for the following projects:

Water Main Building, 2011 
Comprehensive Capital Master Plan, 2011 
Land Use, 2012-2013
Penguin Life Support System Upgrade, 2012 
Veterinary Medical Center, 2012
Condors of the Columbia, 2014 
Elephant Lands, 2015
Remote Elephant Center (cancelled) 2016
Education Center, 2017
Electrical Infrastructure, 2019
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section A. Overall program spending

Report on spending trends, current cost projections and indepdent financial auditors’ 
report

A. Overall program spending
1. Budget and Expenditures
The zoo bond program is divided into four main areas: construction projects, planning projects, 
land use processes and program administration. As of December 31, 2020, the allocated resourc-
es for all program activities total $153,026,008. Forecasted revenues total $153,026,008. The 
remaining projects in process represent $148 million (97 percent) of the $153 million total re-
sources. The completed projects were finished on time and within budget.

Funding sources total approximately $153 million and include $125 million from general obliga-
tion bond measure proceeds, $8.1 million from the Oregon Zoo Foundation, an expected $1.5 
million in grants, donations, and partner contributions, approximately $2.8 million in anticipated 
investment earnings and $15.7 million from bond sale premium proceeds. 

Metro’s conservative fiscal policy and excellent AAA bond rating from S&P and AAA from 
Moody’s have resulted in premiums on the sale of the bonds. This has put the program in a solid 
position to complete the remaining projects, despite significant cost escalation in the region. The 
program has $800,000 budgeted for close out contingency needs. Bond funds are projected to 
be fully spent down by April 2021. The remaining funds are a combination of contributions from 
the Oregon Zoo Foundation and incentive dollars from the Energy Trust of Oregon. 

Project budgets and scopes were first defined in 2011 and were analyzed and modified in 2017 
to address cost escalation; the final allocation was determined in 2019. Of principal concern to 
this committee is completion of all bond projects with the remaining funding without sacrificing 
bond program goals, including animal welfare objectives. Given the construction cost escalation 
in the region toward the end of the zoo bond program, Polar Passage, Primate Forest, and Rhi-
no Ridge (PPR) is the most impacted of all the zoo’s projects funded by the bond. An addition 
of $3.2 million to the project budget was required even after significant value engineering. The 
existing PPR project budget is $47.2 million and the construction portion of that budget is $33 
million.

The bond program is on track to meet Metro’s requirement to invest 1 percent of direct con-
struction costs in public art. The eligible direct construction costs through the end of the bond 
program totaled $84,955,960, making the 1 percent for art requirement $849,560. At the end of 
2020, the Percent-for-Art spending was projected at $810,000.
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section A. Overall program spending

In addition to the zoo bond investments in art commissions and historic art relocation, the Or-
egon Cultural Trust, Oregon Zoo Foundation and zoo operations have invested $62,841 in res-
toration of three sets of historic artwork that were moved to accommodate bond construction 
projects. These include the Willard Martin mosaic, two totem poles and the Warren Iliff sculpture 
garden.  With restoration added, the total art expenditures were forecast to be $872,841. 
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section A. Overall program spending

Budget and Expenditures 

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee carries forward its 2019 recommendation that the zoo have a plan to offset 
any reduced cash flow during this final stage of construction

Update: Despite financial challenges brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic, zoo leadership 
remains confident in the zoo’s ability to plan into a slow recovery. The zoo balances budgets 
annually based on a five year forecast and conservative assumptions. In addition, financial 
results are monitored through the year, and operations are adjusted as necessary.

• The committee carries forward its 2019 recommendation that staff continue monitoring 
construction costs and to utilize project and program contingency reserves as needed to 
ensure the final projects are successfully implemented. 

Update: Zoo bond staff continue to closely monitor construction costs, upcoming change 
events, and provide frequent reports that address issues as they arise. 
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section A. Overall program spending

2. Contracting Methods
The program received Metro Council approval to use an alternative general contractor procure-
ment method called the Construction Management by General Contractor (CM/GC) approach 
for Elephant Lands, Education Center and Polar Passage/ Primate Forest/Rhino Habitat. This 
approach worked well for the Elephant Lands and Education Center projects and, given the com-
plexity of the zoo bond-funded projects and simultaneous construction projects, the committee 
continues to support the consideration of alternative contracting methods such as this in order to 
reduce risk and achieve the most cost-effective and efficient use of the zoo bond funds.

In 2018, the zoo bond team reported on the outcomes of the use of CM/GC for the Education 
Center. The highlights include the following:

• During the design process and cost estimating, more than $2.7 million of cost reductions were 
identified and implemented to align project scope with the budget.

• The CM/GC phased the project to effectively work around the zoo’s scheduled activities, 
reduce impacts on revenue opportunities, and limit overall disruption to visitors (especially 
given the location at the entrance to Washington Park).

• Metro distributed nearly $4.3 million to COBID contractors (29.5 percent of the eligible con-
tract dollars), exceeding the zoo bond program’s goal of 15 percent utilization.

• This project was a true collaboration with external stakeholders, and the funding sources re-
flect that. CM/GC provided more flexibility when new funding sources came in (e.g., Portland 
General Electric funded the increase in solar panels). Ultimately, the additional sustainability 
investments allowed the zoo to achieve LEED Platinum certification on the project. The Educa-
tion Center is now generating more energy than it consumes, allowing the zoo to benefit from 
the additional generation on campus.
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section B. Cost Projections

B. Cost projections

1. Master Plan Implementation

The Comprehensive Capital Master Plan describes the zoo’s vision and goals, the purpose and 
intent for each facility, and includes a budget, sequence and timeline of construction projects that 
will bring the future vision to reality. This representation of the zoo’s future is an essential tool to 
coordinate the development of the zoo’s separate facilities into a coherent, effective and unique 
institution with a clear and recognizable theme and mission.

The Metro Council approved the master plan in 2011, which included the budgets for the 
bond-funded projects. The CCMP has been and will continue to be a crucial element to ensure ef-
ficient and effective use of bond proceeds. As part of the CCMP process, each project budget was 
developed with a contingency fund for both design and construction. Annual cost escalation due 
to inflation was also incorporated into each project budget. In addition, the overall program has a 
contingency fund.

Master Plan Implementation 

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee recommends that program and Metro staff monitor construction costs and 
to utilize project and program contingency reserves as needed to ensure the final projects 
are successfully implemented.

Update: Jim Mitchell, Oregon Zoo Bond Construction Manager, and the Bond project man-
agers, formally monitor construction spending once a month utilizing the Project Outcome 
Report which tracks all contract amounts, costs to date, and future costs. The project con-
tingency is 13% of the amount remaining to spend and the project is 85% complete. All of 
the program contingency has been allocated.
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section B. Cost Projections

2.  Administrative Costs

Metro’s central services support the zoo bond program with budget management, bond sales, 
legal support, procurement of goods and services, and information services.

Administration costs and the actual costs of issuing the bonds total $7.7 million (5.3 percent) of 
the zoo bond program’s total expenditures through December 31, 2020. This percentage is com-
parable to other local public bond-funded construction projects. An analysis of the Beaverton 
School District, Portland Public School District and Portland Community College bond programs 
resulted in a range of administrative costs between 3.8 percent and 7.2 percent of the total pro-
gram budget.

Originally staff projected that total administrative overhead costs for the zoo bond program would 
be $3.9 million, about 3 percent of total expenditures. 
In 2018 the Oversight Committee was notified that the total administrative costs would increase 
from a projected $7.2 million in 2017 to an expected $8.85 million through the completion of the 
project – an increase of $1.65 million. Part of the increase is due to the program running longer 
than planned and part is due to imprecise projections of administrative costs at the start of the 
bond program. In preparation for the end of the program, Metro agreed to cap any additional 
central services transfer increases at $5.85 million total. This agreement provides a high level of 
confidence that the administrative costs will not exceed $8.85 million.

Administrative Costs 

2019 Findings and Recommendations with updates:

• The committee recommends project and Metro staff investigate options for the use of un-
allocated close out contingency funds and provide a report to the committee in 2020.

Update: Sarah Keane, Finance Director, presented a tiered proposal for use of remaining 
funds including refreshing the master plan, bond project touch ups, and year 1 operating 
costs of new habitats. Oregon Zoo Foundation is reviewing the proposal with board execu-
tives for an official path forward.
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section B. Cost Projections

3. Operating Costs

The Oregon Zoo staff anticipates that some future operating costs of the zoo will increase upon 
completion of the bond-funded projects, but will be offset by additional revenue-generating 
opportunities and the enhancements and efficiencies gained through new technologies and the 
modernization of zoo infrastructure. The committee believes it is important that staff continue to 
monitor this assumption as project planning matures, to allow reasonable financial planning by 
zoo staff.
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 2 | Spending Considerations 
Section C. Independent financial audit

C. Independent financial audit
Moss Adams issued the annual independent financial audit report of the zoo bond program on 
November 30, 2020. The auditors reported that nothing came to their attention that caused them 
to believe that Metro failed to comply with the provisions of the bond measure. No specific man-
agement letter comments were made. Notice of the audit report was published on December 21, 
2020, in the Daily Journal of Commerce, and the audit report was posted on the zoo website. The 
audit report was also provided to members of the Oversight Committee.

https://www.oregonzoo.org/sites/default/files/downloads/Oregon%20Zoo%20Bond%20Report.pdf
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REQUIRED REPORTING ITEM 3 | Project modifications in excess of budget
Section A. Project Modifications

Consider and recommend project modifications intended to account for increases in construction 
costs in excess of budget estimates

A. Project Modifications
As the bond projects reach their final years, modifications from the master plan are occasionally required. 
In 2020, the Oregon Zoo Foundation committed an additional $200,000 for new climbing structures for 
chimpanzees in the moated habitat.

The Oversight Committee charter outlines the committee’s role to “consider and recommend project 
modifications if inflationary increases in construction costs exceed current budget estimates.” The com-
mittee monitors changes to the cost and budget on an ongoing basis. As of year-end 2020, there were $0 
in unallocated program contingency and $800,000 in close out contingency. These funds are available to 
support completion of the final projects, as needed.
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Appendix A – Background information and completed projects

As the zoo bond program moved towards conclusion, the committee decided the 
time was right to make format changes intended to begin transitioning the annual 
report to a final bond program report when the current projects are completed in 
2021. To that end, beginning with the 2018 report, this Appendix A was added to 
capture cumulative information about the bond’s inception and early planning stages  
along with information on completed projects. The committee’s goal in making these 
changes was to assemble a complete picture of the zoo bond process and program 
and to highlight for the public key information about the program’s performance in 
fulfilling the bond’s intent.  The committee also believes this information may be useful 
to Metro and other public agencies when undertaking a significant bond-funded 
construction program. 
 
 
1. Introduction: How the zoo bond program started

In 2008, the Portland Metro region voted to invest $125 million in the zoo to protect 
animal welfare, increase access to conservation education and improve sustainability. 
The bond projects were ambitious and extensive, with nearly half the zoo grounds 
getting an upgrade. Construction spanned a decade, with initial projects taking off in 
2010. The last three habitats – Polar Passage, Primate Forest and Rhino Habitat – are 
scheduled to open in 2021.

Even an undertaking of this magnitude starts as a small spark. For two years the 
21-member volunteer Oregon Zoo Foundation Board worked with zoo leadership, 
the Metro Council, zoo veterinarians, animal biologists and scientists, and community 
leaders to develop a plan for the future of the zoo. The Oregon Zoo Future 
Committee, led by a Metro councilor and the zoo director, dug deep to conduct 
strategic plans, commissioned early opinion polling and conducted interviews and 
briefings with key constituents.

This early work turned up a consistent theme – the people of the Portland region 
wanted animals at the zoo to have the best habitats possible. And this theme was 
well-grounded. The zoo had many ageing facilities that reflected decades-old 
standards of care or required unsustainable levels of maintenance. 

•	 At nearly 50 years old, the Association of Zoos and Aquariums had noted 
the zoo’s veterinary hospital and quarantine facilities were substandard and 
deficient. 

•	 Built in 1959, the elephants’ indoor and outdoor spaces were worn, cramped 
and out-of-date.

•	 The Polar Bear habitat was built when the primary objective was containment 
of the bears. As a concrete bowl, it became scorching hot in summer and did 
not provide a sufficient amount of enrichment opportunities.
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•	 Similarly, the Primate area was originally designed to be easy for the keepers 
to clean and no longer met current standards for primate engagement or a 
stimulating environment.

•	 Out-of-date water filtration capabilities for the hippo and penguin habitats 
wasted more than 11 million gallons a year, and were woefully out of sync with 
the sustainability values and financial stewardship responsibilities of Metro.

In November 2008, Measure 26-96 was approved by voters: Yes 195,652 (59.72 
percent); No 131,985 (40.28 percent).

The following sections describe each of the completed zoo bond projects and an early 
advisory group’s role.

 
2. Oregon Zoo Bond Advisory Group

The Oregon Zoo Bond Advisory Group (OZBAG) played a pivotal role in early 
planning. Following passage of the zoo bond measure in November 2008, OZBAG was 
established to make recommendations to the zoo bond program manager regarding 
planning and implementation surrounding the planning, permitting, contracting and 
construction activity reflected in the zoo bond measure. The group consisted of five 
external members, eight staff and two Metro Councilors, and were appointed by the 
Metro deputy chief operating officer. Members were recognized experts in their fields, 
including real estate law, financial management, facility management, and facility 
planning and construction management. 

OZBAG provided professional, prospective guidance regarding how to move forward 
with specific project issues, especially related to land use and the Comprehensive 
Capital Master Plan preparation. The legal land use expertise on OZBAG proved critical 
in advising the bond program on the best way to negotiate the land use process. 
OZBAG helped the program develop a successful strategy that resulted in no appeals 
and no delays to construction. The group met 18 times over four years from July 2009 
to June 2013, when it had completed its work advising on the land use process.

 
Lessons Learned

OZBAG assisted greatly in steering Metro on land use decisions related 
to the conditional use master plan (CU MS) and was valuable in weighing 
various land use strategies. Because land use actions are often complex, 
a lesson was learned about the benefit of engaging an expert group like 
OZBAG early in the process to navigate the land use permit process.
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3. Water Main Building, 2011

Most of the zoo’s infrastructure dates back to the 1950s and 60s, including pipes, 
plumbing, and irrigation systems.  Water is the most expensive utility cost at the 
zoo, and the outdated infrastructure contributed to waste, increasing costs, and 
downstream water degradation because of leaking pipes, run-off, inadequate filtration 
systems and storm water discharge into the sanitary system. 

Although the zoo had successfully implemented water conservation programs over 
the years, they had been small, scattered, and limited in success because of the 
zoo’s aging water infrastructure.  The zoo determined that to reduce water waste, 
it would need to undertake a major rebuild of the zoo’s water distribution system, 
including installation of central plant piping, on-site storm water, and the separation 
of storm water from sanitary sewer systems in accordance with new City of Portland 
requirements.

The Water Main Building was completed in 2011, and it represents a crucial upgrade to 
the zoo’s water infrastructure, helping to prevent water waste and associated costs, as 
well as downstream water degradation.  The Water Main Building keeps nonpotable 
water, including storm water, from entering the water system.  It also allows for the 
capture and reuse of rainwater at the Veterinary Medical Center via a 30,000-gallon 
cistern that collects rainwater. That rainwater is used to flush toilets and wash down 
animal quarters. 
 
 
4. Comprehensive Capital Master Plan, 2011

Developing a Comprehensive Capital Master Planning (CCMP) was a crucial element in 
helping to ensure efficient and effective use of bond proceeds. Metro issued a Request 
for Proposals in April 2010 for an interdisciplinary consulting team to complete a 
CCMP for the remaining zoo bond improvements funded by the $125 million bond. The 

 
Lessons Learned

The Comprehensive Capital Master Plan process was a deeply engaging 
process drawing on the expertise of zoo and other Metro staff and 
visitors’ experience to envision a new zoo for people and animals. The 
CCMP took ideas and made them themes, then took themes and made 
them into schematics. Decisions made through the CCMP effort have 
direct land use implications. The lesson learned is to conduct a CCMP 
first; running the CCMP and Conditional Use Master Plan/Land use permit 
efforts concurrently created some delays in the land use permit work.
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Penguin Filtration and Veterinary Medical Center projects (VMC) were begun before 
the new Conditional Use Master Plan and the Comprehensive Capital Master Plan were 
complete because the VMC land use was approved under teh zoo’s prior Conditional 
Use Master Plan and teh Penguin Filtration project is a mechanical upgrade that was 
not dependent on a land use decision.   
 
Bond program staff received compliments from external parties on a well-written RFP, 
and their hard work paid off. A multidisciplinary team was selected for this work: 

•	 SRG Partnership (prime consultant; architecture and management)

•	 CLR Design (zoo planning and exhibit design)

•	 Atelier Dreiseitl (landscape, planning and sustainability)

The consultant team was charged with developing a 20-year campus plan 
encompassing bond-funded projects as well as future phases that did not have an 
identified funding source. Metro expected the consultant team to balance schematic 
designs for the specific bond projects, sustainability initiatives and infrastructure 
improvements with available bond resources.

In addition to a sweeping scope, one challenge for the consultant team was to develop 
a plan within the realities of the site itself. The zoo campus slopes and unstable soils 
are important considerations. The consultant team mitigated the soil concern by 
working with geotechnical engineers that had a 20-year history of work on the zoo 
campus.

Primary consultant team work with Metro staff occurred at six CCMP workshops, each 
scheduled for three days duration. Metro established zoo stakeholder teams for each 
major bond project to test the consultant team’s concepts and draft plans. Following 
the workshops, the consultant team reviewed and advanced the top-most siting and 
concepts. To provide public outreach and an opportunity for comment on the CCMP, 
the program held five open houses in April and August 2011. 

In addition, the program used Metro’s innovative online opinion panel, Opt In, to 
communicate draft plans and to seek opinion on various planning options and 
received more than 4,400 responses. Respondents indicated they were in favor of 
implementing the bond construction over a longer period of time, keeping animals 
on site, and maintaining the zoo guest experience, rather than doing the construction 
in a shorter period that would hinder the guest experience and require more animals 
to be moved offsite. Respondents also indicated they were in favor of substituting 
improvements to the rhino habitat instead of the hippo habitat as listed in the bond 
measure, since it would save large amounts of water and energy and promote 
conservation of the endangered black rhino.

As a major stakeholder in the future of the zoo, the Oregon Zoo Foundation (OZF) 
director and key staff were directly involved in the CCMP process. In addition to 
attending master planning sessions, OZF staff contracted for a development plan that 
relied on information from the CCMP.
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Several significant changes and challenges included:

•	 Removal of hippo project: Through careful assessment of zoo capacity, 
funding and animal welfare needs, the zoo decided to remove hippos from the 
zoo collection and therefore remove the hippo filtration project, and instead 
added the Rhino Habitat project.

•	 Train Route: The expansion of the elephant exhibit necessitated changes 
to the zoo train route. As a favorite experience for zoo guests, this project 
necessitated careful planning. The consultant team proposed five alternate 
route options.

In the end, the CCMP provided:

•	 Analysis, recommendations and a strategy for Metro to implement the 
specific bond projects, as well as sustainability initiatives and infrastructure 
improvements. This included refining project scopes through schematic design.

•	 An overall schedule for all projects based on the optimal project sequencing, 
timing and estimated duration. This plan included a schedule for each project.

•	 An overall bond budget and financing plan with cost estimates for each project 
based on schematic designs. 

o Contingencies were included based on the proposed site and complexity 
of each specific project. The plan included direct, indirect and overhead 
costs; construction cost inflation; and assumed timing for cash in- and 
out-flows. 

o The financing plan assumed no outside funding sources and was 
developed from a conservative mindset. This allowed any outside funds 
to be used for scope enhancements and not critical (base) project 
elements 

The CCMP was completed and approved by the Metro Council in September 2011. 
The CCMP development expenses totaled $1.7 million, or just under the established 
budget. The CCMP provided a clear blueprint for the process to realize bond goals.
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5.  Land Use, 2012-2013

The Oregon Zoo operates as a conditional use within the City of Portland’s Open 
Spaces zoning designation. Conditional uses are uses that may be allowed by the city 
in a base zone in which they are otherwise not permitted, so long as certain conditions 
are met. As an institution that is more or less continually redeveloping, the Oregon 
Zoo must obtain a longer-term process approval through the City of Portland’s 10-
year conditional use master plan (CU MS). The conditional use CU MS serves as the 
guiding land use and development master plan for the Oregon Zoo. The city originally 
approved a CU MS for the zoo in 1997, which remained in effect until 2013. By 2010, all 
of the projects originally identified in the 1997 plan had been completed or were in the 
process of being completed, thus necessitating a new conditional use master plan. 

Early in the land use application process in 2010, Metro staff requested that the 
city consider other land use approaches, such as re-zoning the property to a less 
restrictive base zone or creating a Plan District, but after several meetings with 
city commissioners and senior city staff, it was determined those alternatives were 
unacceptable or infeasible.

The CU MS effort was led by Metro staff and the Office of Metro Attorney, and was 
supported by a multidisciplinary consulting team. An aggressive timeline estimate of 
two years was initially set to complete the process. Several known nonconforming 
land uses and high-priority issues were identified early on, including multimodal 
access and parking (including bicycle parking and parking lot landscaping), 
environmental impacts, and stormwater management. Given the complexity of these 
issues, staff recognized that timing of land use approvals could pose a threat to 
project construction schedules.

 
Lessons Learned

The Conditional Use Master Plan and land use permit was a necessary but 
time-consuming effort. This was in part due to the change in approach 
from creation of a Plan District to a zoo-specific Conditional Use permit. 
The lesson-learned is to have the land use strategy more concretely 
understood or decided before entering the bond implementation window. 

The Conditional Use Master Plan process became a way to think 
systematically about all of Washington Park. Through the zoo’s leadership, 
many long term changes began to take shape that not only improved the 
experience of all Washington Park visitors, but brought benefit to and 
strengthened the ties between all the institutions housed in the park. This 
foundation of collaboration and mutual support will serve the zoo and 
other Washington Park entities well as they consider future development 
and growth. 
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Concurrent with the CU MS process, a consultant team prepared the Oregon Zoo’s 
new Comprehensive Capital Master Plan (CCMP) (additional context provided about 
the Master Plan in the next section). The Master Plan provided increased detail around 
project scope, sequencing, sustainability initiatives, and general campus infrastructure 
improvements and served as the basis for the final CU MS application for City of 
Portland approval. 

Though the work of the CU MS and CCMP planning process, Metro decided to address 
land use requirements in three distinct phases to reduce risk to project timelines from 
possibly delayed land use decisions and, in the case of the West Parking Lot, to seek 
approvals with appropriate property owner partners. The three phases were:

•	 Phase I Amendment to the prior CU MS: To maintain the program’s 
construction momentum, Metro asked the city to allow work to proceed on the 
Elephant Lands project and the Condors of the Columbia project under the 
prior CU MS. One challenging aspect of this amendment was the Elephants 
Lands expansion into the environmental zone on the northeast side of the 
exhibit. Though filed three months behind schedule, this amendment was 
approved in March 2012.

•	 Phase II New Conditional Use application for the West Parking Lot: Up to this 
point, the West Lot did not have legal land use standing with the city. The West 
Lot land use application was for permanent use of the area as parking. This 
separate West Lot application allowed for the zoo and its neighbors to focus on 
this discrete topic without jeopardizing timelines for other zoo bond projects. 
This application was approved November 2012.

•	 Phase III New CU MS: The new Conditional Use Master Plan laid out the growth 
plan for the next 10 years - for the remainder of the specific bond projects 
and the overall master plan improvements. The CU MS reflected the needs of 
the bond projects as articulated in the Comprehensive Capital Master Plan 
and encompasses site planning and boundaries, current and future uses, 
development standards, and projected transportation and parking impacts. 
Though originally expected to be submitted the fourth quarter of 2011, the 
application for the new CU MS was submitted August 2012 and approved 
January 2013.

Concurrently with the CU MS process, the zoo was faced with the pending expiration 
of the zoo’s 30-year lease of the Washington Park parking lot. Though the zoo 
attempted several times to negotiate a revival of the parking lot lease, the city was 
unwilling to do so. The confluence of the CU MS process with the return of the 
management of the parking lot to the City of Portland Parks & Recreation department 
had ramifications for institutions beyond the zoo itself.  
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Extensive partner and public engagement by the zoo resulted in the following 
changes: 

•	 Parking management responsibilities were turned over to Portland 
Parks & Recreation

•	 Impacted parties formed the Washington Park Transportation 
Management Association (WPTMA)

•	 Paid parking for the shared lot and throughout Washington Park was 
implemented in January 2014 

•	 In 2015 the WPTMA was renamed Explore Washington Park with a 
new website and branding.

The CU MS was a necessary but time-consuming effort: Metro assessed and changed 
tactics early on in the process, the city replied to each application with questions 
and seeking additional information and the consultant team facilitated extensive 
engagement with other entities present in Washington Park, adjacent neighborhood 
associations, and city and state partners. In the end, the land use process built a 
good working relationship with neighbors, established a whole new way of working 
with Portland Parks & Recreation, and prioritized improvements to Washington Park 
guest experience through the specific focus on coordinated access and parking. This 
process became a way to think systematically about all of Washington Park.

Throughout, the Oregon Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee took a keen interest 
in this project to ensure the risk-appropriate level of resources were dedicated to 
achieving the necessary approvals.

6.  Penguin Life Support System Upgrade, 2012

The zoo’s Penguinarium was built in 1959 and remodeled in 1982. It had an outdated 
water-filtration system that dumped millions of gallons of water each year into the 
city’s sewer system. A constant flow of fresh water was required to keep the pool 
clean and free of scum that builds up from the oils in penguin feathers. Additionally, 
the 25,000-gallon pool was completely drained weekly for cleaning.

The zoo completed a filtration upgrade at the Penguinarium in December 2011 with 
the goal of conserving water and improving water quality.  The program completed 
the work outside the expected timeframe, but the budget impact was negligible 
due to the contractor’s responsibility to reimburse project expenses associated with 
the delay.  The finished filtration system worked perfectly, cleaning and circulating 
clear water. However, when keepers turned on the HVAC system in the Penguinarium 
in anticipation of the penguins’ return, they found it wasn’t working properly and 
couldn’t control humidity levels in the exhibit. Modifications to the HVAC system were 
not part of the filtration system upgrade, and the moisture level of the exhibit air was 
not modified by the project. 
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The Zoo Facilities Maintenance department managed repairs and the zoo funded the 
HVAC system repair, not the bond program or zoo bond funds. The penguins remained 
housed at the polar bear exhibit (where they were housed from the beginning of the 
filtration upgrade) with no negative impact to animal health or welfare until November 
2012, when the Penguinarium reopened to the public.

Zoo staff estimates that the new 
filtration system saves seven million 
gallons of water each year and that 
water use has deceased by more than 
90 percent because the pool water is 
filtered versus frequently dumped.

Diversity in Contracting – The project 
accomplished a COBID utilization 
rate of 6 percent; all 6 percent were 
emerging small businesses.

Infrastructure and Sustainability – 
The water filtration and circulation 
systems installed as part of the Penguin 
Life Support System reuse water in the 
penguinarium and significantly reducing 
fresh water consumption.

 

AWARDS 
 
2014 ACEC Oregon Excellence in Engineering - Grand Award

By upgrading the filtration system at the 
Penguinarium the 25,000 gallon pool no longer 
needed to be drained weekly for cleaning.
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7.  Veterinary Medical Center, 2012 
 
The grand opening of the Veterinary 
Medical Center (VMC) was celebrated in 
January 2012. The new building replaced 
the substandard veterinary and quarantine 
buildings with a new facility that offers 
dramatic improvements in animal holding, 
climate-controlled spaces, enclosure 
substrates to increase safety and comfort, 
reduced stress for animals, options for 
environmental enrichment and ability to 
control communicable diseases. 

Prior to construction the Association of 
Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) had deemed 
the zoo’s former animal quarantine facility, 
built 45 years ago, substandard, noting 
inadequate lighting, heating, ventilation and 
drainage, rusty and crumbling walls and 
doors, surfaces that were difficult to sanitize 
because of degradation and floors that had 
the potential to damage the hooves of some 
animals. Moving large animals in and out 
also proved difficult. It had been retrofitted 
several times but had reached a point where 
more was not considered feasible. Because of these issues, the Veterinary Medical 
Center was prioritized as the first bond project for animal health and safety. 

The new VMC fully meets standards set by the AZA and the Oregon Zoo is now 
recognized as having one of the most advanced animal hospitals in the country.

In order to immediately address the key criteria of animal health and safety, the VMC 
was prioritized as the first project under the bond with a budget of $9.2 million.

Prior to bond passage, zoo staff and an external consultant team had performed a 
feasibility assessment. They evaluated the existing zoo veterinary medical program 
needs and operating requirements, including animal research and quarantine spaces. 
To better understand the features of a well-designed facility, visits were made to 
veterinary hospital facilities recently completed in Cincinnati, Detroit, Honolulu, and 
Milwaukee. 

In addition, the team reviewed where to site the new building, with the primary 
locations considered being to the west and east of the existing veterinary medical 
offices at Gate J. The assessment concluded that the west side was the better location 
since the available footprint on the east side was much smaller, requiring a two‐story 
building, and conflicted with the Center for Species Survival animal holding buildings.

In April 2009, Metro contracted with Peck, Smiley, Ettlin architects to lead a consultant 

 
2008 Ballot Measure - 
PROTECTING ANIMAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY:
 
The zoo’s veterinarians are top-
notch, but they are working in 
outdated, substandard facilities 
which failed to meet the stan-
dards of the Association of Zoos 
and Aquariums... 
Failure to bring these facilities up 
to standard could jeopardize the 
zoo’s national accreditation and 
seriously affect both the zoo’s 
reputation in the community and 
its ability to participate in critical 
breeding and species conserva-
tion programs.
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team that would develop the building design and balance medical program needs 
with funds available. The team was directed to target LEED Silver as the minimum 
sustainable building design.

When the design development phase was complete, Metro submitted a Conditional 
Use Master Plan amendment to the City of Portland for the veterinary medical center 
and quarantine facility. On September 18, 2009, the city approved the amendment. 
There was no outside opposition to the amendment submittal.

In July 2009, the consultant’s cost 
estimator provided a direct site and 
building construction cost estimate of 
$7.9 million based on design development 
documents. The project’s estimate of $2 
million for soft costs and contingency 
brought the total project estimate to $9.9 
million, 8 percent over the target budget. 
The team remained optimistic, though, 
that value engineering options could be 
identified to meet the target, so design 
continued.

Around this same time, the project’s 
geotechnical engineer advised that the 
proposed site location would require 
enhanced site stabilization to address 
underlying soil conditions and excavation 
needs. The team recommended that 
an extensive soil nail retaining wall be 
integrated into the back wall of the 
building as the best, albeit a relatively 
expensive one.

When the construction documents 
reached 85 percent completion another 
cost estimate was prepared. In November 
2009, the updated construction cost 
estimate, plus estimated soft costs and 
contingency, came in at $11.9 million, 29 
percent ($2.7 million) above the project’s 
target budget.  
 
This budget shock caused the team to stop all construction document work and 
instead engage in a significant value engineering exercise over the following five 
weeks.  This resulted in a major change in the design through reducing the size 
from 19,040 square feet to 15,443 square feet and relocating the building 100 feet 
to the west.  These adjustments separated the retaining wall from the building and 
eliminated modifications to an existing back-up power generator that had been 
necessary under the previous design.  Along with some other more modest changes, 
the cost estimate was reduced to $9.6 million.

The new VMC fully meets standards set by the AZA 
and the Oregon Zoo is now recognized as having 
one of the most advanced animal hospitals in the 
country.
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Staff, with input from the Bond Advisory Committee that had worked on the bond 
program development (the Bond Oversight Committee did not convene until February 
2010), presented the issue to Metro Council in January 2010.  While it was obviously 
not optimal to have the first project under the program be over budget, staff 
recommended that the budget be increased to $9.6 million rather than re-design the 
building with attendant delays and risks.  The Council duly approved the increase and 
authorized the team to move forward with bidding.

Critical to that decision was input from the zoo’s lead veterinarian and other 
stakeholders to the effect that the value engineering options did not reduce the 
building’s program and functional use.

Using a procurement method utilized by TriMet for light rail projects, Metro 
embarked on a two-step bid process. The first step involved a careful screening to 
identify qualified contractors based on their past performance, capabilities, project 
management techniques, and commitment to diversity. Contractors that passed this 
first step were invited to submit fixed-price bids for construction, with the award 
going to the lowest bidder. 

The bid request for the project included an aspirational goal of 15 percent participation 
by MWESB subcontractors. While not a mandatory goal for prime contractors, the 
aspirational goal did make clear Metro’s commitment to diversity in its contracts. 

Skanska USA was the successful bidder and was awarded the construction contract in 
June 2010.  Since the bid amount was below the revised estimate, the project budget 
was revised downwards to $9.46 million.  This budget included a 15% contingency and 
remained unchanged for the balance of the project work.

Ground was broken in August 2010 and, almost immediately, a significant hurdle was 
encountered.  Work on the soil nail retaining wall was stopped due to discovery of an 
ancient landslide that caused unstable soils. A geotechnical solution was designed, 
and work proceeded. The final cost to remediate the slide area was $272,648 which 
was covered by the project 
contingency.  Twenty-one 
working days were added to 
the construction schedule with 
completion reset for November 
2011.

Additional change order work 
was approved, and also covered 
by the project contingency, 
with a total of 76 working days 
added to the original schedule. 
Construction was completed 
within this revised schedule and 
a grand opening celebration was 
held on January 19, 2012.  

High cost estimates lead the team to pause work to engage in 
a significant value engineering exercise.
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The final cost for the project was $8,840,329, over $620,000 below 
budget and 6.8% less than the amount designated in the bond referral.

The VMC is a highly functional and complex animal facility designed for 
treatment of a wide range of animals.  The back area houses a labyrinth 
of holding zones that flow around treatment rooms.  The front constitutes 
a support wing, gracefully shaped with an “ark-like” curved glulam roof structure.  
The building design responds to the 
challenging site by weaving tightly into the 
hillside. 

The interior includes state-of-the-art 
equipment, including HVAC systems 
for both human and animal occupancy, 
as well as humidifiers and oxygen 
systems required for complex animal 
care. Rubberized flooring and padded 
walls keep hooved animals from injuring 
themselves, and aquatic animals have 
access to temperature-controlled pools as 
well as an indoor and outdoor holding area.  
A quarantine area provides a large and 
sturdier space for primates and carnivores.  
Perches, ropes and elevated beds 
accommodate the movement and sleeping 
needs of birds and primates. Vets can open 
rolling skylights to provide animals with 
fresh outside air and views of the sky.

Critically, the new facility more than meets 
the standards set by the Association of 
Zoos and Aquariums.  The Oregon Zoo is 
now recognized as having one of the most 
advanced animal hospitals in the country. 
In addition to providing a healing area 
for animals, the new Veterinary Medical 
Center is an excellent example of the 
earth-friendly features integrated into every new zoo exhibit and facility. The building 
meets US Green Building Council LEED Gold certification standards for sustainability 
and includes many environment-friendly features like a rainwater collection system, 
a water efficient landscape of native plants, solar-heated tap water, and an energy-
saving electrical system.

Infrastructure and Sustainability – The VMC was the first bond funded project 
to implement a water reuse system for nonpotable water demands (rainwater 
harvesting).

With support from more than 
500 individuals, businesses, 
and foundations, the Oregon 
Zoo Foundation contributed 
$460,000 to purchase state-of-
the-art medical equipment to 
ensure top-quality care in the 
new VMC.

“The new Veterinary Medical 
Center is an excellent and 
comprehensive veterinary 
facility...Even more impressive 
is that the building is a LEED 
Gold-certified building, which 
also aligns with the zoo’s mission 
and sustainability goals.” - 2015 
accreditation report, Association 
of Zoos and Aquariums.
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AWARDS 
 
2012 DJC Top Projects, First Place Award, Public buildings $5.1M to $15M

2012 Excellence in Concrete, Tilt Up

2012 LEED Gold

Percent for Art – Stunning art elements are 
incorporated into the building.  Portland-
based artist Margaret Kuhn created inset 
glass and ceramic mosaics that illustrate, 
in x-ray view, the muscular structure of a 
rabbit and the intricate skeletal structure of a 
condor in flight. Others capture the markings 
of a leopard and the thoughtful gaze of 
the zoo’s fondly remembered chimpanzee, 
Charlie.  Seattle artist Steven Gardner’s work 
includes terra cotta tiles on the exterior walls 
in the entry plaza replicating the textures of 
zebra fur and snakeskin. Tinted glass tiles 
illustrate elephant blood cells as seen under 
the microscope and microorganisms that 
make up an animal’s inner ecosystem.

Diversity in Contracting – Of the total 
contract value, the project achieved a 10 percent4F1 COBID utilization rate, with 4.8% 
spent with emerging small businesses, 4.4% with women-owned businesses, and 
0.9% with minority-owned businesses.  (Metro’s calculation methodology at the 
time excluded the cost of prime contractor self-performed work.) Nineteen COBID 
subcontractors participated in the project, representing $733,095. 
 

1  Metro’s calculation methodology at the time of this project was to exclude the cost of prime contractor self-performed work. Out of 
the $4,214,163 available in subcontracts (i.e., work not performed directly by the prime contractor), 17 percent of the dollars went to contractors 
certified as a MBE, WBE or ESB. This number was previously reported in Metro’s annual Equity in Contracting report.

The first commissioned art acquired under the zoo 
bond program was installed at the VMC - Inside/
Outside, a series of fused glass and acrylic pieces.
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8.  Percent for Art, 2014-completion

The first commissioned art acquired under the 
zoo bond program was installed at the Veterinary 
Medical Center. Two artists, Steve Gardner and 
Margaret Kuhn, were selected and produced Inside/
Outside (Gardner), a series of fused glass and 
acrylic pieces, and Outside/Inside (Kuhn), a series 
of mosaic floor tiles.

The second art installation commissioned through 
the zoo bond program was created by artist 
Catherine Widgery. Ms. Widgery created Forest 
Lights for Elephant Lands and the east plaza, 
which opened in December 2015. She used dichroic 
glass and wood on the Elephant Lands Forest Hall 
façade to welcome visitors, and a related series of 
reflective vertical towers demarcating the concert 
lawn/Elephant Lands edge to help weave a sense 
of continuity between different elements on the 
site.

The third art commission was awarded to Rob Ley, 
a public artist from Los Angeles, to create art for 
the Education Center and west plaza project. Mr. 
Ley’s art, titled Ambiguous, was installed in 2016 in 
Discovery Plaza, in front of the Education Center. His conceptual approach is based 
on the Education Center’s interpretive theme that “small things matter,” particularly 
how many small parts contribute to a whole, Mr. Ley created a sculpture composed 
of 2,500 triangles with 10,000 unique-angled bends and 15,000 rivets that turn all of 
these separate pieces into a singular, monolithic form.

The final major art commission selection process was completed in 2016 in 
coordination with the design of the new Polar Passage. The artist team of Edwin and 
Veronica Dam de Nogales of Ontario, Canada, through their proposed Melting Ice Bear 
sculpture will capture and convey both the majestic qualities of the polar bear and the 
precarious state of their survival. 

In 2017 staff provided a report on the public art expenditures associated with the 
bond program. It showed that the program is on track to achieve Metro’s requirement 
to invest 1 percent of direct construction costs in public art. These investments further 
the zoo’s public art program goal.

OZPAAC encouraged the zoo to enhance its art condition assessment and 
maintenance program for its entire art collection, along with the newly commissioned 
artworks. In December 2018, the zoo issued its Secondary Collections policy that 
outlines the basic policies guiding the development and care of the zoo’s secondary 
collections – which includes its art collection – in a manner that is consistent with 
the missions of the Oregon Zoo, Metro and the Association of Zoos and Aquariums 

The first commissioned art acquired 
under the zoo bond program was 
installed at the VMC - Outside/Inside, a 
series of mosaic floor tiles.
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(AZA), and modern philosophy and practice 
of managing such collections in accredited 
zoo, aquarium and museum environments. The 
policy addresses the acquisition, care, and use 
of the secondary collections, and is designed 
to be both a practical guide for zoo staff and 
a public document explaining how the Oregon 
Zoo exercises stewardship of the secondary 
(non-living) collections assets in its care. A zoo 
Secondary Collections Steering Committee with 
zoo leadership has been established to oversee 
the zoo’s art collection and ensure that the 
artworks are assessed and maintained over time.

OZPAAC held its last meeting in March 2018 
and was ended after the Polar Passage 
commissioned artwork design was complete 
and in fabrication, a draft of the zoo’s 
Secondary Collections policy was reviewed, 
and the committee’s work had been completed. 
In December 2018, staff documented the 
successful OZPAAC and public art process in 
a draft report: Oregon Zoo Public Art Advisory 
Committee Summary Report. The report is 
scheduled to be finalized in 2019 and can serve as 
a model to inform other zoo and Metro public art processes.

9.  Condors of the Columbia, 2014

Condors of the Columbia officially opened in May 2014, providing the public their first 
opportunity in more than 100 years to see a condor in Oregon. The exhibit highlights 
the successful California condor breeding program at the Oregon Zoo’s Jonsson 
Center for Wildlife Conservation, which is located on 52 acres of Metro-owned land 
in rural Clackamas County. In 2003, the Oregon Zoo joined the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and other partners in a condor recovery project involving captive breeding 
and release in the wild.  The Oregon Zoo’s Jonsson Center is where that work is being 
done. Since opening, they have hatched 79 chicks and sent 57 zoo-reared birds to 
field pens for eventual release in the wild (June 2019).  The remoteness of the facility 
minimizes the exposure of young condors to people, increasing the chances for 
captive-hatched birds to survive and breed in the wild.   Condors of the Columbia 
features three condors from the Jonsson Center who are ineligible for release.  Their 
aviary is more than 30 feet tall and 100 feet long so they can fly, and has a cascading 
water feature with a deep pool for condor bathing.  There are two covered viewing 
areas, one elevated, where visitors can get rare up-close views of condors. 

Groundbreaking took place on May 24, 2013, with a ceremony that included a Native 
American blessing by Agnes Pilgrim, Confederated Tribes of Siletz.  Construction was 
completed on an amended schedule and under budget by $412,983. The construction 

The Melting Bear sculpture will capture and 
convey both the majestic qualities of the 
polar ear and teh precarious state of their 
survival.
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completion date was later than the estimated schedule in the Comprehensive Capital 
Master Plan, but approved and updated due to the need for a longer design and 
construction period and the discovery of hidden underground challenges on site. 

Animal Welfare - The Condors of the Columbia exhibit offers an opportunity to fly 
for birds that cannot be released into the wild and provides the public with a rare 
opportunity to see this Northwest native bird, increasing awareness of the need to 
protect this highly endangered species. 

Conservation Education - The interpretative features at the Condors of the Columbia 
exhibit are designed to illustrate the zoo’s 
role in California condor conservation 
as well as to inspire audiences to take 
conservation action.  Some tell the story 
of the near extinction of condors and the 
challenges these birds continue to face 
today from environmental threats such as 
lead and microtrash.  Others guide visitors 
through the zoo’s decade-long condor 
recovery effort in conjunction with the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
and many other partners, including 
information on how condor chicks are 
raised and released. Visitors also learn 
how the physical features of condors 
reflect the role they play in our ecosystem. 
An evaluation of the interpretive 
messaging and experience at Condors of the Columbia exhibit found it to be effective 
in increasing visitors’ knowledge about history, threats and recovery efforts underway 
as well as the actions they could take to support the condors. Most important for 
conservation education, more than three-quarters of respondents said they were now 
more likely to pick up trash and support a voluntary switch to lead-free ammunition. 

Infrastructure and Sustainability - The exhibit was not a candidate for LEED 
certification because it did not meet minimum building square-footage requirements. 

Diversity in Contracting – The project accomplished a COBID utilization rate of 26 
percent; 19 percent were emerging small businesses and 7 percent were minority-
owned businesses. The specialty netting scope was deemed ineligible for COBID firms, 
and the value was deducted from the calculation. It was a small and relatively simple 
project with few components, making it easier to bid and thus, more accessible.

The new Condor habitat offers an opportunity to 
fly for birds that cannot be released into the wild 
and provides the public with a rare opportunity to 
see this Northwest native bird.

AWARDS 
 
2015 Silver - Exterior Railings & Fences - Nonforged 
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Rendering of Elephant Lands, the largest project Oregon Zoo has ever developed.
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10.  Elephant Lands, 2015

Elephant Lands is the largest project the Oregon Zoo has ever developed. 
Construction of Elephant Lands and associated projects covered approximately 
35 percent of the zoo grounds and lasted approximately three years. Associated 
projects included: 1) relocation of the train loop, 2) a new perimeter service road, 
3) relocation of the Wild Life Live! program and 4) water and energy sustainability 
measures, including a new campus geothermal loop to reduce the use of fossil fuels 
for heating and cooling. In recognition that elephants are the Oregon Zoo’s signature 
species, Metro prioritized the on-site Elephant Habitat (known as “Elephant Lands”) 
project in terms of timing and the financial resources dedicated to it. The project was 
substantially complete in December 2015, within its approved schedule and budget. 
The grand opening to the public was held on December 15, 2015, with several hundred 
people attending.

Two totem poles were displaced in the construction of Elephant Lands, creating an 
opportunity for a complete restoration by the Lelooska tribe and artist Ray Losey 
prior to relocating the poles. With significant engagement of the Native American 
community, the zoo hosted a well-attended totem pole rededication event in October 
2014 to celebrate the Native American culture, history and meaning of the poles.

Elephant Lands also includes the second art installation commissioned through the 
zoo bond 1 percent-for-art program, created by Catherine Widgery, whose artwork 
welcomes guests to Forest Hall, the elephants’ new indoor habitat.

The Wild Life Live! facility was displaced due to the construction of Elephant Lands. 
The bond program renovated an under-utilized animal holding facility at the zoo and 
successfully relocated the Wild Life Live! program. The relocation resulted in improved 
living quarters for the program animals

The Elephant Lands project was completed using a Construction Management/
General Contractor (CM/GC) alternative procurement approach. A project of this size 
and scope would generally average change orders that increase costs by around 10 
percent of the construction cost. The Elephant Lands number was 5 percent of the 
guaranteed maximum price, due to the CM/GC working with the design team to fill 
in any gaps in the drawings prior to bid. The project was divided into four distinct 
phases, which allowed each phase to be designed, permitted and competitively bid 
out to subcontracting firms early in the design process rather than waiting for the 
whole design to be complete. An early phase included the construction of a new 
service road that enabled contractor teams to access the area without navigating 
trucks and construction equipment through congested visitor areas. Early bidding 
produced substantial savings in the robust construction cost escalation market. It also 
shortened the construction schedule. Hiring the CM/GC early in the process helped 
to set up the work so that visitor interactions and other revenue-generating events 
proceeded without construction interference. The most beneficial aspect of phasing 
was allowing the elephants into the first new habitat to test design features prior to 
construction of the other habitats. This saved time and money by identifying design 
changes, prior to material being ordered and additional structures being erected.
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Elephant Lands has been awarded 17 awards for design, construction and 
sustainability, including the 2016 TopProject of the Year award from the Daily Journal 
of Commerce, the Associated General Contractors’ Skill, Integrity and Responsibility 
award in 2017, and the Association of Zoos and Aquariums’ Excellence in Exhibit 
Design award, a significant recognition from zoo peers. The elephant buildings and 
site earned Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold certification. 
The primary funding source for the Elephant Lands project is from general obligation 
bonds approved by voters as part of the Oregon Zoo’s bond measure in 2008. The 
Oregon Zoo Foundation also contributed $3.4 million to the project.

Animal Welfare – The Elephant Lands project significantly expanded the elephant 
habitat, from 1.5 acres to six acres. The site includes Forest Hall and the Elephant 
Barn, the North Meadow Habitat, Encounter Habitat and the South Habitat. It is 
designed to encourage activity, promote a diverse range of natural behaviors, offer 
increased opportunities for choice and social interaction, and provide biologically 
meaningful challenges for Asian elephants at the Oregon Zoo. Elephant Lands offers 
flexible space with a variety of features to seek out and interact with, more choice, an 
increased level of self-directed control over their daily lives, and the opportunity to live 
in multigenerational matrilineal groups, which bulls can join occasionally as they would 
in free-ranging populations. The elephants cannot see the entire space from any one 
vantage point and get exercise simply by maneuvering through it.

A diversity of feeding methods provides foraging opportunities 14-16 hours per day, 
which more closely mimics the grazing habits of free-ranging elephants. Throughout 
the habitat, timed feeders release food at programmable intervals, overhead feeders 
require elephants to stretch and sometimes climb on logs, concrete herd feeders 
require reaching down, and other puzzle feeders demand manipulation to acquire 
food. The expanded 
habitat size allows 
for increased walking 
distances, and the 
hilly terrain, climbing 
features, and varied 
surfaces – including 
deep sand, hills of 
dirt, patches of grass 
and clay – provide 
stimulation and 
physical challenges. 
The habitat includes 
a 160,000 gallon pool 
big enough for the 
whole herd, a wading 
pool and a water 
cannon, which makes 
mud wallows. State-
of-the-art heating and 
ventilation systems 
with open doors allow 
the herd to move inside 
and out as they please.

The elepahnt habitat expanded from 1.5 acres to six acres. The habitat is 
designed to encourage activity and promote a diverse range of natural 
behaviors.
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In order to evaluate the effectiveness of Elephant Lands in promoting 
animal welfare, the zoo research staff designed a four-year study, 
beginning in September 2012 before construction began, and ending 
in December 2016, one year after the new exhibit opened. Comparing 
the elephants’ behavior and hormones in the old habitat, during the 
transition, and then in the new habitat allowed the zoo to monitor 
the welfare of the herd during the process and measure the impact of the new 
environment. Welfare indicators included distance walked through global positioning 
system (GPS) monitoring, reproductive and adrenal hormone analyses, and detailed 
behavior assessments. 

Distance walked was measured with GPS data loggers worn as anklets on two females 
and two males for 24-hour periods, approximately every two weeks from June 2014 to 
December 2016. The results show that in Elephant Lands, elephants walk at least as far 
and possibly farther than their wild counterparts on a daily basis, and are utilizing the 
entire habitat regularly. In their new habitat, their movement is more self-directed; they 
have more choice and control.

The study also monitored adrenal activity, an adaptive response to a real or perceived 
stressor in which a suite of physiological and behavioral changes occur to help deal 
with the stressor and re-establish equilibrium. In addition, the on-going monitoring 
of reproductive hormones in both males and females continued during the study. All 
adult females in the herd continued regular cycling throughout the construction phase 
and in the new Elephant Lands habitat, indicating normal reproductive health for the 
herd in all phases of the project. All individuals exhibited the greatest variability in 
their adrenal activity during the periods of major changes, suggesting adaptive and 
normal adrenal responses to life changes, challenges and excitement.

The behavior study assessed Elephant Lands’ effectiveness in providing increased 
opportunities for choice (social, food source and resource use), increased activity 
and increased opportunity to express natural behaviors. Measurements of behavior 
included activity budgets (proportion of time spent performing behaviors), proportion 
of time performing active vs. inactive behaviors, proportion of time in proximity of 
other elephants, and relative usage of resources in their habitat. Data was collected by 
video using a team of volunteers and coded onto data sheets.

Results of the behavioral study show increased activity; increased foraging; and 
increased choice and control over their environment, including with whom they spend 
time and how they interact socially. The elephants in Elephant Lands are exhibiting a 
diverse range of natural behavior and social dynamics of a healthy herd.

The ultimate goal for Elephant Lands is for each elephant to exhibit a full range of 
natural behaviors, living in a social, stable, multigenerational, matrilineal herd that 
is regularly integrated with bull elephants in a manner that meets or exceeds their 
biological, social, physiological and psychological needs. The results of the animal 
welfare study are gratifying. The zoo is achieving its goals with Elephant Lands.
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Conservation Education – Artwork, interpretive signs and other displays installed with 
the project provide the public with many opportunities to understand the impacts 
of human activities on wild elephant habitat and to get an up-close experience with 
these amazing creatures. The Elephant Lands interpretive experience has three main 
themes:

•	 Being an elephant: the mind, body and life of an elephant. This natural history 
content helps enrich guests’ understanding of elephants as remarkable, unique 
creatures.

•	 Elephant Lands is the Oregon Zoo’s vision for elephant care in practice. These 
highlights show how elements in and around the habitat enrich the lives of the zoo’s 
elephant herd.

•	 Humans and elephants: a shared history. This exploration of the long, complex 
history that elephants and humans have shared includes current conservation issues 
and celebrates more than 60 years of elephants at the Oregon Zoo.

A life-sized wall graphic of Packy, the 
former senior male elephant, allows 
visitors to appreciate the height and 
size of an elephant, while a model 
of an elephant trunk allows them 
to experience its feel and texture. 
The Elephant Lands interpretive 
experience also includes the zoo’s 
first smart phone application. 
Features of the app, released in 
December 2015, provide visitors 
with tools for identifying individual 
elephants in the herd.

In 2017 staff shared the outcomes 
of the Elephant Lands interpretives 
evaluation, which indicated that 
messaging about palm oil threats and human-elephant conflicts holds promise as an 
effective way to incentivize conservation action in Elephant Lands. Almost half of all 
respondents had never heard that these situations threatened elephants. As a result of 
their visit, 62 percent were more likely or a lot more likely to buy products that contain 
only wildlife-friendly palm oil .When asked about a series of local sustainability actions 
that would benefit elephants, about one-third of survey respondents were more likely 
to engage in all five actions as a consequence of their visit. Results of this summative 
evaluation demonstrate that the Oregon Zoo is effectively achieving its education 
goals for Elephant Lands.

A model of an elephant trunk allows visitors to 
experience its feel and texture.
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Focus group participants and survey respondents perceived the overall design of 
the habitat as beneficial to elephant welfare and conducive to family fun. Elements 
throughout the habitat such as the feeding tower, sand substrate and the shift doors 
intrigue visitors and impress upon them how much attention was given to detail 
during the construction phase. Ninety-eight percent agreed or strongly agreed that 
this exhibit shows that the Oregon Zoo is committed to the welfare of elephants. 
Public spaces that are designed to facilitate comfortable viewing contribute to a 
positive visitor experience. Forest Hall gives visitors an up-close look at elephants 
through visuals, sound and even odor, while offering an inviting space to warm up, 
dry off or have a snack. Interpretives about conservation issues such as elephant-
friendly palm oil and the ivory trade invite visitors to become engaged. Sixty-six 
percent of those surveyed said they were more likely to urge companies to switch to 
wildlife-friendly palm oil. Focus group participants who voted to support the bond 
measure that funded Elephant Lands are satisfied that their taxes were well-spent and 
said they are willing to continue financial contributions to support additional habitat 
improvements. Whether comparing it to the old Oregon Zoo elephant habitat or 
exhibits at other zoos, there was consensus that Elephant Lands was superior. 

Conservation education is also provided through the daily keeper talks at Elephant 
Lands, which are extremely popular. Volunteer Zoo Guides and Zoo Teens also provide 
interpretive talks. Finally, camp experiences that feature Elephant Lands have proved 
extremely popular in the Zoo Camp programs.

Infrastructure and Sustainability – Completion of the six-acre Elephant Lands 
project exemplifies the zoo’s commitment to sustainability through the incorporation 
of a variety of elements including energy efficiency, sustainable building materials, 
solar preheating hot water, use of daylighting, stormwater management, a water 
reclamation system for nonpotable water (rainwater harvesting) and the first portion 
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of the new geothermal “slinky” system that will redistribute heat created from cooling 
the polar bear exhibit and move it to Elephant Lands where it is needed to warm 
the elephants. The zoo received technical assistance and nearly $150,000 in rebates 
and incentives from the Energy Trust of Oregon for energy efficiency investments at 
Elephant Lands. The zoo received LEED Gold certification for Elephant Lands.

In addition to the sustainability efforts specific to Elephant Lands, an underground 
stormwater storage facility was installed under the Elephant Lands encounter habitat 
that is capable of storing and slowly releasing storm runoff from the entire zoo in a 
ten-year rain event.

In 2015 the Portland Business Journal staff nominated Elephant Lands for a Portland 
Business Journal Better Bricks award, primarily for the project’s focus on sustainability 
and use of cross-laminated timber (CLT) for the roof of the Elephant Plaza restroom. 
This was the first commercial building in Oregon to use CLT, a new engineered wood 
product made of 2-by-6s glued together in huge sheets and crosshatched in three 
to nine layers. Made of a naturally renewable resource, CLT is considered a greener 
choice since it takes less energy to produce than steel and concrete and can be made 
of smaller, lower-grade timber that avoids cutting old-growth trees.

Infrastructure improvements in the Elephant 
Lands project include a new service road, 
which provides a safer environment for visitors 
by removing most service and construction 
vehicles from pedestrian paths and by improving 
emergency vehicle access. In addition, the zoo 
train tracks were rerouted to provide more 
space for the elephants and offer better views 
of the animals. Local food carts are featured in 
Elephant Plaza, contributing to the local economy, 
increasing revenue and providing visitors with 
more diverse food offerings. A souvenir outlet 
is located at the top of the concert lawn, and 
restrooms plus a modern nursing room were 
added to Elephant Plaza, with additional 
restrooms in Forest Hall.

The Elephant Lands Operating Outcomes Report, 
May 2018, discussed some challenges, highlights, 
and lessons learned in the first two years of 
operating Elephant Lands. In order to properly 
maintain Elephant Lands’ new mechanical and 
electrical systems, the zoo’s Facilities division 
added a new position – controls engineer – to 
handle the complex building automation systems. This provided the chance to tune up 
the operation of life support systems and modify some processes to save energy. The 
zoo has also recognized the value of standardizing equipment across the zoo in new 
projects and in the replacement of assets.

New pools at Elephant Lands save over 13 
million gallons of water annually.
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Elephant Lands was constructed with a number of sustainable 
features. The pools are on target to use 86 percent less water than 
the old pools – a decrease of over 13 million gallons of water annually. 
Water use and conservation are being managed by the automated 
backwash recovery system. The solar photovoltaic array on Forest 
Hall’s roof generates around 34,000 kilowatt-hours a year. A solar hot 
water system preheats water for elephant bathing and other uses. Louvers on the 
walls and roof of Forest Hall reduce the energy needed for fans by about 75 percent.

The Elephant Lands project provided many lessons for the remainder of the bond-
funded projects. One lesson learned is the recognition that some of the features 
that achieve water conservation require significant energy to operate. Another is the 
importance of designing for flexibility in anticipation of change in operating needs 
over the life of the facility. And new systems have implications for staffing. 

Diversity in Contracting – Elephant Lands achieved a COBID utilization rate of 10 
percent of the COBID-eligible contract value, with $4.4 million going to COBID-
certified firms. Due to the project’s complexity, scale and specialization, the 15 percent 
COBID goal was harder to reach. Also, 25 percent of the subcontractors that bid on 
the project were COBID firms, but not all of them had the lowest bid, so some were 
not awarded the work. The scopes of work deemed ineligible for COBID firms, and 
deducted from the total construction contract amount to determine the base for the 
utilization rate calculation, include: elephant doors and gates, crane, elevators and 
specialty rock work.

The General Contractor performed extensive outreach to Minority, Women, and 
Emerging Small Business (MWESB at the time, now referred to as COBID2) firms. 
The General Contractor also mentored numerous minority and women individuals 
through apprenticeship and office intern programs. One minority subcontractor, R&R 
General Contractors, was mentored through the RFP response and interview process 
for Elephant Lands. R&R was subsequently selected to construct the zoo’s temporary 
picnic area valued at approximately $500,000, and through the bid process, R&R was 
awarded the train track relocation scope of work valued at $1.2 million. Mentoring 
R&R proved to be successful in that they have responded to and have been awarded 
projects from other agencies through the RFP process on their own accord.

2  Metro now refers to MWESB firms as COBID (Certification Office for Business Inclusion and Diversity)-certified firms to align with 
the state’s certification program for minority-owned businesses, women-owned businesses, emerging small businesses and service-disabled veter-
an-owned businesses.
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AWARDS 
 
Jurors’ Favorite Award in the 2015 Excellence in Structural Engineering 
Awards

2015 Judges’ Choice, “Elephun Day,” Sand in the City sculpture contest 
award 2015 Better Bricks Award--Runner-up honors for Sustainable Project 
of the Year 

2015 American Public Works Association Sustainability Award

2015 Sustainability Practices Award -- Organization Category

2016 ACEC Excellence in Engineering--Honor Award

2016 DJC Newsmaker Award

2016 DJC Top Project of the Year Award

2016 DJC Top Project, People’s Choice Runner-up Award

2016 DJC Top Project, Public Buildings First Place

2016 LEED Gold

2016 Excellence in Concrete, Commercial (Elephant Lands)

2016 Excellence in Concrete, Judge’s Choice (Elephant Lands)

2017 Skill, Integrity and Responsibility Award

2017 Excellence in Concrete, Judge’s Choice (Elephant Lands - Shotcrete)

2017 Association of Zoos and Aquariums excellence in exhibit design for 
Elephant Lands
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11.  Remote Elephant Center, deemed not feasible and cancelled February 
2016

While a Remote Elephant Center was not included among the list of projects 
approved by voters when passing Measure 26-96, zoo and other Metro staff 
conducted feasibility analyses of potential sites, operational plans and financials, per 
the Metro Council’s direction as stated in Attachment A of Resolution No. 08-3945, 
approved in 2008.

In February 2016 the Metro Council unanimously approved a formal resolution to 
suspend pursuit of the Remote Elephant Center project due to lack of financial 
viability, difficulty securing suitable property and the ability to achieve the zoo’s vision 
for elephants through the new on-site Elephant Lands. Metro informed the public by 
issuing a press release and posting the decision on the zoo and Metro websites, and it 
was covered by local media as well. In March 2017, the Metro Council reallocated the 
unspent Remote Elephant Center funds to the remaining bond projects, based on the 
recommendation from the committee. 

12.  Education Center, 2017

The Education Center opened on March 2, 2017. It is the fifth project to be completed 
under the $125 million bond measure approved by voters in 2008 to enhance animal 
welfare, conservation education and sustainable infrastructure. It is a highly interactive 
facility that provides multiple avenues for learning about nature and conservation. The 
new buildings provide much-needed dedicated spaces for educational activities and 
programs that engage thousands of Oregon Zoo visitors each year. The Education 
Center includes the Nature Exploration Station (NESt), the Backyard Habitat, Insect 
Zoo, the Species Conservation Lab where western pond turtles are being raised for 
release, classrooms, teen space, a flexible events space, a café, offices and tent pods. 
More than 3,600 people in the metro region were involved through online and site 
surveys in determining key interpretive themes and potential activities.

Rendering of the fifth bond project, the Education Center.
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Construction began in September 2015 and had a significant impact on the visitor 
experience, zoo classes and camps, and zoo operations. Access in and out of the 
project site onto busy Washington Park roadways was a safety challenge and concern. 
Close coordination between construction and facility operations was required. The 
Metro Council approved an alternative procurement for construction management 
by a general contractor (CM/GC). The CM/GC allowed zoo staff and the project 
architect to work with the general contractor early in the design phase, reducing both 
construction costs and the project timeline, as well as mitigating negative impacts 
to visitors and surrounding neighbors during construction. The CM/GC contract with 
Fortis Construction included Early Work Amendments (EWAs) for two purposes: to 
manage construction cost escalation and to expedite the construction schedule by 
approving early site work while the building permits were under review with the City 
of Portland. The first two EWAs included the construction of a new underground 
storm line (80 percent funded by the City of Portland) and the remaining bond-
funded project-specific work (demolition, grading, utilities, asphalt paving, etc.). The 
third EWA was executed to begin construction of the Nature Exploration Station, 
the classroom building and train station based on the building construction bid 
package. Phasing construction allowed the CM/GC to effectively work around the 
zoo’s scheduled activities, reduce impacts on revenue opportunities and limit overall 
disruption to visitors. 

The primary funding source for the Education Center project was the general 
obligation bond approved by voters as part of the Oregon Zoo’s 2008 bond measure. 
However, one goal of the project was to leverage the bond investment for the public 
by creating partnerships. The train station, which was built as a part of the Education 
Center project, was funded by Oregon Zoo operations. The City of Portland primarily 
funded the design and installation of the South Entry underground storm water pipe. 
A PGE Renewable Development Fund grant provided the zoo an opportunity to 
expand the solar array system onto all three buildings: The Nature Exploration Station, 
the classroom building, and the train station. The project was a true collaboration 
with external stakeholders and the funding sources reflect that. The Oregon Zoo 
foundation contributed $488,000 for 
interpretive elements installed throughout 
the Nature Exploration Station and $170,000 
for the Species Conservation Lab. Metro 
Parks & Nature contributed $65,000 for the 
development and installation of the Metro 
Parks Finder touch screen monitor in the 
Nature Exploration Station. Metro Solid 
Waste provided $129,294 for the Backyard 
Habitat interpretive elements and the Wildlife 
Garden sculptures.

The Education Center has earned several 
sustainable design accolades. It achieved 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED) Platinum certification from 
the US Green Building Council, the highest 
level of certification available. And in 

The Education Center provides new improved 
facilities for the invertebrate collection at the 
Insect Zoo.
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November 2018, the Portland Chapter of American Institute of Architects awarded the 
Architecture 2030 Award to Opsis Architecture and the Oregon Zoo, in recognition of 
their effort to reduce the use of greenhouse gas emitting fossil fuels (net-zero energy 
operations) in the Education Center design. Other awards, include the 2017 DJC 
TopProjects Energy Trust of Oregon High Performance Building for New Construction 
Award, the 2017 DJC TopProjects People’s Choice for Public New Construction, 
and the Engineering Excellence 2018 Grand Award from the American Council of 
Engineering Companies of Oregon. 

Animal Welfare – The Education Center provides new improved facilities for the 
invertebrate collection at the Insect Zoo and western pond turtles at the Species 
Conservation Lab. In addition, the Nature Exploration Station’s message of taking 
small actions on behalf of wildlife benefits animal conservation and welfare worldwide.

Conservation Education – The Education Center creates a dedicated space for 
education programming at the zoo, allowing the zoo to increase capacity for 
conservation education. The Education Center is helping the zoo raise the visibility 
and support the work of more than 30 nature, conservation and sustainability 
organizations by connecting them with zoo audiences. The center increases the 
number of classrooms and tent space and hosts wildlife lectures, naturalist classes, 
citizen science trainings, Zoo Teen demonstrations in the insect zoo, and an early 
childhood pilot program. 

The new zoo educational curriculum, developed in alignment with Metro’s 
environmental literacy framework, was launched with the opening of the Education 
Center. The Metro framework is connected to national science education standards 
and is the source of the interpretive vision for the Education Center, “Small Things 
Matter”:

The Education Center creates a dedicated space for education programming at the zoo, 
allowing the zoo to increase capacity for conservation education.
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Small animals matter. While visitors to the zoo care about many larger animals 
such as elephants, orangutans and polar bears, Education Center exhibits and 
experiences – like the new, improved Insect Zoo – ensure they don’t forget the 
smaller and often underappreciated inhabitants of our world including insects, 
turtles and microorganisms which are critical to a functioning and healthy natural 
system.

Small habitats matter. Small habitats found in gardens, stormwater basins, 
highway medians, parks and natural areas all over the region are important to a 
well-functioning ecosystem.

Small actions matter. Small individual actions and choices can make a big 
difference. An exhibit in the Education Center’s Nature Exploration Station 
highlights “wildlife heroes” – everyday people who have taken action on behalf of 
wildlife and wild places. An adjacent “Take Action Now” exhibit encourages visitors 
to follow these heroes’ example and pledge to do more to help.

Each year, 95,000 kindergarten through 12th-grade students visit the zoo, and many 
attend zoo classes, which meet state science standards. Every third-grade student in 
our region’s Title I schools is invited to participate in a zoo field trip and an interactive 
live animal classroom 
program presented at the zoo 
(ZooSchool) and funded by 
the Oregon Zoo Foundation. 
In 2018, 6,000 third-grade 
students participated. The 
Education Center also 
accommodates the 3,500 
students that attend zoo day 
camps, one of the largest day 
camps in the metropolitan area. 

The Education Center offers 
seven classrooms (four 
dedicated rooms and three 
spaces within Conservation 
Hall). These include an early-
childhood space and a 
dedicated lab space for middle 
and high school students. 
Classroom garage doors open 
to provide a connection to the outdoors. Two new tent pods were also added for a 
total of three. Conservation Hall, with seating capacity for 150 people and state-of-
the-art audio-visual equipment, hosts lectures and documentary screenings. People 
attending events are able to access the adjacent Nature Exploration Station, the main 
interpretive space. The sustainable features of the building are evident on Green Living 
Signs, as well as visible through the interactive sustainability dashboard exhibit. 

The Education center is a place where regional conservation 
education partners connect with each other and the 
community.
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The Education Center is a place where regional conservation education 
partners connect with each other and the community. Oregon Zoo has 
developed partnerships with more than 30 conservation organizations to 
deliver collaborative educational programs and access to office space in the 
new facility. Key partners include the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which has 
dedicated staff and resources to provide ongoing year-round programming; 
the Intertwine Alliance, which uses the space to convene and plan among regional 
conservation education organizations; and Metro’s Property and Environmental 
Services and Parks and Nature divisions, which provide content and resources for 
programs and exhibits on natural gardening, waste reduction and sustainability. 
Oregon State University Master Gardeners support the Wildlife Garden to foster 
awareness about backyard habitats. Dozens of additional partners participate in a 
partnership and programming advisory group. The Education Center design process 
included input from a variety of sources. Metro Sustainability Center provided 
feedback on addressing diverse audiences in messaging and visitor experiences. 
Thirteen local school districts and more than 14 conservation education groups gave 
feedback on the design. Zoo visitors were invited to give feedback on early design 
plans, and 3,600 people responded to a public Opt In online survey on how to best 
connect with and benefit nature.

In the first seven months of operation, 10,000 zoo visitors visited the Wildlife Garden 
for tips on making backyards more wildlife-friendly, partner organizations engaged 
with more than 20,000 guests at the Education Center, and a number of regional 
associations held meetings and symposia there. Camp enrollments and revenues were 
up and café sales and catering revenues exceeded projections by $200,000. The 
results of a summative evaluation of the Education Center will be shared in Spring 
2019.

In November 2018, the zoo Secondary Collections Management Policy was approved. 
It outlines the basic policies guiding the development and care of the zoo’s secondary 
(non-living) collections in a manner consistent with the missions of the Oregon Zoo, 
Metro and the Association of Zoos and Aquariums, and the philosophy and practice 
of managing such collections in accredited zoo, aquarium and museum environments. 
The Educational Collection, which is used in on-site programs including volunteer 
interpretive stations, camps, and classes is covered by this policy, ensuring these items 
will be properly managed, protected and preserved.

Infrastructure and Sustainability – One of the goals of the Education Center project 
was to improve zoo operations, and to that end the Tiger Plaza structures were 
demolished. This is a portion of infrastructure work identified in the Master Plan to 
address stormwater and aging site utilities. Another goal was to generate revenue to 
offset operation costs through retail food sales and catering and to provide additional 
revenue generating space. The Education Center includes the new Discovery Plaza, 
with train ticket sales, Coffee Crossing Café and infrastructure connecting Elephant 
Plaza and Central Plaza. Zoo catering shares new space in the Education Center.

The Education Center is a “building that teaches” with sustainable elements 
prominently on display. Green Living signs and a sustainability dashboard interpret 
the resource conservation efforts and outcomes of the new facility to visitors. The 
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LEED-certified building features 
rain water reuse in restrooms, solar 
panels for energy production, 
bird-friendly glazing, Forest 
Stewardship Council-certified 
wood, and efficient heating and 
cooling systems. The Oregon 
Zoo Foundation and zoo staff 
developed a partnership with 
SolarWorld, the largest U.S. 
manufacturer of solar panels 
and a leader in solar technology, 
to provide solar panels at cost. 
Funding from Portland General 
Electric’s Renewable Development 
Fund supported the expansion of 
the solar panel installation to help 
seek a net-zero energy operations 
certification for the NESt building, 
along with visitor and revenue-generating amenities for Discovery Plaza. Offsets 
from solar arrays went to the project contingency fund. Net-zero energy operations 
certification requires twelve months of data collection; results will be available in 2019.

Diversity in Contracting – The zoo bond program greatly exceeded its 15 percent 
target for contract expenditures awarded to COBID firms. The Education Center 
project closed with a 29.5 percent COBID utilization rate, based on COBID-eligible 
construction contract spending, and represents $4.26 million paid to COBID-certified 
firms. The Education Center design team led by Opsis Architecture had a COBID 
utilization of 8 percent. Some of the success can be attributed to the use of CM/
GC procurement. With CM/GC, the contractor can begin recruiting COBID-certified  
firms earlier and have more time to help them be ready by bid day. Breaking down 
the bid packages for subcontractors makes the packages more suitable for smaller 
firms to bid. And additional recruitment techniques can be used. For example, Fortis 
Construction, the Education Center CM/GC, hosted two recruitment workshops on 
site before bid day.

The LEED-certified building features rain water reuse in the 
restrooms, solar panels for energy production, bird-friendly 
glazing, Forest Stewardship Council-certified wood, and 
efficient heating and cooling systems.
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Education Center

2018 Findings and Recommendations with updates: 
•	 The committee carries forward its recommendation that the Education 

Center continue to be operated in a way that optimizes net-zero energy 
goals while achieving other program goals.

Update: Zoo program staff operating in the Education Center have been 
trained to operate the building to attain net zero energy operations 
and understand the importance. Zoo facilities has added preventative 
maintenance procedures to maximize solar production.

•	 The committee recommends that the Education Center continue data 
collection on energy use in order to achieve the International Living Future 
Institute (ILFI) zero energy bond certification.

Update: Opsis Architecture, architect for the Education Center, is managing 
the application and certification process. They are working with zoo facilities 
to collect and verify energy use and data collection. The application and 
data collection began in February 2019, and Opsis and the zoo will continue 
the collection through February 2020. The data will then be submitted to 
ILFI for certification verification. 
 
2019 Findings and Recommendations

•	 The committee carries forward its recommendation that the Education 
Center continue to be operated in a way that optimizes net-zero energy 
goals while achieving other program goals.

•	 The committee carried forward its recommendation that the Education 
Center continue data collection on energy use in order to achieve the 
International Living Future Institute (ILFI) zero energy bond certification.
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AWARDS 
 

2017 DJC Top Projects Energy Trust of Oregon High Performance Building, 
New Construction Award

2017 DJC Top Projects People’s Choice, Public -  New Construction 2017

2017 DJC Top Projects Public - New Construction 2017, Third Place Award

Engineering Excellence 2018 Grand Award

2018 LEED Platinum (awarded 82 points)

2018 American Institute of Architects Portland Chapter “Architecture 
2030 Award” for recognition of efforts to be Carbon neutral at the zoo 
Education Center (“For their exceptional effort to reduce the use of GHC-
Emitting fossil fuels in the design of Oregon Zoo Education Center.”)

2019 American Institute of Architects Committee on the Environment 
(COTE) Top Ten Award (national award)

2019 Letter from Oregon Senator Jeff Merkley congratulating the Ed. Ctr. 
team on the AIA COTE Top Ten Award

2019 Sustainable Purchasing Leadership Council “Purchaser - Special 
Initiative” award for Education Center case study written by Kristin Shorey 
at Multnomah County
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Appendix B – Committee Membership
 
Susan Hartnett – Committee Chair

Susan Hartnett retired in 2019 after more than 26 years working in urban planning and 
development. Her career included more than 21 years with City of Portland bureaus, 
including planning, transportation, and water; her final position, the spectator venues 
program manager, was housed in the Office of Management and Finance. Hartnett 
has also worked for the City of Tigard, Oregon Health & Science University, the City 
of Chicago and several private sector companies. She earned her Bachelor of Science 
in criminalistics from the University of Illinois and her master’s in urban and regional 
planning from Portland State University.

Emma Stocker – Committee Vice Chair

Emma Stocker is an emergency management professional with more than 10 years of 
experience in multihazard emergency management, specializing in higher education 
and campus environments. She developed a background in natural hazards planning, 
public policy, public involvement and social research through consulting and public 
sector positions in Portland and Eugene, including one year as an interim policy coor-
dinator in the Metro Council Office. Stocker currently serves as director of emergency 
management at Portland State University. She has a master’s in public administration 
(University of Oregon) and a bachelor’s in sociology (Reed College).

Daniel Aja

Daniel Aja is the senior vice president and chief medical officer at Banfield Pet Hos-
pital, where he leads internal and external medicine initiatives at the world’s largest 
veterinary practice. Prior to joining Banfield in 2014, Dr. Aja served as director of U.S. 
professional and veterinary affairs at Hill’s Pet Nutrition. Previously, he owned and 
directed the Cherry Bend Animal Hospital in Traverse City, Michigan. Dr. Aja earned his 
veterinary medical degree from the college of Veterinary Medicine at Michigan State 
University, and has more than 33 years of experience, credibility and commitment 
to delivering the highest quality of veterinary medicine. He is a past president of the 
American Animal Hospital Association and served on the Michigan State Board of Vet-
erinary Medicine. He is also the founding board member of Partners for Healthy Pets, 
a committee of the American Veterinary Medical Foundation created to ensure pets 
receive the preventative health care they deserve.
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Naomi Bishop

Naomi Bishop is a professor emeriti of anthropology at California State University, 
Northridge. A physical anthropologist with a specialization in primate behavior and 
ecology, Bishop’s research focuses on the behavior and adaptations of both langur 
monkeys and humans to the high altitude environment in the Nepal Himalaya. Zoo 
observation projects have been an essential element in her teaching. Bishop has been 
a department chair and interdisciplinary program leader at both the University of 
Massachusetts Boston and California State University, Northridge, and has written and 
directed multimillion dollar grant projects in teacher education. She received an Amer-
ican Council on Education Fellowship in academic leadership for 2003-4, which was 
spent at Portland State University. She has a Ph.D. in anthropology from the University 
of California, Berkeley.

Laurel Brown

Laurel Brown has served as the assistant director of property management and zone 
maintenance at Portland State University since 2013, overseeing facility operations and 
maintenance of 29 buildings, including housing residences, a hotel, a student union 
and parking structures. She develops and administers 10 separate operational budgets 
totaling $16 million and average annual capital expenditures of $4.6 million. Previously 
she was a project manager with Ellis Ecological Services in Estacada, Oregon where 
she led environmental monitoring during construction activities for diverse clientele. 
Earlier, she was a front desk manager at Hart Road Animal Hospital in Beaverton and 
prior to that, managed her own property maintenance company in Portland for mul-
tiple property owners. She earned a B.A. in biology from Drury College in Springfield, 
Missouri.

Heidi Goertzen

Heidi Goertzen is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional at Becker Capital 
Management providing comprehensive wealth management and financial planning 
to clients. Prior to that, she served as chief compliance officer for Ferguson Wellman 
Capital Management, overseeing all company compliance policies and procedures. She 
began her career at RVK, Inc. working with large institutional clients. She earned a B.S. 
in finance from Linfield College and holds an MBA with a concentration in finance from 
the University of Portland’s Pamplin School of Business.

Daniel C. Hauser

Daniel C. Hauser is a policy analyst for the Oregon Center for Public Policy where 
his research and advocacy addresses tax and housing policies. Throughout his 
career, Hauser has often focused on how various revenue structures, from income 
taxes to bonds, can be designed to address equity, adequacy and progressivity. He 
was previously selected as a Hatfield Resident Fellow at Portland State University’s 
Center for Public Service and has worked at the Association of Oregon Counties as 
a Transportation Policy Analyst. Hauser holds a master’s degree in Public Policy from 
Oregon State University. He also serves as the vice chair of Washington County’s 
Urban Roads Maintenance District Advisory Committee.
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Nan Heim

Nan Heim has more than thirty years of experience in association management and 
lobbying for a variety of clients. She has also managed several statewide ballot mea-
sure campaigns. Heim currently serves on the Oregon Zoo Foundation Board and the 
Oregon State Capitol Foundation Board.

Jill Mellen

Jill Mellen is a research biologist whose areas of expertise include animals, animal wel-
fare and enhancing guest experiences in informal learning settings such as zoos and 
aquariums. Dr. Mellen has worked in the zoo and aquarium field for more than three 
decades. Most recently she was the education and science director at Disney’s Animal 
Kingdom, where she researched a range of topics from elephant welfare to inspiring 
children to conservation action. Within the Association and Zoos and Aquariums, Dr. 
Mellen has held many leadership positions. Her current projects include coordinating 
studies on marine animal welfare. Early in her career, Dr. Mellen worked at the Oregon 
Zoo, and has moved back to Portland after her retirement from the Disney Company.

Javier Mena

Javier Mena serves as the affordable housing manager at the City of Beaverton. To 
ensure the City continues being the most diverse city in the state, he focuses on en-
suring affordable rental and homeownership housing opportunities are available to all, 
especially marginalized communities and communities of color. Until July 2018, he was 
the assistant director of the Portland Housing Bureau at the City of Portland, where he 
had worked since 2010 in various roles, and most recently was implementing a $258 
million affordable housing bond measure program. He worked with the more than 40 
nonprofits and service providers that partnered with the housing bureau to ensure the 
city’s housing and rent-assistance programs were fulfilling their mission. Mena also has 
an extensive record in the finance industry, working for Wells Fargo until 2006 as an 
assistant vice president.

Chin See Ming

Chin See Ming is an attorney at the law firm of Gilbert Levy Bennett where he prac-
tices in the areas of construction defect and general business litigation, and insurance 
coverage law. A long-time resident of Portland, Oregon, he is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Oregon School of Law and has previously served as Vice Chair of the Oregon 
Board of Bar Examiners. As the father of two adult children, he knows from first-hand 
experience the central role the zoo plays in the lives of young children and their par-
ents in the Metro area! Ming enjoys riding his bicycle on the weekends.
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Robyn K. Pierce

Robyn K. Pierce is a professional consultant with Pierce, Bonyhadi & Associates. She 
assists colleges, universities and school districts with planning, development, design 
and construction of academic, research, housing and student service facilities. She 
served eight years as the director of facilities and planning at Portland State Univer-
sity (PSU), where she managed a department of 160 staff and had an active role in 
more than 1.5 million square feet of campus growth and development, including nine 
LEED-certified buildings and three public-private and public-public partnership proj-
ects. She managed annual budgets exceeding $100 million, including construction 
budgets. Pierce remains dedicated to supporting women and minority contractors in 
all facets of project development. She completed her undergraduate degree at the 
University of Oregon and master’s degree at PSU.

Katherine A. Porras

Katherine A. Porras is an investment associate at Meyer Memorial Trust, responsible for 
monitoring and analyzing the foundation’s investments, while researching environmen-
tal, social and governance factors on portfolio holdings to inform the alignment of the 
investment strategy to the organization’s mission. Porras has experience working in 
finance, legal services, and performing arts. She earned an MBA with a focus in finance 
from Willamette University’s Atkinson Graduate School of Management. She looks for-
ward to contributing to the zoo, its staff and the Oregonian community at large.

Kevin Spellman

Kevin Spellman is a business consultant and trainer for construction contractors and 
industry professionals, following a 28-year career with commercial contractor Emerick 
Construction, including 18 years as president. In his Spellman Consulting, Inc. practice, 
he works with contractors on business strategies, development of contract manage-
ment tools and techniques, and effective operational procedures. He has been an 
adjunct instructor in the Civil Engineering Department at Oregon State University, 
and at Portland Community College. He has served on several local boards, including 
Multnomah Education Service District, and currently chairs the Bond Accountability 
Committee for Portland Public Schools’ bond program.

Dick Stenson

Dick Stenson retired in 2014 after 22 years as Tuality Healthcare president and chief 
executive officer. He was previously administrator of Straub Clinic & Hospital and 
Straub Health Plan in Honolulu, after working in San Francisco as administrator of 
Harkness Community Hospital and Upjohn Medical Group. He has a BS degree from 
the University of California, Berkeley and master’s degrees in healthcare and business 
administration from Tulane and Loyola Universities in New Orleans. Stenson is a Fellow 
of the American College of Healthcare Executives and the American College of Med-
ical Practice Executives. In 2018 he was appointed Entrepreneur in Residence for the 
Berglund Center for Innovation at Pacific University. He currently serves on the boards 
of the Portland Community College Foundation, Pacific University Oak Tree Foun-
dation, Native American Rehab Association, Intel Community Advisory Panel, Vision 
Action Network of Washington County, Washington County Public Health Advisory 
Panel, Hillsboro Community Foundation, Tuality Healthcare Foundation and Tuality 
Health Alliance. 
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Christine L. Taylor

Christine Taylor is an attorney with Miller Nash Graham & Dunn. In her practice, she 
works with public entities on matters including public contracting, construction con-
tracting, and public meetings and records. In her spare time, she enjoys hiking with her 
dog and visiting the Oregon Zoo. She is also a huge polar bear fan!

Karen Weylandt

Karen Weylandt retired in March 2018 from Providence Health & Services after serving 
more than 25 years, most recently as the chief planning and design officer for the five-
state health system. She has worked in the building, construction and improvement 
of Providence hospitals, outpatient clinics, surgery centers and educational facilities 
from Alaska to California. Her leadership for the planning and construction of Provi-
dence Newberg Medical Center resulted in the first hospital in the country to earn a 
LEED Gold designation. She also directed the planning and construction for the Prov-
idence Cancer Center in Portland. Weylandt’s recent projects include a major expan-
sion of services for Providence’s downtown Seattle facilities, and a master plan for the 
south campus expansion at St. John’s Hospital in Santa Monica, California. Weylandt 
earned a degree as a registered nurse and a master’s degree in health care administra-
tion. She currently serves on the Bond Accountability Committee for Portland Public 
Schools and the Building Committee for the Oregon Humane Society. Until July 2018 
she served on the Oregon Facility Authority Board, and she also served several years 
on the Oregon Humane Society Board.
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Appendix C - Zoo Bond Program Organization Structure

Metro Citizens

Metro Council

Metro General 
Manager of Visitor 

Venues 
Scott Cruickshank

Oregon Zoo Bond 
Citizens’ Oversight 

Committee

Metro Asset 
Management and 
Capital Planning 
Program Director 

Heidi Rahn

Zoo Finance and 
Administration 

Program Director 
Sarah Keane

Bond Program 
Coordinator 

Linnea Nelson

Bond Construction 
Manager 

Jim Mitchell

Bond Project 
Managers  

Kate Giraud 
Staci Pfau

Bond Steering Group 
Metro General Manager 
Zoo Executive Director 
OZF Executive Director 
Metro Legal 
Metro Asset Management and  
Capital Planning Program Director  
Bond Construction Manager 
Bond Project Managers 
Zoo Communications 
Metro Assistant Finance Director 
Zoo Facilities Manager 
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External Consultant and Contractor Contributions
Bond Construction Projects: Design consultants and construction contractors 
managed by zoo construction and project managers.

Zoo Staff Contributions
Animal Welfare, Guest Experience, Facilities Impacts, Conservation Education, 
Grant Administration, Finance, Procurement, Marketing, and Public Relations 
and Involvement.

Oregon Zoo Foundation Contributions
Financial, Grant Administration, Donor Management and Communications.

Metro Contributions
Governance, Civil Engineering, Real Estate, Planning/Permitting, Program De-
livery, Historical Investigations, Legal, Finance, Procurement, Human Resources, 
Sustainability, Diversity/Equity/Inclusion, and Risk Management.

Solid Lines = Primary responsibility for or relationship to
Dashed Lines = Secondary/support for or relationship to 
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Appendix D - Commendations

2014 Annual Report (dated March 2015)

•	 The use of CMGC on this project has minimized risks, including the percentage 
of change orders. The low percentage of total construction cost for change 
orders for this large project is to be commended.

•	 The rededication of two totem poles was celebrated in the fall of 2014. The 
zoo hosted a well-attended event that celebrated the Native American culture, 
history and meaning of the poles.

•	 The committee extends its appreciation to the Portland Children’s Museum 
for its collaboration with zoo education and bond staff to provide alternative 
camp/class space during 2014 and 2015.

•	 The committee also appreciates the financial pledge from the Oregon Zoo 
Foundation to support enhancements to the teen space and interpretives, with 
a focus on fostering youth leadership development.

•	 The committee commends the bond program for keeping all bond projects on 
track, despite the change in zoo executive leadership.

•	 The committee commends the diligence of the bond team for 
completing Condors of the Columbia $418,462 under budget.

2015 Annual Report (dated March 2016)

•	 The committee commends the bond program for continuing to keep all 
projects on track, despite the change in zoo executive leadership, and looks 
forward to meeting and working with Dr. Moore through the completion of the 
bond projects.

•	 The committee commends the Oregon Zoo Foundation, zoo bond staff and 
SolarWorld for developing a partnership to save funds on the procurement of 
solar panels.

•	 The committee commends the extensive outreach conducted by the CM/
GC contractor to secure MWESB subcontractors, surpassing the 15 percent 
aspirational goal.

•	 The committee commends the effectiveness of the Condors of the Columbia 
interpretives. Summative evaluation demonstrated that visitors learned 
about the impact of lead ammunition and microtrash on the survival of this 
endangered species, and visitors were willing to make changes to improve the 
odds of the condors recovering.

•	 The committee appreciates the support of the Oregon Zoo Foundation 
in funding the Elephant Lands app to enhance the visitors’ educational 
experience.

•	 The programmatic approach to investing in art on the zoo campus at three 
major plazas (instead of at each project) is a cost-effective and efficient 
model.
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•	 The committee commends the thorough feasibility analysis conducted by staff 
and the Remote Elephant Center task force.

•	 The committee supports the REC task force’s recommendation not to pursue 
a Remote Elephant Center.

•	 The committee commends the zoo staff for the successful 
completion of Elephant Lands. The design and construction of 
the zoo’s largest and most complex project were successfully 
completed within the approved schedule and budget.

•	 The committee commends the creation of Elephant Lands 
and its success in providing for the welfare of the elephants with its natural 
habitat features, and a design that encourages natural elephant behaviors and 
nurtures family dynamics.

•	 The committee applauds the innovation of the Elephant Lands design and 
construction team in the first commercial utilization of cross-laminated timber 
in Oregon. The committee recommends the bond program continue to identify 
innovative sustainability investments.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for completing all projects to date, 
including Elephant Lands, within the approved budget and schedule.

•	 The committee congratulates and thanks the zoo bond program and all of its 
internal and external partners for successfully completing Elephant Lands.

•	 The committee congratulates and thanks the Oregon Zoo Foundation for its 
significant financial support of $3.2 million to the Elephant Lands project.

•	 The committee and Metro Council supported the use of Construction 
Management by General Contractor (CM/GC) for the Polar Bear Habitat 
construction.

•	 The committee supports the continued consideration of alternative 
contracting methods.

•	 The committee commends the economy and efficiency with which the 
program has been run, and recommends its continuance.

•	 The committee commends the thoughtful financial feasibility analysis 
conducted by the remote elephant center task force and concurs with its 
recommendation not to proceed with the project.

2016 Annual Report (dated April 2017)

•	 The committee commends staff on their reflective process of analyzing what 
worked and lessons learned, accepting feedback and working to improve 
diversity in contracting, and recommends that they continue the successful 
approach of making data-driven decisions applied to future projects.

•	 The committee commends the bond program for continuing to keep all 
projects on track with a successful zoo executive leadership transition to Dr. 
Donald E. Moore.

•	 The committee appreciates Dr. Moore’s professional experience and 
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background, his enthusiasm and support of the bond projects, and his 
interface with the committee.

•	 The committee commends the Oregon Zoo for developing many partnerships 
to support programming in the new Education Center.

•	 The committee commends the Oregon Zoo for continuing zoo operations 
throughout bond projects construction, with minimal negative impact to zoo 
operations.

•	 The committee commends inclusion of the following features in the Education 
Center to enhance infrastructure and sustainability, making the building a 
teaching tool:

Installation of 760 solar panels on the roof to help achieve net-zero 
energy operations

High-efficiency lighting and HVAC

Energy-efficient radiant-floor heating

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified wood

Bird-friendly lights and fritted glass to help prevent and deter window 
strikes

Native plants for wildlife and reduced irrigation

Green roofs on the wildlife garden shelter and bee hotel

Rain gardens to clean and detain stormwater

Material reuse: salvaged timbers from the old Elephant Museum building 
were used for garden shelter; salvaged Elephant Plaza concrete pavers 
were used in wildlife garden; redwood trees removed from site for 
construction were salvaged and used for outdoor tables and benches.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for updating and installing a new 
wayfinding system to support visitor navigation and trip planning on grounds. 

•	 The committee commends the zoo for the successful restoration and 
reinstallation of the Willard Martin Mosaic at the new Education Center, funded 
in part from an Oregon Cultural Trust grant.

•	 The committee commends the successful art installation at the Education 
Center by commissioned artist Rob Ley.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for receiving several awards and 
recognitions for Elephant Lands, including LEED Gold certification and Daily 
Journal of Commerce Project of the Year Award.

•	 The committee commends Metro for its conservative fiscal policy 
that have resulted in a AAA bond rating from S&P and Aaa from 
Moody’s providing premiums on the sale of the bonds.

•	 The committee commends the Zoo for successful management 
of projects to date, including Elephant Lands and the Education Center, within 
the approved budget and schedule.

•	 The committee commends the Oregon Zoo Foundation and zoo bond staff for 
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a successful application to PGE’s Renewable Development Fund to expand the 
solar installation on the Education Center.

•	 The committee congratulates and thanks the Oregon Zoo Foundation 
for its significant financial support of $6 million to date, $4 million of 
which supported the Education Center and Elephant Lands projects. 
The committee recommends that staff seek the Foundation’s input on 
allocation of the remaining $2 million.

•	 The committee commends Zoo Bond staff for the successful contracting and 
project development through use of the alternate contracting methods.

•	 The committee recognizes that although difficult to quantify, using CM/GC 
contracting results in a better overall mission-driven project, supports diversity 
in contracting and results in cost savings from fewer change orders.

2017 Annual Report (dated April 2018)

•	 The committee commends Oregon Zoo director Dr. Don Moore for his work 
to illustrate critical conservation issues and to lead the zoo in developing an 
Integrated Conservation Action Plan.

•	 The committee commends the investment in sustainable infrastructure at 
the Oregon Zoo as a means to reducing utility and energy costs, which frees 
funds to support the zoo’s core missions, and is in alignment with the zoo’s 
conservation goals. 

•	 The committee commends the zoo bond program for consistently improving 
their performance in expanding tools to advance COBID utilization.

•	 The committee commends Metro for the role it’s taken to advance the regional 
work toward supporting women and people of color in the construction 
industry.

•	 The committee commends former deputy chief operating officer Scott 
Robinson for his dedication and hard work in establishing and maintaining 
high standards for the zoo bond program over the 10 years since the ballot 
measure passed. The committee appreciates his oversight encouragement and 
support of the Zoo Bond Citizens’ Oversight Committee.

•	 The committee commends the forward thinking of the bond team to identify 
how to best utilize remaining funds to optimize goals associated with the 
remaining projects.

•	 The committee commends the zoo and Metro Council for prioritizing the 
removal of the old primate building in this phase of construction due to animal 
welfare priorities and to reduce ongoing costs by no longer operating a 
dilapidated building.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for continuing to recognize the 
need to monitor the impacts of construction and habitat changes 
on the affected animals.
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•	 The committee commends zoo staff for analyzing the ongoing capacity and 
conservation priorities of the primate habitat, and supports the decision to 
reduce the number of species in order to enhance overall animal welfare.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for continuing to recognize the need to 
monitor the impacts of construction and habitat changes on the affected 
animals (Rhino Habitat).

•	 The committee commends the integrated effort with the art 
design and interpretive focus of Polar Passage and recommends 
the zoo consider this integration in future art investments.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for being on track to meet Metro’s 1 
percent for art requirement and pooling art resources to enhance effectiveness 
in major visitor zones.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for winning the Association of Zoos and 
Aquariums (AZA) Exhibit of the Year award for Elephant Lands. The project 
has received 17 awards to date.

•	 The committee congratulates and thanks the Oregon Zoo Foundation for its 
significant financial support of $3.2 million for Polar Passage, Primate Forest 
and rhino habitat.

•	 The committee appreciates the work the budget subcommittee did on the 
recommended reallocation of remaining funds and appreciates 
Metro for approving the reallocation.

•	 The committee commends zoo staff for the forethought and 
prudence of combining the three remaining projects to reduce 
construction costs and time. The committee also commends 
Metro for being open to and approving this innovative construction plan.

2018 Annual Report (dated May 2019)

•	 The committee commends the change in the name of two zoo departments: 
Education became Inspiration, Learning and Action and Living Collections 
became Care, Connection and Conservation. These changes demonstrate 
ongoing maturing commitments to conservation, which was a commitment 
of the zoo bond measure. They also ensure that all interpretive investments 
reflect conservation action priorities for the zoo.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for adding to its awards for the Education 
Center. It achieved Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
Platinum certification from the US Green Building Council, the highest level of 
certification available. In addition, the Portland Chapter of American Institute 
of Architects awarded the Architecture 2030 Award to Opsis Architecture and 
the Oregon Zoo in recognition of their effort to reduce the use of greenhouse 
gas-emitting fossil fuels (net-zero operations), and the American Council of 
Engineering Companies of Oregon bestowed its Engineering Excellence 2018 
Grand Award.
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•	 The committee commends Metro for its role in commissioning the Portland 
Metro Region Construction Workforce Market Study that advanced public 
agencies’ understanding of the challenges facing women and people 
of color in the regional construction industry, and for its leadership in 
developing strategies to overcome such challenges.

•	 The committee commends the zoo bond program for continuing 
its focus on COBID utilization and its work with its designers and 
contractors in expanding tools to advance COBID participation.

•	 The committee commends the staff and project team for cost-savings 
generated by value engineering to bring the project into budget, including 
removal of the maternity den that is not needed at this time and is consistent 
with animal welfare and conservation goals.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for maintaining its focus on animal welfare 
and conservation education while designing and budgeting for Polar Passage, 
Primate Forest and the Rhino Habitat.

•	 The committee commends the zoo for its partnership with the Oregon 
Museum of Science and Industry and the leverage of local knowledge in 
designing the climate action portion of the interpretives for Polar Passage. The 
committee recommends that the Oregon Zoo continue to identify and work 
with local organizations with relevant expertise in alignment with the zoo bond 
program’s goals.

•	 The committee commends the zoo’s ability to keep chimps and orangutans on 
site during construction with focus on animal welfare.

•	 The committee commends the flexibility of the Oregon Zoo 
Foundation to support the full cost of the Rhino Habitat.

•	 The committee commends the zoo’s proactive planning to 
reduce disruption and embrace construction as part of the 
guest experience (e.g., creating windows in fencing to watch 
construction).

•	 The committee commends the zoo’s significant preparations made in a 
timely manner to prepare for construction, including complex planning and 
successful animal transfers. The zoo transferred out 53 individual animals 
representing 17 species, and transferred in 63 animals representing 14 species, 
for a net increase of 10 animals.

•	 The committee commends the zoo on its progress in developing an 
Interpretive Framework and new governance structure to ensure interpretives 
remain relevant and current. 

•	 The committee commends the zoo staff on its efforts to create a policy 
framework and mechanisms that ensure the zoo’s art collection and other 
nonliving collections receive adequate and ongoing attention. 

•	 The committee commends zoo Facilities Management and the zoo bond 
construction team for working together on the Middle Service Road Feeders 
and Generator Replacement to improve coordination and reduce costs.
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•	 The committee commends the zoo for including in the bond program such 
a significant investment in infrastructure (including that contained in each 
project) that supports safety, animal welfare and facility future growth.

•	 The committee commends zoo staff on careful and strategic value engineering 
and monitoring of costs during the completion of final projects without 
sacrificing animal welfare or conservation efforts. 

•	 The committee commends zoo staff for thoughtful planning and discussion 
around potential bid scenarios for the Polar Passage/Primate Forest/Rhino 
Habitat project. 

•	 The committee commends the Oregon Zoo Foundation for their support and 
flexibility with funding the Rhino Habitat and a portion of Polar 
Passage and Primate Forest.

•	 The committee commends the zoo bond staff for a continuous 
history of completing all projects within the allocated budget.

•	 The committee commends staff and Metro for being receptive to 
and implementing the use of alternative contracting methods. The outcomes 
include cost savings, planning to minimize the construction impact to 
animals, visitors, and staff, flexibility to support innovation and partner fund 
contributions, and overall problem solving for constructability.

•	 The Committee commends staff and the project team on their value 
engineering efforts to address continuing cost escalation without sacrificing 
animal welfare efforts or program goals.

•	 The committee commends Metro for reserving program contingency to ensure 
the final projects could be completed successfully despite the demand in the 
region’s construction market.

•	 The committee commends Metro for capping central service administrative 
costs, which provided more certainty to the budget and reallocation process.

•	 The committee commends the Oregon Zoo director and staff for the Elephant 
Lands Operating Outcomes Report, especially the insights of lessons learned.
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 
 
 
FOR	THE	PURPOSE	OF	AMENDING	THE	2021‐24	
METROPOLITAN	TRANSPORTATION	
IMPROVEMENT	PROGRAM	(MTIP)	TO	
CORRECTLY	REFLECT	THE	NEW	METRO	STATE	
FISCAL	YEAR	2022	UNIFIED	PLANNING	WORK	
PROGRAM	(UPWP)	CONSISTING	OF	SEVEN	
PROJECTS	PLUS	AMENDING	FOUR	ADDITONAL	
PROJECTS	TO	ENSURE	THEIR	NEXT	FEDERAL	
APPROVAL	STEP	CAN	OCCUR	IMPACTING	
METRO,	ODOT,	AND	PORTLAND(AP21‐09‐APR)	
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 RESOLUTION NO. 21-5169 
 
Introduced by: Chief Operating Officer 
Andrew Scott in concurrence with 
Council President Lynn Peterson 

 
WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) prioritizes projects 

from the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) to receive transportation related funding; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT) and the Metro 
Council approved the 2021-24 MTIP via Resolution 20-5110 on July 23, 2020; and  
 

WHEREAS, JPACT and the Metro Council must approve any subsequent amendments to add 
new projects or substantially modify existing projects in the MTIP; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) has issued clarified MTIP 
amendment submission rules and definitions for MTIP formal amendments and administrative 
modifications that both ODOT and  all Oregon MPOs must adhere to which includes that all new projects 
added to the MTIP must complete the formal amendment process; and  
 

WHEREAS, MTIP amendments now must also include assessments for required performance 
measure compliance, expanded RTP consistency, and strive to meet annual Metro and statewide 
obligation targets resulting in additional MTIP amendment processing practices and procedures; and  

 
WHEREAS, Metro is now under formal annual obligation targets resulting in additional 

accountability for Metro to commit, program, obligate, and expend allocated federal formula funds; and 
 
WHEREAS, seven of the eleven projects in April 2021 Formal MTIP Ament Bundle reflect 

required updates and changes to complete MTIP programming for the State Fiscal Year (SFY) 2022 
Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) to ensure the funds can be obligated by July 1, 2021; and 

 
WHEREAS, the unexpended carryover funds from the SFY 2020 UPWP exceed the 20% funding 

change threshold and requires the seven UPWP projects to complete a formal/full MTIP amendment; and 
 
WHEREAS, a detailed review determined which approved SFY 2022 UPWP projects can be 

included in the UPWP Master Agreement and which ones must be programmed as stand-alone projects; 
and 

 
WHEREAS, funding impacts to the UPWP projects impact Metro’s Regional Travel Program, 

Corridors and Systems Planning, Master Agreement list of Metro annual recurring projects and ODOT 
Westside Corridor Multimodal Improvements Study; and 

 



WHERAS, the UPWP Master Agreement list of annual recurring projects consist of federal 
Planning funds, FTA Section 5303 Transit funds, Surface Transportation Block Grant funds, State 
Support funds and local funds supporting Regional Transportation Planning projects, Corridor and Area 
Planning projects, plus Administration and Support projects that total $8,645,108 for SFY 2022; and 

WHEREAS, the April 2021 Formal Amendment includes four non-UPWP related project 
amendments which include ODOT’s OR141 (Hall Blvd), Scholls Ferry Rd to Locust St project which 
having received OTC approval can now add the construction phase plus funding and move forward 
toward construction; and  

WHEREAS, ODOT has evaluated their OR99W, Rock Creek Northbound Bridge project to 
install a new bridge rail to meet current safety standards and determined the project can be delayed 
allowing the funds to be reprogrammed to their Indian Creek bridge project in Region 2; and 

WHEREAS, ODOT is adjusting their OR224 repaving project so that it does not overlap with the 
planned capacity improvement project from Rusk Rd to OR213 allowing the repaving project to progress 
independently; and 

WHEREAS, Portland has completed the required pre-scoping documents for their newly Metro 
awarded Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSMO) Local Traffic Signal Controller 
Replacement project to be programmed in the MTIP and development of the Intergovernmental 
Agreement to now occur to implement the project; and 

WHEREAS, the a review of the proposed project changes has been completed against the current 
approved Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) to ensure the projects remain consistent with the goals and 
strategies identified in the RTP with the results confirming that no RTP inconsistencies exist as a result of 
the project changes from the April 2021 MTIP Formal Amendment; and 

WHEREAS, RTP consistency check areas included financial/fiscal constraint verification, 
eligibility and proper use of committed funds, an assessment of possible air quality impacts, a deviation 
assessment from approved regional RTP goals and strategies, a validation that the required changes have 
little or no impact upon regionally significant projects, and a reconfirmation that the MTIP’s financial 
constraint finding is maintained a result of the April 2021 Formal Amendment; and 

 WHEREAS, Metro’s Transportation Policy and Alternatives Committee (TPAC) received their 
notification plus amendment summary overview, and recommended approval to Metro’s Joint Policy 
Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT) on April 2, 2021; and 

WHEREAS, JPACT approved Resolution 21-5169 consisting of the April 2021 Formal MTIP 
Amendment bundle on April 15, 2021 and provided their approval recommendation to Metro Council; 
now therefore 



Lynn Peterson, Council President 
Approved as to Form: 

Carrie MacLaren, Metro Attorney 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council hereby adopts the recommendation of JPACT on May 
6, 2021 to formally amend the 2021-24 MTIP to include the required changes identified in the April 2021 
Formal MTIP Amendment Bundle and Resolution 21-5169. 

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this ____ day of ____________ 2021. 



Key Number & 
MTIP ID

Lead 
Agency

Project
Name

Amendment 
Action

Added Remarks

Project #1
Key 

20879
MTIP ID
70938

Metro

Regional Travel Options 
(2020)
Metro UPWP Regional 
Travel Options (SFY 2022)

COMBINE FUNDS:
The formal amendment combines STBG‐U 
($1,058,418) plus match ($121,141) from Key 
20880 to fully fund required RTO activities for 
SFY 2022.  Source of funding is the SFY 2022 
UPWP

Approved SFY 2022 Unified planning Work 
Program (UPWP) project

Project #2
Key

20880
MTIP ID
70873

Metro
Regional Travel Options 
(2021)

SHIFT/SPLIT FUNDS:
The formal amendment shift STBG‐U 
($1,058,418) plus match ($121,141) from Key 
20880 to Key 20879 to fully fund required RTO 
activities for SFY 2022.  Source of funding is 
the SFY 2022 UPWP. Key 20879 and as carried 
over from FY 20220 unobligated due to the 
Covid‐19 situation.

Approved SFY 2022 Unified planning Work 
Program (UPWP) project

Project #3
Key
NEW

MTIP ID
NEW

ODOT
Westside Corridor 
Multimodal 
Improvements Study

ADD NEW PROJECT:
The formal amend adds the new approved 
stand‐alone UPWP project from the SFY 2022 
UPWP

Approved SFY 2022 Unified planning Work 
Program (UPWP) project

Project #4
Key

20888
MTIP ID
70871

Metro
Corridor and Systems 
Planning (2020)

SPLIT FUNDS:
The amendment splits off $12,175 of STBG 
plus required match and commits the funds to 
Key 20597 to support the Corridor Refinement 
and Project Development (Investment Areas) 
planning project in the SFY 2022 UPWP Master 
Agreement list of projects.

Approved SFY 2022 Unified planning Work 
Program (UPWP) project

2021‐2024 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program
Exhibit A to Resolution 21‐5169

Proposed April 2021 Formal Transition Amendment Bundle
Amendment Type: Formal/Full
Amendment #: AP21‐09‐APR
Total Number of Projects: 11
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Project #5
Key

20877
MTIP ID
70872

Metro
Regional MPO Planning 
(2021)

SPLIT FUNDS:
The formal amendment splits off required 
STBG‐U federal funds and required match and 
combines them into Key 20597. The amount is 
determined by the SFY 2022 UPWP Master List 
of Projects.

Approved SFY 2022 Unified planning Work 
Program (UPWP) project

Project #6
Key

20597
MTIP ID
70986

Metro
Portland Metro Planning 
SFY22

COMBINE FUNDS:
The formal amendment updates the SFY 2022 
UPWP project Key. The updates are based on 
the final expected authorized UPWP projects 
and funding. Key 20597 represents the Master 
Agreement of UPWP projects that fall into 
three planning categories: Transportation 
Planning, Regional Corridor/ Area Planning, 
and Regional Administration/Support

Approved SFY 2022 Unified planning Work 
Program (UPWP) project. Key 20597 contains 
the Master Agreement list of approved SFY 
2022 UPWP projects

Project #7
Key

21312
New Project
MTIP ID
71055

Metro
Metro Transportation 
Options (FFY 18‐21)

ADD NEW PROJECT:
The formal amendment adds the project to the 
2021‐24 MTIP and provides supplemental 
funding for the FY 2021 fiscal year for the 
Metro Regional Travel Options (RTO) program

ODOT approved 1‐year program extension 
adding the FY 2021 fiscal year in supporting 
the RTO program

Project #8
Key

19267
MTIP ID
70806

ODOT
 OR141 (Hall Blvd): Scholls 
Ferry Rd ‐ Locust St

ADD CONSTRUCTION PHASE:
The formal amendment adds the Construction 
phase to the project. $3,525,000 addition to 
the project allows the construction phase to 
move forward and be obligated during FY 
2022.  The total project cost increases to 
$5,894,707.

Project #9
Key

21712
MTIP ID
71197

ODOT
OR99W : Rock Creek 
Bridge

CANCEL PROJECT:
The ODOT Bridge program is canceling the 
project and transferring the funding to the 
Indian Creek Bridge in Region 2 currently 
programmed in Key 21118.
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Project #10
Key

21598
MTIP ID
71153

ODOT

OR224: SE 17th Ave ‐ 
OR213
OR224: SE 17th Ave ‐ SE 
Rusk Road

LIMITS CHANGE:
The current project limits overlap with a 
separate project to add a third lane on OR 224 
from Rusk Rd to OR 213. The third lane 
capacity project is programmed under Key 
19720. The limits adjustment allow the 
rehabilitation/resurfacing project to proceed 
separately from the capacity enhancing 
project.

Project #11
Key

NEW TBD
MTIP ID
NEW TBD

Portland
Local Traffic Signal 
Controller Replacement

ADD NEW PROJECT:
The formal amendment adds the new Metro 
TSMO awarded project to the MTIP

Metro 2019 TSMO program award
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Other ODOT Key: 20879
OP‐TDM MTIP ID: 70873

No Status: 0
No Comp Date: 6/30/2022
Yes RTP ID: 11054
No RFFA ID: 50357
N/A RFFA Cycle: 2019‐21
N/A UPWP: Yes
N/A UPWP Cycle: SFY 2022
Yes Transfer Code 5307
2020 Past Amend: 2
2 OTC Approval: Yes

Project Name: 
Regional Travel Options (2020)
Metro UPWP Regional Travel Options (SFY 2022) Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: TBD MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: The Regional Travel Options (RTO) program implements 
strategies to help diversify trip choices, reduce pollution and improve mobility.

Last Amendment of Modification: Formal ‐ August Transition Amendment ‐ AG21‐01‐AUG,  PHASE SLIP: Adding the Other phase to the 2021‐24 MTIP in FY 2021 with $2,598,451 
of STBG funds plus required match

 

1
Project Status: 0 = No activity (Planning)

Flex Transfer to FTA

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Metro

Length:

 STIP Description: Funding for the Regional Travel Options (RTO) program that implements strategies to help diversify people’s trip choices, reduce
pollution and improve mobility.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  The Regional Travel Options (RTO) program implements strategies to help diversify trip choices, reduce pollution and improve mobility. 
RTO includes all of the alternatives to driving alone, such as carpooling, vanpooling, riding transit, bicycling, walking and telecommuting. The program 
maximizes investments in the transportation system and relieves traffic congestion by managing travel demand in the region, particularly during peak 
commute hours.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Formal Amendment
COMBINE FUNDS

Combine STBG and match from Key 
20880 into Key 20879
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

STBG‐U Z230 2021
STBG‐U Z230 2021

Local Match 2021
Local Match 2021

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

        
     

 

 Federal Funds

Right of Way ConstructionPlanning
Preliminary 
Engineering

Other
(Flex Transfer)

Federal Fund Obligations $:

Initial Obligation Date:

3,656,869$       

EA Number:

‐$                                         2,598,451$       

3,656,869$                            
        

 

Federal Totals:
‐$                                         

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  4,075,414$                            

‐$                           
‐$                       
‐$                       

Local Total 418,545$                                
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
2,895,855$        2,895,855$                            Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                           ‐$                     

3,656,869$                            

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

297,404$          
 Local Funds

 
 

State Total: ‐$                                          
‐$                                         
‐$                                         

‐$                                         

‐$                                         
418,545$                                418,545$          

4,075,414$                            4,075,414$       ‐$                           ‐$                     
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> Project adds STBG‐U from Key 20880 to address SFY 2022 RTO needs.

Amendment Summary: 
 The formal amendment combines STBG‐U ($1,058,418) plus match ($121,141) from Key 20880 to fully fund required RTO activities for SFY 2022.  Source of funding is the SFY 
2022 UPWP. Key 20879 was carried over from FY 20220 unobligated due to the Covid‐19 situation. The restructured SFY 2022 RTO program will expand upon planned activities 
from the planned SFY 2021 year. As a result STBG‐U from Key 20880 (which was allocated fro SFY 2022 is being combined into Key 20879. The remaining STBG‐U and match in 
Key 20880 will be moved to FY 2025 for use during next year's UPWP. 
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: no

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11054 ‐ Regional Travel Options Activities for 2018‐2027
> RTP Description: Metro awards grant funding, coordinates marketing efforts, and provides technical assistance and evaluation to agencies and organizations to encourage 
people to make fewer auto trips. RTO‐funded activities include worksite and college information programs that make transit, bicycling, walking and ridesharing easier to use.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Other ‐ Planning activities conducted pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.C.
> UPWP amendment: Yes. The project is identified in the new SFY 2022 UPWP
> RTP Goals: Goal 3 ‐ Transportation Choices
> Goal ‐ Objective 3.3 Access to Transit 
> Goal Description:  Increase household and job access to current and planned frequent transit service.

Fund Codes: 
> STBG‐U = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states with a portion . 
> Local = General local funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: No
> Metro Model: No
> Model category and type: N/A
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: No
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Other ODOT Key: 20880
OP‐TDM MTIP ID: 70873

No Status: 0
No Comp Date: 12/31/2025
Yes RTP ID: 11054
No RFFA ID: 50357
N/A RFFA Cycle: 2019‐21
N/A UPWP: Yes
N/A UPWP Cycle: SFY 2022
Yes Transfer Code 5307
2020 Past Amend: 2
2 OTC Approval: Yes

Project Name: 
Regional Travel Options (2021)

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: TBD MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: The Regional Travel Options (RTO) program implements 
strategies to help diversify trip choices, reduce pollution and improve mobility.

Last Amendment of Modification: Administrative, AB21‐05‐DEC2 ‐ December 2020 ‐ Reprogram Other to FY 2022

 

2
Project Status: 0 = No activity (Planning)

Flex Transfer to FTA

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Metro

Length:

 STIP Description: Funding for the Regional Travel Options (RTO) program that implements strategies to help diversify people’s trip choices, reduce
pollution and improve mobility.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  The Regional Travel Options (RTO) program implements strategies to help diversify trip choices, reduce pollution and improve mobility. 
RTO includes all of the alternatives to driving alone, such as carpooling, vanpooling, riding transit, bicycling, walking and telecommuting. The program 
maximizes investments in the transportation system and relieves traffic congestion by managing travel demand in the region, particularly during peak 
commute hours.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Formal Amendment
SHIFT FUNDS

Shift STBG and match from Key 
20880 into Key 20879
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

STBG‐U Z230 2021
STBG‐U Z230 2025

Local Match 2021
Local Match 2025

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

        
     

 

 Federal Funds

Right of Way ConstructionPlanning
Preliminary 
Engineering

Other
(Flex Transfer)

Federal Fund Obligations $:

Initial Obligation Date:

1,617,987$       

EA Number:

‐$                                         2,676,405$       

1,617,987$                            
        

 

Federal Totals:
‐$                                         

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  1,803,173$                            

‐$                           
‐$                       
‐$                       

Local Total 185,186$                                
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
2,982,732$        2,982,732$                            Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                           ‐$                     

1,617,987$                            

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

306,327$          
 Local Funds

 
 

State Total: ‐$                                          
‐$                                         
‐$                                         

‐$                                         

‐$                                         
185,186$                                185,186$          

1,803,173$                            1,803,173$       ‐$                           ‐$                     
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> Project shifts $1,058,418 of STBG‐U plus match from Key 20880 to Key 20879 to address SFY 2022 RTO needs.

Amendment Summary: 
The formal amendment shift STBG‐U ($1,058,418) plus match ($121,141) from Key 20880 to Key 20879 to fully fund required RTO activities for SFY 2022.  Source of funding is 
the SFY 2022 UPWP. Key 20879 and as carried over from FY 20220 unobligated due to the Covid‐19 situation. The restructured SFY 2022 RTO program will expand upon planned 
activities from the planned SFY 2021 year. As a result STBG‐U from Key 20880 (which was allocated fro SFY 2022 is being combined into Key 20879. The remaining STBG‐U and 
match in Key 20880 will be moved to FY 2025 for use during next year's UPWP. 
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: no

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11054 ‐ Regional Travel Options Activities for 2018‐2027
> RTP Description: Metro awards grant funding, coordinates marketing efforts, and provides technical assistance and evaluation to agencies and organizations to encourage 
people to make fewer auto trips. RTO‐funded activities include worksite and college information programs that make transit, bicycling, walking and ridesharing easier to use.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Other ‐ Planning activities conducted pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.C.
> UPWP amendment: Yes. The project is identified in the new SFY 2022 UPWP
> RTP Goals: Goal 3 ‐ Transportation Choices
> Goal ‐ Objective 3.3 Access to Transit – 
> Goal Description:  Increase household and job access to current and planned frequent transit service.

Fund Codes: 
> STBG‐U = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states with a portion . 
> Local = General local funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: No
> Metro Model: No
> Model category and type: N/A
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: No
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Planning ODOT Key: NEW
Planning MTIP ID: TBD

No Status: 0
No Comp Date: 12/31/2022
Yes RTP ID: 11664
US26 RFFA ID: N/A

Corridor RFFA Cycle: N/A
Corridor UPWP: Yes
Corridor UPWP Cycle: SFY 2022
2021 Past Amend: 0
0 OTC Approval: No

Project Status: 0 = No activity.

 

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: ODOT

Length:

 STIP Description: The study will identify the multimodal needs, challenges and opportunities in the corridor. Options will be evaluated for their potential to address existing 
deficiencies and support future growth in freight, commuters, and commercial traffic between Hillsboro’s Silicon Forest, Northern Washington County’s
agricultural freight, and the Portland Central City, the international freight distribution hub of I‐5 and I‐84, the Port of Portland marine terminals, rail facilities, and the Portland 
International Airport. Commute trip reduction opportunities and assumptions about remote workforce will be included. The study will evaluate multimodal improvements in 
support of regional and statewide goals, including climate.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  US 26 (Sunset Highway) corridor study which extends from the Oregon Coast through the Vista Ridge Tunnel where it intersects with 
the I‐405 loop accessing I‐5, and I‐84 to identify the multimodal (aviation, transit, freight, auto, etc.) needs, challenges and opportunities in the corridor. 
Options will be evaluated for their potential to address existing deficiencies and support future growth in freight, commuters, and commercial traffic between 
Hillsboro’s Silicon Forest, Northern Washington County’s agricultural freight, and the Portland Central City, the international freight distribution hub of I‐5 and I‐
84, the Port of Portland marine terminals, rail facilities, and the Portland International Airport. Commute trip reduction opportunities and assumptions about 
remote workforce will be included. The study will evaluate multimodal improvements in support of regional and statewide goals, including climate.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

3Project Name: 
Westside Corridor Multimodal Improvements Study

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: TBD MTIP Amend:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: US 26 (Sunset Highway) corridor study to identify the 
multimodal (aviation, transit, freight, auto, etc.) needs, challenges and 
opportunities in the corridor

Last Amendment of Modification: Administrative: None ‐ Initial MTIP programming being completed

Formal Amendment
ADD NEW PROJECT

Add new approved SFY 2022 UPWP 
stand-alone project
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

State STBG Z240 2021

State Match 2021
Other OVM 2021

 
 

 

 Federal Funds

1,000,000$                            ‐$                   ‐$                           ‐$                     
Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                          

37,517$                                  

 Local Funds

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  1,000,000$                            

‐$                           
1,000,000$          

‐$                       
Local Total ‐$                                         

‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
‐$                   

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

 

 
‐$                                         

98,847$                                  

‐$                                         

Federal Fund Obligations $:

     

EA Number:

State Total:

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

Initial Obligation Date:

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

       

37,517$                
98,847$                

863,636$                                

Federal Totals:

 

136,364$                                

‐$                                         

Right of Way
Other

(Utility Relocation)
Planning

Preliminary 
Engineering

Construction

‐$                                         
‐$                                         

‐$                     

863,636$              

863,636$                                
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> Approved SFY UPWP stand‐alone project. Funding is identified for ODOT.
Amendment Summary: 
 The formal amendment adds the new SFY 2022 approved UPWP project to the MTIP. Project funding is for ODOT and a consultant will be used. As such, the project is required 
to be a stand‐alone project in the MTIP. The study will identify the multimodal (aviation, transit, freight, auto, etc.) needs, challenges and opportunities in the corridor. Options 
will be evaluated for their potential to address existing deficiencies and support future growth in freight, commuters, and commercial traffic between Hillsboro’s Silicon Forest, 
Northern Washington County’s agricultural freight, and the Portland Central City, the international freight distribution hub of I‐5 and I‐84, the Port of Portland marine 
terminals, rail facilities, and the Portland International Airport
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: No
RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11664 ‐ Corridor Investment Areas Activities for 2018‐2027
> RTP Description: The RTP identifies mobility corridors and future high capacity transit capital investments needed to support the 2040 Growth Concept. Corridor
investment areas activities focus on aligning investments around specific outcomes to support local and regional goals in locations with multijurisdictional interests. Investment 
areas activities include completing corridor refinement planning and developing multimodal projects in major transportation corridors identified in the RTP as well as 
developing shared investment strategies to align local, regional and state investments in economic investment areas that support the region’s growth economy. Activities 
include ongoing involvement in local and regional transit and roadway project conception, funding, and design. Metro provides assistance to local jurisdictions for the 
development of specific projects as well as corridor‐based programs identified in the RTP.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Other ‐ Planning activities conducted pursuant to titles 23 and 49 U.S.C.
> UPWP amendment: Yes. The project is part of the new SFY 2022 UPWP. The SFY 2022 UPWP is progressing through Metro's approval process. TPAC approval is set for April 5, 
2022 with Council approval planned by June. The mTIP amendment is progressing concurrently with eh SFY 2022 UPWP.
> RTP Goals: Goal 11: Transparency and Accountability 
>  Goal ‐  Objective 11.2 Performance‐Based Planning 
> Goal Description: Objective 11.2 Performance‐Based Planning – Make transportation investment decisions using a performance‐based planning approach that is
aligned with the RTP goals and supported by meaningful public engagement, multimodal data and analysis.  

Fund Codes: 
> State  STBG = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states with a portion reserved for the State DOT for eligible projects . 
> State = General state funds provided by ODOT as part of the required match.
Other
> On NHS: Yes
> Metro Model: No
> Model category and type: N/A Planning project
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: Yes
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Planning ODOT Key: 20888
Planning MTIP ID: 70871

No Status: 0
No Comp Date: 12/31/2025
Yes RTP ID: 11103
No RFFA ID: 50364
N/A RFFA Cycle: 2019‐21
N/A UPWP: Yes
N/A UPWP Cycle: SFY 2022
No Transfer Code N/A
2020 Past Amend: 4
2 OTC Approval: Yes

4
Project Status: 0 = No activity (Corridor planning revenue placeholder)

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Metro

Length:

 STIP Description: Conduct planning level work that emphasizes the integration of land use and transportation in corridors. The Corridors and Systems
Planning Program determines regional system needs, functions, desired outcomes, performance measures, and investment strategies.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  The Corridor and Systems Planning program focuses on completing planning level work in corridors that emphasizes the integration of 
land use and transportation in determining regional system needs, functions, desired outcomes, performance measures, and investment strategies. This work 
enables jurisdictions and other regional agencies to prioritize investments in the transportation system. The program evaluates priority corridors in the region 
and identifying investments to improve mobility of all travel modes in these areas.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Project Name: 
Corridor and Systems Planning (2020)

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: TBD MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: Corridors and Systems Planning Program conducts planning 
level work in corridors. Emphasizes the integration of land use and transportation. 
Determines regional system needs, functions, desired outcomes, performance 
measures, investment strategies.

Last Amendment of Modification: Administrative ‐ December 2020 ‐ AB21‐05‐DEC2 Reprogram Planning to FY 2022

 
Flex Transfer to FTA

Formal Amendment
SPLIT FUNDS

Split STBG and match from Key 
20888 into Key 20879
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

STBG‐U Z230 2022
STBG‐U Z230 2022

Local Match 2022
Local Match 2022

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):

 

 Federal Funds

Federal Fund Obligations $:
EA Number:

Initial Obligation Date:
EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

   

392,059$              

‐$                                         
44,873$                                  44,873$                

 

436,932$                                ‐$                   ‐$                           ‐$                     

392,059$                                

  436,932$                                

‐$                           
436,932$              
450,500$              

Local Total 44,873$                                  
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
‐$                    450,500$                                Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                           ‐$                     

     

State Total:

404,234$              

392,059$                                
        

 

 
‐$                                         
‐$                                         

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

‐$                                         

Federal Totals:
‐$                                         

Total
Preliminary 
Engineering

Construction

  

Right of Way
Other

(Utility Relocation)
Planning

46,266$                
 Local Funds

 
 

‐$                                         

‐$                                         
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> $12k shifted to key 20597 supporting UPWP corridor study efforts.

Amendment Summary: 
 The formal amendment splits off $12,175 of STBG‐U and required match and shifts the funds to Key 20597. The $12,175 directly supports the Corridor Refinement and Project 
Development (Investment Areas) planning project. The funding supports system planning and develops multimodal projects in major transportation corridors identified in the 
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) as well as developing shared investment strategies to align local, regional and state investments in economic investment areas that support 
the region’s growth economy
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: Yes ‐ No

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11103 ‐ Regional MPO Activities for 2018‐2027
> RTP Description: System planning, topical planning, and activities that Metro must conduct for the period 2018‐2027 in order to remain certified as an metropolitan planning 
organization (MPO) by the federal government and be eligible to receive and distribute federal transportation dollars.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Other ‐ Planning and technical studies
> UPWP amendment: Yes. The project is part of the new SFY 2022 Metro UPWP. The SFY 2022 UPWP is progressing through  the Metro approval process concurrently with this 
MTIP Amendment.
> RTP Goals: Goal 11 ‐ Transparency and Accountability
> Goal 11.2 ‐ Performance Based Planning
> Goal Description: Make transportation investment decisions using a performance‐based planning approach that is aligned with the RTP goals and supported by meaningful 
public engagement, multimodal data and analysis.

Fund Codes: 
> STBG‐U = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states with a portion . 
> Local = General local funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: N/A
> Metro Model: No
> Model category and type: N/A
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: No
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Planning ODOT Key: 20877
Planning MTIP ID: 70872

No Status: 0
No Comp Date: 12/31/2025
Yes RTP ID: 11103
No RFFA ID: 50365
N/A RFFA Cycle: 2019‐21
N/A UPWP: No
N/A UPWP Cycle: N/A
Yes Transfer Code  N/A
2021 Past Amend: 0
1 OTC Approval: No

5
Project Status: 0 = No activity (Planning)

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Metro

Length:

 STIP Description: Funding for Metro to meet Metropolitan Planning Organization mandates, established through the federal regulations.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  This program provides support to Metro in meeting MPO mandates, established through federal regulations.  Examples of these 
requirements include development and adoption of a long‐range plan (RTP) and a short‐range transportation improvement program (TIP), support for a 
decision‐making structure that includes local governments and state and regional transportation providers, participation in the development of local plans and 
projects that implement regional policy, maintenance of travel demand models for planning by Metro, local governments and state and regional 
transportation service providers. In addition, these responsibilities include maintenance of land use, economic, demographic, GIS and aerial photo services for 
planning by Metro, local governments, and state and regional transportation providers, and compliance with federal certification requirements like 
environmental justice and air quality.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Project Name: 
Regional MPO Planning (2021)

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: TBD MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: Funding for Metro to meet Metropolitan Planning Organization 
mandates, established through the federal regulations.

Last Amendment of Modification: None. This is the first amendment to the project.

 
Flex Transfer to FTA

Formal Amendment
SPLIT FUNDS

Split STBG and match and commit  
into Key 20597
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

STBG‐U Z230 2021
STBG‐U Z230 2025

Local Match 2021
Local Match 2025

 

 Federal Funds

‐$                                         

Federal Fund Obligations $:
EA Number:

171,938$                                ‐$                   ‐$                           ‐$                     

154,280$                                154,280$              

‐$                                         
17,658$                                  17,658$                

‐$                                         

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  171,938$                                

‐$                           
171,938$              

1,515,521$           
Local Total 17,658$                                  

‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
‐$                    1,515,521$                            Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                           ‐$                     

 
 

‐$                                         

155,644$              
 Local Funds

‐$                                         

‐$                                         

     

State Total:

1,359,877$           

154,280$                                
        

 

 
‐$                                         

‐$                                         
 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

‐$                                         

Federal Totals:
‐$                                         

Preliminary 
Engineering

Construction

Initial Obligation Date:

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

        

Right of Way
Other

(Utility Relocation)
Planning
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> Fund split and combining into Key 20597 results from final SFY 2022 UPWP Master Agreement of projects as detailed in Page 1 of the Rosetta Stone.

Amendment Summary: 
The formal amendment splits off required STBG‐U federal funds and required match and combines them into Key 20597. The amount is determined by the SFY 2022 UPWP 
Master List of Projects. Together with the PL and 5303 funds in Key 20597, the SFY 2022 UPWP Master List of projects will be able to complete the final agreement and obligate 
the federals around July 2021.
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: No

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11103 ‐ Regional MPO Activities for 2018‐2027
> RTP Description: System planning, topical planning, and activities that Metro must conduct for the period 2018‐2027 in order to remain certified as an metropolitan planning 
organization (MPO) by the federal government and be eligible to receive and distribute federal transportation dollars.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Other ‐ Planning and Technical Studies
> UPWP amendment: Not applicable & not required
> RTP Goals: Goal 11 ‐ Transparency and Accountability
> Goal 11.2 Performance Based Planning
> Goal Description: Make transportation investment decisions using a performance‐based planning approach that is aligned with the RTP goals and supported by meaningful 
public engagement, multimodal data and analysis.

Fund Codes: 
> STBG‐U = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states with a portion . 
> Local = General local funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: No
> Metro Model: N/A
> Model category and type: N/A
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: No
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Planning ODOT Key: 20597
Planning MTIP ID: 70986

No Status: 0
No Comp Date: 6/30/2022
Yes RTP ID: 11103
No RFFA ID:  
N/A RFFA Cycle: 2019‐21
N/A UPWP: Yes
N/A UPWP Cycle: SFY 2022
No Transfer Code N/A
2020 Past Amend: 2
2 OTC Approval: Yes

 

6Project Name: 
Portland Metro Planning SFY22

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: TBD MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: Portland Metro MPO planning funds for Federal fiscal year 
2021. Projects will be selected in the future through the MPO process.
Completion of the MPO's SFY 2022 required Unified Planning Work Program 
(UPWP) activities supporting the categories of Transportation Planning, Regional 
Corridor/Area Planning, and Regional Administration/Support

Last Amendment of Modification: None: First amendment of the project

 

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Metro

Length:

 STIP Description: Portland Metro MPO planning funds for Federal fiscal year 2021. Projects will be selected in the future through the MPO process.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  The Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) is a federally required document which defines Metro’s annual list of transportation 
planning activities along with the committed federal funding to be accomplished during the state fiscal year (July 1 to June 30th). The UPWP documents the 
metropolitan planning requirements, and planning priorities facing the Portland metropolitan area.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

Project Status: 0 = No activity (Planning)

Flex Transfer to FTA

Formal Amendment
COMBINE FUNDS

Combine STBG plus add Carryover 
PL and 5303
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

PL Z450 2021
PL Z450 2021

5303 Z77D 2021
5303 Z277D 2021
STBG Z230 2021

State (to PL) Match 2021
State (to PL) Match 2021
Other (OVM) OTH0 2021

Local (5303) Match 2021
Local (5303) Match 2021
Local (STBG) Match 2021
Other (OVM) OTH0 2021

Initial Obligation Date:

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

       

290,328$              
218,359$              

 

Right of Way
Other

Planning

EA Number:
Federal Fund Obligations $:

‐$                                         

Preliminary 
Engineering

Construction

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

1,907,827$           

5,645,616$                            
 

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:  

‐$                                         

Federal Totals:

     

State Total:Note: State Other funds are authorized State Support funds by ODOT. Added to Other phase to avoid confusion
‐$                                         

70,838$                
 Local Funds

8,420,108$          
2,815,941$           

Local Total 2,484,164$                            Note: Local Other funds are overmatch
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
‐$                    2,815,941$                            Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                           ‐$                     

2,536,626$          

217,852$                                217,852$              

290,328$                                

       

‐$                                         

‐$                                         

 

225,000$                                225,000$                   

515,328$                                

 

 Federal Funds

‐$                                         618,917$              
1,903,393$                            
1,205,597$                            

2,536,626$                            

1,903,393$          
1,205,597$          

137,986$                                
2,128,326$                            

137,986$              
2,128,326$          

 

8,645,108$                            ‐$                   225,000$                   ‐$                     
Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  8,645,108$                            

‐$                           
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> Add C/O PL and 5303 plus add STBG from Key 20877 and State Support funds to develop SFY 2022 UPWP Master Agreement Project Grouping Bucket
> The addition of the carryover PL and 5303 represents a 52% cost increase to the project requiring a formal amendment to complete. All other associated UPWP projects will 
be part of the formal amendment as well. This includes adjustments to Keys 20877 and 20880.

Amendment Summary: 
 The formal amendment updates the SFY 2022 UPWP project Key. The updates are based on the final expected authorized UPWP projects and funding. Key 20597 represents 
the Master Agreement of UPWP projects that fall into three planning categories: Transportation Planning, Regional Corridor/Area Planning, and Regional 
Administration/Support. The authorized funding includes federal Planning funds (PL), FTA Section 5303 Planning funds, and Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) funds. 
Additionally ODOT is contributing $225,000of State support funds plus the match requirement for the PL funds. Together, the approved SFY 2022 UPWP planning activities total 
$8,645,108.
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: No

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11103 ‐ Regional MPO Activities for 2018‐2027
> RTP Description:  System planning, topical planning, and activities that Metro must conduct for the period 2018‐2027 in order to remain certified as an metropolitan planning 
organization (MPO) by the federal government and be eligible to receive and distribute federal transportation dollars.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Other ‐ Planning and Technical Studies
> UPWP amendment: Yes
> RTP Goals: Goal 11 ‐ Transparency and Accountability
> Goal 11.2 ‐ Performance Based Planning
> Goal Description: Make transportation investment decisions using a performance‐based planning approach that is aligned with the RTP goals and supported by meaningful 
public engagement, multimodal data and analysis.

Fund Codes: 
> STBG‐U = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states with a portion allocated to the MPOs. 
> PL = Federal  Planning funds allocated to MPOs to complete various required regional planning actions 
> State = State funds normally committed to the project as part of the required match.
> 5303 = Federal Section 5303 transit funds used to complete various transit planning activities.
> Local = General local funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.
> Other = General local or state funds provided by the lead agency above the required match amount to support phase costs above the federal and match amount 
programmed. 

Other
> On NHS: No
> Metro Model: N/A
> Model category and type: N/A
> TCM project: No
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Other ODOT Key: 21312
OP‐TDM MTIP ID: 71055

No Status: 0
No Comp Date: 12/31/2023
Yes RTP ID: 11054
No RFFA ID: 50357
N/A RFFA Cycle: 2019‐21
N/A UPWP: Yes
N/A UPWP Cycle: SFY 2022
Yes Transfer Code 5307
2020 Past Amend: 2
2 OTC Approval: Yes

Flex Transfer to FTA

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Metro

Length:

 STIP Description: Promote available transportation alternatives.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  Supplemental funding award from ODOT to the Metro FY 2021 Regional Travel Options (RTO) program in Key 20879. The RTO 
program implements strategies to help diversify trip choices, reduce pollution and improve mobility. RTO includes all of the alternatives to driving alone, 
such as carpooling, vanpooling, riding transit, bicycling, walking and telecommuting. 

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Project Name: 
Metro Transportation Options (FFY 18‐21)

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: 21‐24‐0583 MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: Supplemental funding from ODOT supporting the Regional 
Travel Options (RTO) Program and Key 20879 for FY 2021

Last Amendment of Modification: None: First amendment to the project

 

7
Project Status: 0 = No activity (Planning)

Formal Amendment
ADD NEW PROJECT

FY 2021 program year added to RTO 
funding
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

State STBG Z240 2018
AC‐STBGS ACP0 2021

     

Local Match 2018
Local Match 2021

 

Right of Way ConstructionPlanning

574,732$                                574,732$          

Federal Totals:
‐$                                         

Preliminary 
Engineering

Other
(RTO, TDM)

Total

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

     

State Total:

 

722,408$                                
       574,732$             

 

 
‐$                                         
‐$                                         

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  782,695$                                

‐$                           
‐$                       
‐$                       

Local Total 60,287$                                  
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
‐$                    ‐$                                         Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                           ‐$                     

 

‐$                                         
12,324$                                  12,324$            

 
 

‐$                                         

47,963$            

782,695$                                782,695$          ‐$                           ‐$                     

147,676$                                147,676$          

 Local Funds
47,963$                                  

EA Number:
Initial Obligation Date:

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

       

 

 

 Federal Funds

0000(270)TDM00019
9/25/2018

‐$                                         

Federal Fund Obligations $:
Note: AC‐STBGS Federal share = 92.30% per STIP Summary Sheet
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> ODOT Supplemental funding by extending the program years to be 2018‐2021

Amendment Summary: 
 The project was part of the 2018‐21 MTIP. ODOT provides the RTO program with supplemental funding by agreement. $574,732 of State STBG were committed and obligated 
in support of the Metro RTO program. The program years were 2018‐2020. Per agreement between Metro and ODOT, the program years for this allocation have been extended 
to include FY 2021. This equals a total addition of $160,000 in new funding for FY 2021. The federal portion will be $147,676. Through this formal amendment, Key 21312 is 
being re‐added to the MTIP with the new added FY 2021 funding year.
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: No

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11054 ‐ Regional Travel Options Activities for 2018‐2027
> RTP Description:  Metro awards grant funding, coordinates marketing efforts, and provides technical assistance and evaluation to agencies and organizations to encourage 
people to make fewer auto trips. RTO‐funded activities include worksite and college information programs that make transit, bicycling, walking and ridesharing easier to use.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Other ‐ Planning and Technical Studies
> UPWP amendment: Yes
> RTP Goals:  Goal 3 ‐ Transportation Choices
> Goal Objective 3.3 Access to Transit 
> Goal Description:  Increase household and job access to current and planned frequent transit service.

Fund Codes: 
> State STBG = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states and used by the DOT for eligible projects. 
> AC‐STBGS = Advance Construction programmatic fund type code used as a funding placeholder with the expectation that State STBG will be used as the final federal funds to 
be obligated.
> Local = General local funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: Yes
> Metro Model: Yes
> Model category and type: Pedestrian ‐ Pedestrian Parkway
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: Yes
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Safety ODOT Key: 19267
Bike/Ped MTIP ID: 70806

Yes Status: 5
No Comp Date: 12/31/2023
Yes RTP ID: 12095

OR141 RFFA ID: N/A
2.82 RFFA Cycle: N/A
4.10 UPWP: No
N/A UPWP Cycle: N/A
No Transfer Code N/A
2020 Past Amend: 5
2 OTC Approval: Yes

8
Project Status: 5   =  (RW ) Right‐of Way activities initiated including R/W 
acquisition and/or utilities relocation.

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: ODOT

Length:

 STIP Description: Upgrade curb ramps in compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards. Pedestrian push button poles, relocate signal junction boxes, and 
radar detection upgrades to improve access..

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  In Beaverton on OR141 from Scholls Ferry Rd to Locust St (MP 2.82 to 4.10), construct and complete ADA curb and ramp improvements 
to include pedestrian push button poles, relocate signal junction boxes, and radar detection upgrades to improve access.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Project Name: 
OR141 (Hall Blvd): Scholls Ferry Rd ‐ Locust St

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: 21‐24‐0609 MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: In Beaverton on OR141 from Scholls Ferry Rd to Locust St (MP 
2.82 to 4.10), construct and complete ADA curb and ramp improvements to include 
pedestrian push button poles, relocate signal junction boxes, and radar detection 
upgrades to improve access.

Last Amendment of Modification: Formal ‐ September 2020 ‐ SP21‐02‐SEP ‐ LIMITS CHANGE: The Mile Post limits for the project are expanded by 0.28 miles which triggers the 
formal amendment.

 
Flex Transfer to FTA

Formal Amendment
ADD CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Add Cons phase funding
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

State STP M240 2016
State STP (5‐
200k)

Z231 2016

Redistribution
Z030 + 
M030

2016

AC‐STBGS ACP0 2016
AC‐STBGS ACP0 2020
Redistribution Z030 2020
AC‐STBGS ACP0 2022

State (STP) Match 2016
State (STP) Match 2016
State (Redist) Match 2016
State (AC) Match 2016
State (AC) Match 2020
State (Redist) Match 2020
State (AC) Match 2022

 Federal Funds

526,452$                                526,452$                  

R9626000
8/25/2020

PE002488
4/9/2015

191,125$                  

Federal Fund Obligations $:

5,894,707$                            3,525,000$       ‐$                           1,070,000$         

639,775$                                639,775$                   

73,225$                                  

 

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  5,894,707$                            

‐$                           
‐$                       
‐$                       

Local Total ‐$                                         
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: 1,299,707$              
‐$                    2,429,707$                            Phase Totals Before Amend: 1,299,707$               1,130,000$         

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

 Local Funds

N/A
 

605,387$                                

‐$                                         

60,255$                                  

Preliminary 
Engineering

Construction

N/A    

State Total:

 

5,289,320$                            
1,166,227$                     960,111$                    

 

 

‐$                                         

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

EA Number:

‐$                                         

Federal Totals:

‐$                                         
‐$                                         

960,111$                                

Initial Obligation Date:

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

  N/A    

73,225$                    
  21,875$                    

N/A

Right of Way
Other

(Utility Relocation)
Planning

‐$                                         
‐$                                         116,051$             

60,255$                    
51,350$                    

448,650$                  
1,013,949$         
960,111$            

3,162,982$                            3,162,982$       

109,889$                                
362,018$                                362,018$          

109,889$            
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> Adding Construction phase to MTIP to FY 2022. Cost increase = $3,465,000 = a 143% increase to the project.

Amendment Summary: 
The formal amendment adds the construction phase to the project with an obligation year planned for FY 2022. The project remained in the prior obligated portion to the MTIP 
since PE and ROW were obligated by the end of the 2018‐21 MTIP. With the addition of the Construction phase to the project, Key 19267 now becomes an active project in the 
MTIP again. A formal amendment is required when the construction is added to the MTIP. Additionally, the cost increase to the project is 143% which would have required a 
formal amendment.
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: Yes ‐ Safety

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 12095 ‐ Safety & Operations Projects
> RTP Description:  Projects to improve safety or operational efficiencies such as pedestrian crossings of arterial roads, railroad crossing repairs, slide and rock fall protections, 
illumination, signals and signal operations systems, that do not add motor vehicle capacity.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Safety ‐ Projects that correct, improve, or eliminate a hazardous location or 
feature
> UPWP amendment: No
> RTP Goals: Goal 5 ‐ Safety and Security
> Goal 5.1 ‐ Transportation Safety
> Goal Description: Eliminate fatal and severe injury crashes for all modes of travel.

Fund Codes: 
> State STP or STBG = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the state DOT and then committed to eligible projects . 
> State STBG 5‐200K = Federal STBG funds limited for use in areas of population between 5,000 to 200,000.
> AC‐STBGS = Federal Advance Construction fund type placeholder the state DOT will use when the committed federal fund is not immediately available. In this case the 
expected federal fund is State STBG.
> Redistribution = Federal funds that are taken from other states for failing to reach their obligation targets and then redistributed to other states as a reward for reaching their 
obligation target goals. Generally, the eligibility for Redistribution funds are the same as STBG. 
> State = General state funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match. 

Other
> On NHS: No
> Metro Model: Yes
> Model category and type: OR 141 is identified as an Minor Arterial in the Metro Motor Vehicle modeling network
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: No
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Bridge ODOT Key: 21712
Bridge MTIP ID: 71197
Safety Status: 0
No Comp Date: N/A
Yes RTP ID: N/A

OR99W RFFA ID: N/A
13.82 RFFA Cycle: N/A
13.84 UPWP: No
0.02 UPWP Cycle: N/A
No Transfer Code N/A
2020 Past Amend: 2
2 OTC Approval: Yes

9
Project Status: 0 = No activity 

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Metro

Length:

 STIP Description: Install new bridge rail to meet current safety standards.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  Install new bridge rail to meet current safety standards

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Project Name: 
OR99W : Rock Creek NB Bridge

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: 21‐24‐0607 MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: Install new bridge rail to meet current safety standards

Last Amendment of Modification: August 2020 ‐ Administrative ‐ AB21‐01‐AUG1‐ Slip PE to 2021

 
Flex Transfer to FTA

Formal Amendment
CANCEL PROJECT

CANCEL PROJECT FROM 2021‐24 MTIP
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

NHPP Z001 2021
NHPP Z001 2021

State Match 2021
State Match 2021

66,471$                    

Federal Fund Obligations $:

‐$                                        ‐$                   ‐$                           ‐$                     

‐$                                        618,334$           

‐$                                        

 

‐$                                        

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  ‐$                                        

‐$                           
‐$                       
‐$                       

Local Total ‐$                                        
‐$                                        

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
689,105$           763,184$                               Phase Totals Before Amend: 74,079$                     ‐$                     

70,771$            

 
 

‐$                                        

 Local Funds

‐$                                        

‐$                                        

     

State Total:

 

‐$                                        
        

 

 
‐$                                        

‐$                                        
 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS

EA Number:

‐$                                        

Federal Totals:
‐$                                        

Preliminary 
Engineering

Construction

 Federal Funds

Initial Obligation Date:

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

       

  7,608$                      

 

Right of Way
Other

(Utility Relocation)
Planning

CANCEL PROJECT FROM 2021‐24 MTIP
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.
> Canceled project will transfer funding to Key 20118 Indian Creek bridge in Region 2.

Amendment Summary: 
 The formal amendment cancels the project and finding from the 2021‐24 MTIP. The ODOT Bridge program has decided to cancel moving forward wit this project and transfer 
all funding to Indian Creek bridge in Key 20118 in Region 2.
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: Yes ‐ no

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 12092 ‐ Bridge Rehabilitation & Repair
> RTP Description:  Projects to repair or rehabilitate bridges, such as painting, joint repair, bridge deck repair, seismic retrofit, etcetera, that do not add motor vehicle capacity. 
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Safety ‐ Guardrails, median barriers, crash cushions. 
> UPWP amendment: No
> RTP Goals: Goal 5 ‐ Safety and Security
> Goal 5.1 ‐ Transportation Safety
> Goal Description: Eliminate fatal and severe injury crashes for all modes of travel.

Fund Codes: 
> NHPP = Federal National Highway Performance Program funds. . 
> State  = General State funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: Yes
> Metro Model: No
> Model category and type: N/A
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: Yes
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O&M ODOT Key: 21598
Preserve MTIP ID: 71153

No Status: 4
No Comp Date:  
Yes RTP ID: 12094

OR224 RFFA ID: N/A
‐0.01 RFFA Cycle: N/A
3.95
2.72

UPWP: No

3.96
2.73

UPWP Cycle: N/A

No Transfer Code N/A
2021 Past Amend: 0
1 OTC Approval: No

Flex Transfer to FTA

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: ODOT

Length:

 STIP Description: Design for a future construction project to repair cracking, rutting and wear to keep this section safe for travel.

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  Design for a future pavement resurfacing project to repair cracking, rutting and wear to keep this section safe for travel.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:

Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Project Name: 
OR224: SE 17th Ave ‐ OR213
OR224: SE 17th Ave ‐ SE Rusk Road Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: 21‐24‐0586 MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: Design for a future pavement resurfacing project to repair 
cracking, rutting and wear to keep this section safe for travel.

Last Amendment of Modification: None: First amendment to the project

 

10
Project Status:  4  =  (PS&E) Planning Specifications, & Estimates (final design 30%, 
60%,90% design activities initiated).

Formal Amendment
LIMITS CHANGE

Adjust limits to be 17th to Rusk
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

NHPP Z001 2021
NHPP Z001 2021
AC‐NHPP 
(89.73%)

ACP0 2022

State Match 2021
State Match 2021
State Match 2022

Initial Obligation Date:

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

       

259,085$                  
  268,841$                  

 

Right of Way
Other

(Utility Relocation)
Planning

EA Number:

‐$                                         

Federal Totals:
‐$                                         

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS
Preliminary 
Engineering

Construction

     

State Total:

 

2,348,892$                            
        

 

 
‐$                                         

‐$                                         
 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

 Local Funds

9,757$                                    9,757$                 

 
 

268,842$                                

‐$                                         

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  2,617,734$                            

‐$                           
‐$                       
‐$                       

Local Total ‐$                                         
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: 2,522,734$              
‐$                    2,617,734$                            Phase Totals Before Amend: 2,617,734$               ‐$                     

2,617,734$                            ‐$                   ‐$                           95,000$               

2,263,649$                            2,263,649$               

259,085$                                

 

 Federal Funds

85,243$                                  85,243$               

2,348,893$              

Federal Fund Obligations $:
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.

Amendment Summary: 
 The formal amendment adjusts the project limits to be SE Lake to Rusk Rd. The PE phase cost has been re‐estimated allowing $95,000 to be shifted forward to Right‐of‐Way. 
The total project cost remains unchanged at $2,617,734. The project scope remains unchanged as a roadway rehabilitation/rehab project. The project limit reduction reflects 
now ends at Rusk road where a separate capacity project will add a third lane to OR 224 from Rusk to OR213. The amendment now separates the rehabilitation project from 
the capacity improvement.
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: Yes ‐ Safety

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 12094 ‐ Highway Pavement Maintenance
> RTP Description:  Pavement rehabilitation/repair projects includes overlays, slurry seals, full pavement replacement, and other minor roadway improvements (curb and 
gutters, adding/widening shoulders) that do not add motor vehicle capacity.
> Exemption Status: Project is not an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Safety ‐ Pavement resurfacing and/or rehabilitation ‐ 
> UPWP amendment: No
> RTP Goals: Goal 10 Fiscal Stewardship
> Goal 10.1 ‐  Infrastructure Condition
> Goal Description: Plan, build and maintain regional transportation assets to maximize their useful life, minimize project

Fund Codes: 
> NHPP = Federal National Highway Performance Program funds appropriated to the states. 
> AC‐NHPP = Advance Construction fund type placeholder allowing the project phase to move forward until the federal fund type code is identified and committed to the 
project. For this project, the programmatic fund type code is anticipated to be NHPP.
> State = General state funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: Yes
> Metro Model: Yes
> Model category and type: Throughway, Metro Motor Vehicle modeling network
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: Yes
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TSMO/ITS ODOT Key: NEW
TBD MTIP ID: NEW
ITS Status: 0
No Comp Date: 12/31/2022
Yes RTP ID: 11103
No RFFA ID: N/A
N/A RFFA Cycle: N/A
N/A UPWP: No
N/A UPWP Cycle: N/A
Yes TSMO Call 2019
2021 Past Amend: 0
0 OTC Approval: No

Metro
20121‐24 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP)

PROJECT AMENDMENT DETAIL WORKSHEET 

Lead Agency: Portland

Length:

 STIP Description: TBD

Project Type:

Conformity Exempt:
On State Hwy Sys:

 Detailed Description:  2019 TSMO Awarded project. This project includes purchasing Advanced Transportation Controllers (ATCs, hardware and software) 
and converting the existing traffic signal timing at 141 traffic signals. Upgrade locations have been selected based on the priorities in the PBOT ITS Plan.

ODOT Type
Performance Meas:

Mile Post Begin:
Mile Post End:

1st Year Program'd:
Years Active:

 

Project Name: 
Local Traffic Signal Controller Replacement

Capacity Enhancing:

STIP Amend #: TBD MTIP Amnd #:  AP21‐09‐APR

Short Description: Purchase Advanced Transportation Controllers (ATCs, 
hardware and software) and converting the existing traffic signal timing at 141 
traffic signals throughout Portland

Last Amendment of Modification: None: Initial programming

 

11

TSMO Award:

Project Status: 1   =  Pre‐first phase obligation activities (IGA development, project 
scoping, scoping refinement, etc.)

Formal Amendment
ADD NEW PROJECT

Add Portland's new TSMO ATC 
upgrade project
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Fund
Type

Fund 
Code

Year

STBG‐U Z230 2022

     

Local Match 2022

Initial Obligation Date:

Total

EA End Date:

Federal Aid ID

       

 

 

Right of Way ConstructionPlanning

EA Number:

     

PROJECT FUNDING DETAILS
Preliminary 
Engineering

Other
(TSMO/ITS)

840,435$                                
        

 

 State Funds

Known  Expenditures:

 Federal Funds

Federal Fund Obligations $:
Federal Totals:

‐$                                         

 
 

‐$                                         

96,192$                                  

State Total: 
‐$                                         
‐$                                         

936,627$          

96,192$            
 Local Funds

Year Of Expenditure (YOE):  936,627$                                

‐$                           
‐$                       
‐$                       

Local Total 96,192$                                  
‐$                                         

Phase Totals After Amend: ‐$                          
‐$                    ‐$                                         Phase Totals Before Amend: ‐$                           ‐$                     

936,627$                                ‐$                           ‐$                     

840,435$                                840,435$           

 

‐$                                         
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Notes and Summary of Changes:
> Red font =  prior amended funding or project details. Blue font = amended changes to funding or project details. Black font indicates no change has occurred.

Amendment Summary: 
 The formal amendment adds the new 2019 TSMO awarded project to the 2021‐24 MTIP. The project is an Transportation Systems Management (TSMO) project that will 
purchase Advanced Transportation Controllers (ATCs, hardware and software) and converting the existing traffic signal timing at 141 traffic signals throughout Portland.
> Will Performance Measurements Apply: Yes ‐ ITS

RTP References:
> RTP ID: 11104
> RTP Description:  Implement and maintain Transportations System Management and Operations (TSMO) investments used by multiple agencies (e.g., Central Signal System, 
traffic signal priority, data communications and archiving) and coordinate response to crashes. The regional program also includes strategy planning (e.g., periodic TSMO 
Strategy updates), coordination of activities for TransPort subcommittee to TPAC, updates to the blueprints for agency software and hardware systems (ITS Architecture), 
improving traveler information with live‐streaming data for connected vehicle and mobile information systems (TripCheck Traveler Information Portal Enhancement), and 
improving “big data” processing (PSU PORTAL) to support analyzing performance measures.
> Exemption Status: Project is an exempt, non‐capacity type project per 40 CFR 93.126, Table 2 ‐ Safety ‐ Traffic control devices and operating assistance other than 
signalization projects.
> UPWP amendment: No
> RTP Goals: Goal 4 ‐ Reliability and Efficiency 
> Goal Objective 4.2 ‐ Travel Management
> Goal Description: Increase the use of real‐time data and decision‐making systems to actively manage transit, freight, arterial and throughway corridors.

Fund Codes: 
> STBG‐U = Federal Surface Transportation Block Grant funds appropriated to the states with a portion allocated to the MPOs for various eligible projects 
> Local = General local funds provided by the lead agency as part of the required match.

Other
> On NHS: N/A
> Metro Model: N/A
> Model category and type: N/A
> TCM project: No
> Located on the CMP: No
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Date:	 April	15,	2021	

To:	 Metro	Council	and	Interested	Parties	

From:	 Ken	Lobeck,	Funding	Programs	Lead	

Subject:	 April	2021	MTIP	Formal	Amendment	&	Resolution	21‐5169	Approval	Request	

	
FORMAL	AMENDMENT	STAFF	REPORT	
	
FOR	THE	PURPOSE	OF	AMENDING	THE	2021‐24	METROPOLITAN	TRANSPORTATION	
IMPROVEMENT	PROGRAM	(MTIP)	TO	CORRECTLY	REFLECT	THE	NEW	METRO	STATE	FISCAL	
YEAR	2022	UNIFIED	PLANNING	WORK	PROGRAM	(UPWP)	CONSISTING	OF	SEVEN	PROJECTS	PLUS	
AMENDING	FOUR	ADDITONAL	PROJECTS	TO	ENSURE	THEIR	NEXT	FEDERAL	APPROVAL	STEP	
CAN	OCCUR	IMPACTING	METRO,	ODOT,	AND	PORTLAND(AP21‐09‐APR)	
	
BACKROUND	
	
What	This	Is:		
The	April	2021	Formal	Metropolitan	Transportation	Improvement	Program	(MTIP)	Formal/Full	
Amendment	which	is	contained	in	Resolution	21‐5169	and	being	processed	under	MTIP	
Amendment	AP21‐09‐APR.			
	
What	is	the	requested	action?	
JPACT	approved	Resolution	21‐5169	on	April	15,	2021	and	now	requests	Metro	Council	
approve	Resolution	21‐5169	consisting	of	eleven	projects	which	include	required	updates	to	
the	SFY	2022	UPWP	and	impacts	Metro,	ODOT,	and	Portland.		
	

Proposed April 2021 Formal Amendment Bundle 
Amendment Type: Formal/Full 
Amendment #: AP21‐09‐APR 
Total Number of Projects: 11 

ODOT 
Key # 

MTIP ID 
# Lead Agency Project Name Project Description Description of Changes 

SFY 2022 UPWP Related Project Amendments 

Project 
#1 

Key  
20879 

 

70938 Metro 

Regional Travel 
Options (2020) 
Metro UPWP 
Regional Travel 
Options (SFY 
2022) 

The Regional Travel Options 
(RTO) program implements 
strategies to help diversify trip 
choices, reduce pollution and 
improve mobility. 

COMBINE FUNDS: 
The formal amendment 
combines STBG-U 
($1,058,418) plus match 
($121,141) from Key 20880 
to fully fund required RTO 
activities for SFY 2022.  
Source of funding is the SFY 
2022 UPWP 
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ODOT 
Key # 

MTIP ID 
# Lead Agency Project Name Project Description Description of Changes 

Project 
#2 

Key  
20880 

 

70873 Metro Regional Travel 
Options (2021) 

The Regional Travel Options 
(RTO) program implements 
strategies to help diversify trip 
choices, reduce pollution and 
improve mobility. 

SHIFT/SPLIT FUNDS: 
The formal amendment shift 
STBG-U ($1,058,418) plus 
match ($121,141) from Key 
20880 to Key 20879 to fully 
fund required RTO activities 
for SFY 2022.  Source of 
funding is the SFY 2022 
UPWP. Key 20879 and as 
carried over from FY 20220 
unobligated due to the Covid-
19 situation. 

Project  
#3 

Key 
New 

New 
TBD ODOT 

Westside 
Corridor 
Multimodal 
Improvements 
Study 

US 26 (Sunset Highway) corridor 
study to identify the multimodal 
(aviation, transit, freight, auto, 
etc.) needs, challenges and 
opportunities in the corridor 

ADD NEW PROJECT: 
The formal amend adds the 
new approved stand-alone 
UPWP project from the SFY 
2022 UPWP 

Project 
#4 

Key 
20888 

 

70871 Metro 
Corridor and 
Systems 
Planning (2020) 

Corridors and Systems Planning 
Program conducts planning level 
work in corridors. Emphasizes 
the integration of land use and 
transportation. Determines 
regional system needs, functions, 
desired outcomes, performance 
measures, investment strategies. 

SPLIT FUNDS: 
The amendment splits off 
$12,175 of STBG-U plus 
required match and commits 
the funds to Key 20597 to 
support the Corridor 
Refinement and Project 
Development (Investment 
Areas) planning project in the 
SFY 2022 UPWP Master 
Agreement list of projects. 

Project 
#5 

Key 
20877 

70872 Metro Regional MPO 
Planning (2021) 

Funding for Metro to meet 
Metropolitan Planning 
Organization mandates, 
established through the federal 
regulations. 

SPLIT FUNDS: 
The formal amendment splits 
off required STBG-U federal 
funds and required match 
and combines them into Key 
20597. The amount is 
determined by the SFY 2022 
UPWP Master List of 
Projects. 

Project 
#6 

Key 
20597 

70986 Metro Portland Metro 
Planning SFY22 

Portland Metro MPO planning 
funds for Federal fiscal year 
2021. Projects will be selected in 
the future through the MPO 
process. 
Completion of the MPO's SFY 
2022 required Unified Planning 
Work Program (UPWP) 
activities supporting the 
categories of Transportation 
Planning, Regional Corridor/ 
Area Planning, and Regional 
Administration/Support 

COMBINE FUNDS: 
The formal amendment 
updates the SFY 2022 UPWP 
project Key. The updates are 
based on the final expected 
authorized UPWP projects 
and funding. Key 20597 
represents the Master 
Agreement of UPWP projects 
that fall into three planning 
categories: Transportation 
Planning, Regional Corridor/ 
Area Planning, and Regional 
Administration/Support 

Project 
#7 

Key  
21312 
New 

Project 

71055 Metro 

Metro 
Transportation 
Options (FFY 
18-21) 

Supplemental funding from 
ODOT supporting the Regional 
Travel Options (RTO) Program 
and Key 20879 for FY 2021 

ADD NEW PROEJCT 
The formal amendment adds 
the project to the 2021-24 
MTIP and provides 
supplemental funding for the 
FY 2021 fiscal year for the 
Metro Regional Travel 
Options (RTO) program 

End SFY 2022 UPWP Related Project Amendments 
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Project 
#8 

Key 
19267 

70806 ODOT 

OR141 (Hall 
Blvd): Scholls 
Ferry Rd - 
Locust St 

In Beaverton on OR141 from 
Scholls Ferry Rd to Locust St 
(MP 2.82 to 4.10), construct and 
complete ADA curb and ramp 
improvements to include 
pedestrian push button poles, 
relocate signal junction boxes, 
and radar detection upgrades to 
improve access. 

ADD CONSTRUCTION 
PHASE: 
The formal amendment adds 
the Construction phase to the 
project. $3,525,000 addition 
to the project allows the 
construction phase to move 
forward and be obligated 
during FY 2022.  The total 
project cost increases to 
$5,894,707. 

Project 
#9 

Key 
21712 

71197 ODOT OR99W : Rock 
Creek Bridge 

Install new bridge rail to meet 
current safety standards 

CANCEL PROJECT: 
The ODOT Bridge program is 
canceling the project and 
transferring the funding to the 
Indian Creek Bridge in 
Region 2 currently 
programmed in Key 21118. 

Project 
#10 
Key 

21598 
71153 ODOT 

OR224: SE 17th 
Ave - OR213 
OR224: SE 17th 
Ave - SE Rusk 
Road 

Design for a future pavement 
resurfacing project to repair 
cracking, rutting and wear to 
keep this section safe for travel 

LIMITS CHANGE: 
The current project limits 
overlap with a separate 
project to add a third lane on 
OR 224 from Rusk Rd to OR 
213. The third lane capacity 
project is programmed under 
Key 19720. The limits 
adjustment allow the 
rehabilitation/resurfacing 
project to proceed separately 
from the capacity enhancing 
project. 

Project 
#11 
Key 

NEW 

TBD 
New Portland 

Local Traffic 
Signal 
Controller 
Replacement 

Purchase Advanced 
Transportation Controllers (ATCs, 
hardware and software) and 
converting the existing traffic 
signal timing at 141 traffic signals 
throughout Portland 

ADD NEW PROJECT 
The formal amendment adds 
the new Metro TSMO 
awarded project to the MTIP 
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AMENDMENT	BUNDLE	SUMMARY	AND	THE	UPWP:	
	
The	April	2021	MTIP	Formal	Amendment	bundle	consists	of	required	updates	and	changes	to	two	
groups	of	projects	totaling	eleven	projects.	First,	seven	projects	involve	updates	and	corrections	to	
the	SFY	2022	UPWP	projects	programmed	in	the	MTIP	as	revenue	placeholders.		The	second	group	
involves	regular	changes	(add	a	new	project,	limits	changes,	etc.)	the	usual	projects	to	keep	them	on	
their	federal	delivery	timeline.	
	
The	inclusion	of	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	is	new	to	the	MTIP	formal	amendment	process.	The	purpose	of	
these	project	amendments	is	to	convert	the	annual	approved	UPWP	group	of	projects	into	MTIP	
programming	logic	to	enable	them	to	move	forward	and	obligate	their	federal	funds.	The	
conversion	process	is	complex.	It	involves	properly	identifying	three	UPWP	classification	project	
types,	multiple	types	of	federal	funds,	an	agreed	upon	carryover	amount	for	two	federal	funds	(PL	
and	FTA	5303),	and	how	the	projects	are	structured	and	will	be	implemented.	
	
To	help	with	the	updating	process,	Metro	pre‐programs	UPWP	project	grouping	buckets	in	the	
MTIP	with	annual	funding	estimates	for	the	major	program	categories.	This	occurs	for	accounting	
and	transparency	purposes.	Generally,	the	fund	programming	for	the	specific	program	and	
obligation	year	with	an	accuracy	level	of	90%‐95%	of	the	final	authorized	amount.	Because	of	
timing	issues	with	obtaining	a	final	approved	UPWP	Master	Agreement,	this	process	normally	
allows	for	the	final	updates	to	occur	administratively	based	on	the	final	approved	annual	UPWP.		
	
The	MTIP	programming	process	for	annual	UPWP	projects	has	occurred	in	as	outlined	below.	
However,	starting	with	the	next	annual	UPWP,	the	MTIP	programming	process	will	move	away	
from	a	project	“prepositioning”	approach	to	a	“revenue	draw‐down	system”	for	the	approved	
projects.	Up	through	this	year,	this	is	how	the	MTIP	programming	process	has	functioned:		
	

1. Identify	PL	and	5303	Eligible	Carryover:	The	SFY	2022	UPWP	begins	by	identifying	
unexpended	funds	from	the	SFY	2020	funding	cycle	and	determines	how	much	federal	
Planning	funds	(PL)	and	FTA	Section	5303	planning	funds	are	available	for	carryover	into	
the	new	UPWP	cycle.	In	the	past,	Metro	would	complete	a	de‐programming	process	to	the	
applicable	project	Key	code	in	the	MTIP	and	STIP.	The	funds	would	be	then	credited	as	
available	to	the	new	UPWP	in	development.	Example:	If	a	project	was	awarded	$500,000	in	
federal	PL	funds	as	part	of	the	SFY	2020	UPWP	and	only	$400,000	was	needed	and	
expended	during	the	SFY	2020	year,	then	$100,000	would	be	available	for	carry‐over	as	
unobligated	PL	funds	for	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	cycle.	
	

2. Determine	final	fiscal	year	PL	and	5303	fund	allocations:	Metro	and	Salem	work	
together	each	year	to	determine	the	final	annual	PL	and	5303	allocations	to	incorporated	
into	the	next	UPWP.	Each	year’s	PL	and	5303	fund	allocation	to	the	MPOs	is	usually	close	to	
the	prior	year	allowing	preprogramming	estimates	to	occur	with	a	high	level	of	accuracy.	
	

3. Determine	the	annual	amount	of	Surface	Transportation	Block	Grant	(STBG)	to	be	
committed	to	the	next	annual	UPWP:	Along	with	PL	and	5303	federal	funds,	Metro	
commits	a	portion	of	the	MPO’s	allocated	STBG	funds	as	part	of	the	Regional	Flexible	Fund	
Allocation	(RFFA)	–	Step	1	process.	Completing	Steps	1	through	3	determines	the	annual	
federal	revenues	available	for	the	next	UPWP.	
	

4. Develop	the	Projects	for	the	next	UPWP:	With	a	basic	budget	in	place,	Metro	Planning	
Staff	can	now	determine	the	required	and	eligible	UPWP	projects	to	comprise	the	next	
UPWP	cycle.	During	this	part	of	the	process,	project	needs	are	identified,	study	goals	and	
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deliverables	are	determined	as	well	as	estimated	
costs.	This	process	takes	several	months	to	
complete.	Many	of	the	identified	planning	projects	
are	annual	recurring	projects	which	continue	from	
year	to	year.	Examples	include	MTIP	management,	
RTP	Updates,	Complete	Streets	Program.	One‐time	
studies	also	are	included.	The	final	list	of	proposed	
UPWP	projects	are	then	categorized	into	three	
UPWP	Sections	which	include:		
	

 Regional	Transportation	Planning	
 Regional	Corridor/Area	Planning	
 Administration	and	Support	

	
The	final	draft	of	recommended	UPWP	projects	
are	listed	in	a	Funding	Summary	page	at	the	end	of	
the	UPWP.	The	Funding	Summary	page	provides	a	
funding	break	out	for	each	project.	The	type	of	
funding	(PL,	5303,	and	STBG)	that	will	support	the	
project	is	identified	along	with	any	local	
overmatching	funds	being	committed.	With	the	
draft	UPWP	project	list	completed,	all	available	
revenues	identified	and	assigned,	and	project	
narratives	completed,	the	new	UPWP	can	begin	
the	Metro	review	and	approval	process	which	
usually	starts	around	March	of	each	year.	The	goal	
is	to	have	the	new	UPWP	receive	final	Metro	approval	by	May	to	ensure	time	exists	to	
properly	develop	the	UPWP	Master	Agreement	between	Metro	and	ODOT	before	the	end	of	
June.	The	final	objective	is	to	execute	the	UPWP	Master	Agreement	mid‐June	to	enable	the	
federal	funds	the	ability	to	be	obligated	by	July	1st.	
	

5. Translate	the	new	draft	UPWP	Funding	Summary	into	MTIP	Programming	Logic:	Once	
the	new	draft	UPWP	is	in	place	and	the	final	Metro	reviews	and	approval	steps	begin	
(normally	around	March),	MTIP	programming	steps	also	commence.	The	purpose	of	MTIP	
programming	is	to	provide	a	required	level	of	funding	accounting,	transparency,	and	
tracking/monitoring	ability	for	the	approved	UPWP	projects	and	funds.	Unfortunately,	the	
UPWP	and	MTIP	function	under	different	sets	of	rules	and	requirements.	Translating	the	
UPWP	into	MTIP	programming	data	can	get	messy.	

	
6. Establish	MTIP	Project	Grouping	Category	Buckets	Along	with	Revenue	Estimates:	

Metro	has	established	project	grouping	buckets	which	will	contain	the	various	UPWP	
projects	and	funding	along	the	rules	of	the	MTIP.	These	buckets	are	programmed	in	each	
constrained	year	of	the	MTIP	and	have	included	the	following:	
	

 Metro	Planning	(For	PL	and	5303	projects):	Normally	approved	under	the	UPWP	
Master	Agreement.	For	the	SFY	2022	cycle,	Key	20597	was	established	for	these	
projects	and	funds.	See	next	page	for	MTIP	example.	
	

 Metro	Planning	–	STBG	funds:	This	bucket	is	used	to	identify	the	estimated	STBG	
funding	that	will	be	committed	to	the	annual	UPWP	projects.	For	the	SFY	2022	
UPWP	cycle,	Key	20877	was	created	to	hold	the	STBG	for	the	SFY	2022	UPWP.	

Metro SFY 2022 UPWP 
Final Proposed Project and Total 

Estimated Costs 
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 Regional	Travel	Options	
(RTO)	program:	This	
bucket	was	created	for	the	
RTO	program	and	is	
normally	funded	by	STBG	
funds.	The	bucket	is	
separate	from	the	others	
because	the	federal	STBG	
will	be	flex‐transferred	to	
the	Federal	Transit	
Administration	(FTA)	and	
obligated	through	FTA’s	
process.	Because	of	Covid‐
19	issues,	the	SFY	2021	
RTO	buck	did	obligate	and	
was	carried	over	and	made	
available	as	part	of	the	SFY	
2022	UPWP.		Keys	20879	and	
20880	contain	the	allocated	
program	funding	across	the	
two	years	which	will	be	
merged	into	a	single	project	
for	SFY	2022.		
	

 Corridor and Systems 
Planning: This bucket provides 
a reserve (normally STBG 
funds) for regional corrdior 
studies Metro will accomplish 
during the year. The funds are 
usully split off the bucket and 
committed specific projects 
which end up as stand alone 
UPWP projects in the MTIP. 
Key 20888 shown at right is an 
example.	

	
 Stand‐Alone	UPWP	

Projects:	Periodically,	some	
approved	UPWP	projects	are	
required	to	be	programmed	in	
the	MTIP	as	a	stand‐alone	
project.	The	project	may	
involve	consultants	which	
then	will	require	a	separate	
Intergovernmental	Agreement	(IGA)	to	be	developed.	Key	20897	above	is	an	
example.	The	use	of	a	consultant	as	part	of	the	project	requires	implementation	
under	its	own	IGA.	The	project	is	also	acting	as	the	pilot	test‐project	as	part	of	
Metro’s	Planning	Certification	process.	

	
By	utilizing	the	project	grouping	buckets,	multiple	years	of	expected	UPWP	program	
allocations	can	occur.	When	the	final	UPWP	is	developed,	the	buckets	could	be	updated	
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quickly	(usually	administratively)	allowing	the	final	UPWP	Master	Agreement	to	be	
developed	and	executed.	However,	as	a	result	of	the	new	Obligation	Targets	program,	a	
serious	flaw	has	been	identified	with	use	of	UPWP	project	grouping	buckets.	For	the	SFY	
2023	UPWP	cycle	Metro	will	utilized	a	new	revenue	and	programming	structure	for	the	
UPWP	projects	in	the	MTIP	which	will	avoid	conflicts	with	the	Obligation	Targets	program.	

	
7. Categorize	the	UPWP	projects	into	the	Applicable	MTIP	Programming	Buckets:	Using	

the	UPWP	Funding	Summary	page,	all	projects	are	reviewed	and	categorized	for	MTIP	
programming.		The	categories	include:	

	
 Projects	to	be	included	in	the	UPWP	Master	Agreement.	These	UPWP	projects	

normally	include	the	following	characteristics:	
o Annual	recurring	UPWP	projects	(MTIP	management,	RTP	Update,	Complete	

Streets	Program,	etc.)	
o Allocated	federal	PL,	STBG,	or	STBG	funding	
o Normally	Metro	a	Metro	led	project	
o Normally	will	not	require	the	use	of	external	consultants	
	
Note:	See	Attachment	1	(also	shown	below)	for	the	list	of	SFY	2022	UPWP	projects	
comprising	the	Master	Agreement.	For	all	of	the	projects,	a	single	agreement	will	
developed	and	executed	allowing	all	the	included	projects	to	be	obligated	under	one	
project	Key	number.	The	projects	and	funding	will	be	programmed	in	Key	20597.	

	

	
 UPWP	Projects	requiring	stand‐alone	programming	in	the	MTIP.	Some	approved	UPWP	

projects	must	be	programmed	as	a	stand‐alone	project	in	the	MTIP	due	to	several	
factors.	These	include:	
o The	project	is	an	approved	UPWP	project,	but	the	lead	agency	is	not	Metro.	
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o The	project	will	use	of	external	consultants	and	require	a	separate	IGA	to	obligate	
the	federal	funds	and	implement	the	project.	

o The	federal	funds	are	not	awarded	from	FHWA	and	will	not	follow	the	FHWA	
federal	process.	Example:	The	awarded	funds	are	FTA	based	transit	funds	which	will	
follow	the	FTA	project	delivery	process.	

o The	federal	funds	are	FHWA	based	(e.g.	STBG),	but	will	be	flex	transferred	to	FTA	
and	follow	the	FTA	project	delivery	process	

o The	complexity	of	the	project	in	scope	or	funding	prevents	it	from	being	included	in	
the	UPWP	Master	Agreement	list	of	projects.	
	

Note:	Below	is	a	sample	list	of	projects	identified	in	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	that	will	be	
programmed	as	stand‐alone	projects	in	the	MTIP.	

	

	
	

 Projects	that	do	not	require	MTIP	programming.	The	third	category	are	the	
approved	UPWP	projects	which	do	not	require	MTIP	programming.	In	other	words,	
these	projects	do	not	have	any	federal	approval	steps	which	requires	them	to	be	
programmed	in	the	MTIP.	Normally,	this	means	that	the	approved	UPWP	project	is	
locally	funded	and	has	no	federal	funds	committed	to	the	project.	Below	is	the	list	of	
locally	funded	projects	part	of	the	SFY	2022	UPWP.	

	

	
	

8. Update	the	Current	MTIP	UPWP	Project	Grouping	Buckets	with	the	Final	
Programming	Amounts:	Once	the	UPWP	projects	are	assigned	to	their	MTIP	programming	
category,	the	project	grouping	buckets	can	be	updated	with	the	correct	fund	codes	and	
programming	amounts.		
	
Added	note:	In	past	years,	the	updates	have	occurred	through	an	administrative	
modification.	The	unexpended	carryover	funds	were	already	programmed	and	part	of	the	
constrained	MTIP.	De‐obligating	the	funds	and	shifting	the	unexpended	carryover	forward	
is	considered	a	lateral	move	within	financially	constrained	MTIP	years.	However,	the	SFY	
2022	fiscal	reflects	the	first	year	of	the	new	Federal	Fiscal	Year	(FFY)	2021‐24	constrained	
MTIP.	The	unexpended	carryover	funds	now	originate	from	a	prior	approved	MTIP	and	are	
outside	the	2021‐24	MTIP.	Therefore,	the	funds	are	considered	new	funding	to	the	2021‐24	
MTIP.	The	addition	of	the	carryover	funds	are	significant	enough	to	exceed	the	20%	
threshold	and	trigger	a	formal/full	amendment.	

	
9. UPWP	Project	Keys	Updated	as	part	of	the	Aril	2021	Formal	Amendment.	The	

following	projects	are	being	updated	or	added	to	the	MTIP	as	part	of	the	April	2021	Formal	
Amendment	to	properly	reflect	the	projects	and	funding	for	the	SFY	2022	UPWP.	They	
include:	
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SFY 2022 UPWP MTIP Project Amendments as Part of the April 2021 Formal MTIP Amendment 

 
Project 

Key Name Lead 
Agency Type Amendment Action in Support of the SFY 

2022 UPWP 

20879 

Regional Travel Options 
(2020) 
Metro UPWP Regional 
Travel Options (SFY 
2022) 

Metro Stand 
Alone 

Combines funds from Key 20880 into Key 
20879 to fully fund the SFY 2022 Regional 
Travel Options (RTO) program. Key 20879 
will be the primary project Key to obligate the 
approved funds for the SFY 2022 RTO 
program. The remaining funds in 20880 are 
being moved out to FFY 2025. 20880 Regional Travel Options 

(2021) Metro Stand 
Alone 

New 
(TBD) 

Westside Corridor 
Multimodal 
Improvements Study 

ODOT Stand 
Alone 

Adding the new SFY UPWP approved 
project to the MTIP 

20888 Corridor and Systems 
Planning (2020) Metro Stand 

Alone 

Splitting $12,175 off this project grouping 
bucket to support  the as part of the SFY 
2022 UPWP Master Agreement list of 
Projects 

20887 Regional MPO Planning 
(2021) Metro Master 

Agreement 

Shifting the majority of funding over to Key 
20597 to complete the STBG requirement to 
the UPWP Master Agreement. The 
remaining STBG is being pushed out to FFY 
2025 and will be recommitted to the UPWP 
for the SFY 2023 cycle. 

20597 Portland Metro Planning 
SFY22 Metro Master 

Agreement 

Updated PL and 5303 plus adds STBG from 
20887 to reflect the SFY 2022 UPWP Master 
Agreement list of projects 

21312 
New 

Project 
Metro Transportation 
Options (FFY 18-21) Metro Stand 

Alone 

Adds the ODOT approved supplemental 
funding for the SFY 2022 UPWP RTO 
program to the MTIP 
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A	detailed	summary	of	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	projects	amended	are	provided	below.	There	are	7	
projects	impacted:		
	

Project	1:	
Regional	Travel	Options	(2020)
Metro	UPWP	Regional	Travel	Options	(SFY	2022)	

Lead	Agency:	 Metro	
ODOT	Key	Number:	 20879	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 70873	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
	
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	Yes	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

The	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program	implements	strategies	to	
help	diversify	trip	choices,	reduce	pollution	and	improve	mobility.	
Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Increase	funding	
	

 Funding:		
The	funding	is	federal	Step1	Regional	Flexible	Funding	Allocation	
(RFFA)	supporting	the	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program.	The	
approved	funding	originates	from	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	Funding	
Summary.	This	is	an	annual	UPWP	recurring	project.	The	project	is	a	
UPWP	Stand‐alone	project	in	the	MTIP	because	the	federal	STBG	funds	
will	be	flex‐transferred	to	FTA	
	

 FTA	Conversion	Code:	Section	5307.		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	MPO	Region	wide	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	N/A	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	activities	conducted	pursuant	to	titles	23	and	49	U.S.C.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		N/A		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	
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What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	COMBINED	FUNDING	
	
The	formal	amendment	completes	combines	funding	from	the	SFY	2022	
RTO	allocation	MTIP	project	in	Key	20880	into	Key	20879.	Key	20879	is	
the	State	Fiscal	Year	(SFY)	2020	estimated	allocation.	Due	to	the	Covid‐19	
situation,	the	RTO	program	could	not	move	forward	and	obligate	the	
authorized	federal	STBG	funds	in	Key	20879	during	SFY	2021.	As	a	result,	
Key	20879	and	its	funding	was	carried	over	to	support	the	program	
requirements	for	SFY	2022.	RTO	funds	allocated	for	SFY	2022	exist	in	Key	
20880.	Needed	funds	to	complete	the	RTO	program	needs	during	SFY	2022	
are	being	combined	into	Key	20879	to	be	obligated	during	July	2021.	The	
remaining	funds	in	Key	20880	not	required	during	SFY	2022	will	be	moved	
out	of	the	2021‐24	MTIP	fiscal	year	of	FY	2025.	The	remaining	funds	will	
be	advanced	forward	to	SFY	2023	as	part	of	next	year’s	UPWP	RTO	
program	needs.	
	

STBG-U Adjustments between Key 20879 and 20880 
Key 20879 

Existing Federal 
STBG funds 

Programmed for 
SFY 2022 

Additional STBG 
Funds Required for 

SFY 2022 RTO 
Activities 

Amount STBG funds  
combined from Key 

20880 

Revised STBG 
change to Key 20879 

For SFY 2022 

 
$ 2,598,451 

 
$1,058,418 

 
$1,058,418 

 
$3,656,869 

	

	Additional	Details:	

The	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program	guides	the	region	in	creating	
safe,	vibrant,	and	livable	communities	by	supporting	programs	that	
increase	walking,	biking,	ride	sharing,	telecommuting,	and	public	transit	
use.	The	RTO	program	is	a	critical	strategy	for	getting	the	most	benefit	and	
use	from	transportation	infrastructure	investments.	Through	grants,	
sponsorships,	policy	guidance,	regional	coordination,	and	technical	
assistance,	the	Metro	RTO	program	has	been	serving	the	region	for	over	20	
years.	
	
The	RTO	program	strives	to	create	healthy,	vibrant	neighborhoods	by:		

 Improving	the	quality	of	the	air	we	breathe		
 Reducing	car	traffic			
 Creating	more	opportunities	for	people	of	all	ages	and	abilities	to	

walk,	bike,	take	transit,	and	carpool		
 Making	the	most	of	transportation	investments	by	promoting	

their	use		
	
The	program	works	closely	with	partners	such	as	public	agencies	and	local	
community‐based	groups	who	implement	the	strategy	at	a	local	level.	
	
The	RTO	Strategy	Plan	is	located	on	Metro’s	website	at:	
https://www.oregonmetro.gov/regional‐travel‐options‐strategic‐plan		
	

Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	the	net	
changes	to	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	result	in	adding	prior	allocated	funds	from	
a	prior	MTIP	impacting	multiple	project	which	together	then	require	a	
formal/full	amendment	complete.	
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Total	Programmed	
Amount:	

Key	20879	increases	(federal	+	local	match)		from	a	total	of	$2,895,855	to	
$4,075,414	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	2:	 Regional	Travel	Options	(2021)
Lead	Agency:	 Metro	

ODOT	Key	Number:	 20880	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 70873	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	Yes	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

The	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program	implements	strategies	to	
help	diversify	trip	choices,	reduce	pollution	and	improve	mobility.	
Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Shift	funding	to	Key	20879	
	

 Funding:		
The	funding	is	federal	Step1	Regional	Flexible	Funding	Allocation	
(RFFA)	supporting	the	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program.	The	
approved	funding	originates	from	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	Funding	
Summary.	This	is	an	annual	UPWP	recurring	project.	The	project	is	a	
UPWP	Stand‐alone	project	in	the	MTIP	because	the	federal	STBG	funds	
will	be	flex‐transferred	to	FTA	for	conversion	to	FTA	Section	5307.		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	MPO	Region	wide	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	N/A	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	activities	conducted	pursuant	to	titles	23	and	49	U.S.C.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		N/A		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	
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What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	COMBINED	FUNDING	
	
The	formal	amendment	completes	shifts	funding	from	Key	20880	to	the	
SFY	2022	RTO	allocation	in	Key	20879.	Due	to	the	Covid‐19	situation,	the	
RTO	program	could	not	move	forward	and	obligate	the	authorized	federal	
STBG	funds	in	Key	20879	during	SFY	2021.	As	a	result,	Key	20879	and	its	
funding	was	carried	over	to	support	the	program	requirements	for	SFY	
2022.	The	remaining	funds	in	Key	20880	not	required	during	SFY	2022	will	
be	moved	out	of	the	2021‐24	MTIP	fiscal	year	of	FY	2025.	The	remaining	
funds	will	be	advanced	forward	to	SFY	2023	as	part	of	next	year’s	UPWP	
RTO	program	needs.	
	

STBG-U Adjustments between Key 20879 and 20880 
Key 20880 

Existing Federal STBG funds 
Available for 
SFY 2022 

STBG Funds Shifted to Key 
20879 Required for SFY 2022 

RTO Activities 

Decreased STBG change to 
Key 20880 

 
$2,676,405 

 
$1,058,418 

 
$1,617,987 

	

	Additional	Details:	

The	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program	guides	the	region	in	creating	
safe,	vibrant,	and	livable	communities	by	supporting	programs	that	
increase	walking,	biking,	ride	sharing,	telecommuting,	and	public	transit	
use.	The	RTO	program	is	a	critical	strategy	for	getting	the	most	benefit	and	
use	from	transportation	infrastructure	investments.	Through	grants,	
sponsorships,	policy	guidance,	regional	coordination,	and	technical	
assistance,	the	Metro	RTO	program	has	been	serving	the	region	for	over	20	
years.	
	
The	RTO	program	strives	to	create	healthy,	vibrant	neighborhoods	by:		

 Improving	the	quality	of	the	air	we	breathe		
 Reducing	car	traffic			
 Creating	more	opportunities	for	people	of	all	ages	and	abilities	to	

walk,	bike,	take	transit,	and	carpool		
 Making	the	most	of	transportation	investments	by	promoting	

their	use		
	
The	program	works	closely	with	partners	such	as	public	agencies	and	local	
community‐based	groups	who	implement	the	strategy	at	a	local	level.	
	
The	RTO	Strategy	Plan	is	located	on	Metro’s	website	at:	
https://www.oregonmetro.gov/regional‐travel‐options‐strategic‐plan		
	

Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	the	net	
changes	to	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	result	in	adding	prior	allocated	funds	from	
a	prior	MTIP	impacting	multiple	project	which	together	then	require	a	
formal/full	amendment	complete.	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 The	total	programmed	amount	decreases	from	$2,982,732	to	$1,803,173	

Added	Notes:	 The	remaining	funds	in	Key	20880	are	also	being	pushed‐out	to	FY	2025.
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Project	3:	 Westside	Corridor	Multimodal	Improvements	Study	

Lead	Agency:	 ODOT	
ODOT	Key	Number:	 New	‐	TBD	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 New	‐	TBD	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	Yes	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

The	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program	implements	strategies	to	
help	diversify	trip	choices,	reduce	pollution	and	improve	mobility.	

	
 Source:	New	project.		

	
 Amendment	Action:	Add	new	project	

	
 Funding:		

The	funding	is	federal	“State	Surface	Transportation	Block	Grant	
(STBG)	funds	awarded	to	the	planning	project	by	ODOT.		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	US26	western	corridor	(Sunset	Highway),	which	

extends	from	the	Oregon	Coast	through	the	Vista	Ridge	Tunnel	
where	it	intersects	with	the	I‐405	loop	accessing	I‐5,	and	I‐84	

o Cross	Street	Limits:	N/A	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	and	Technical	Studies	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		N/A		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	ADD	NEW	PROJECT	
	
The	formal	amendment	adds	the	new	SFY	2022	UPWP	stand‐alone	project	
to	the	MTIP.	ODOT	is	the	lead	agency	and	is	funding	the	project	with	their	
federal	appropriated	State	STBG	funds.	
	
As	a	planning	with	federal,	the	project	falls	within	the	annual	Metro	UPWP.	
The	project	is	categorized	as	a	“stand‐alone	in	the	MTIP”	for	programming	
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purposes.	In	addition	to	being	funded	by	federal	funds,	the	study	will	
utilize	a	consultant,	require	a	separate	Intergovernmental	Agreement	
(IGA),	and	the	lead	agency	is	ODOT.	Since	the	project	is	not	Metro	led	and	is	
using	a	consultant,	it	can’t	be	grouped	together	with	the	Metro	UPWP	
projects	approved	as	part	of	the	Master	Agreement.	Therefore,	ODOT’s	
Westside	Corridor	Multimodal	Improvements	Study	requires	independent	
programming	in	the	MTIP.	
	
The	Governor’s	Office	approved	the	funding	for	the	project.	A	total	of	
$863,636	of	State	STBG	federal	fund	are	authorized	for	the	study.	Including	
match,	the	estimated	total	project	cost	is	$1,000,000.		
	

 
Federal State STBG 

Funds Awarded 
Committed Matching 

Funds Total Obligation 
Year 

$863,636 $136,364 $1,000,000 2021 
	

	Additional	Details:	

The		This	corridor	is	generally	defined	by	US	26	(Sunset	Highway),	which	
extends	from	the	Oregon	Coast	through	the	Vista	Ridge	Tunnel	where	it	
intersects	with	the	I‐405	loop	accessing	I‐5,	and	I‐84.	The	2018	Regional	
Transportation	Plan	(RTP)	includes	this	project	as	8.2.4.6	Hillsboro	to	
Portland	(Mobility	Corridors	13,	14	and	16).	
	
The	study	will	identify	the	multimodal	(aviation,	transit,	freight,	auto,	etc.)	
needs,	challenges	and	opportunities	in	the	corridor.	Options	will	be	
evaluated	for	their	potential	to	address	existing	deficiencies	and	support	
future	growth	in	freight,	commuters,	and	commercial	traffic	between	
Hillsboro’s	Silicon	Forest,	Northern	Washington	County’s	agricultural	
freight,	and	the	Portland	Central	City,	the	international	freight	distribution	
hub	of	I‐5	and	I‐84,	the	Port	of	Portland	marine	terminals,	rail	facilities,	and	
the	Portland	International	Airport.	Commute	trip	reduction	opportunities	
and	assumptions	about	remote	workforce	will	be	included.	The	West	Side	
Corridor	Study	will	evaluate	multimodal	improvements	in	support	of	
regional	and	statewide	goals,	specifically	including	climate.	
	

Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	adding	a	
new	project	to	the	MTIP	requires	a	formal/full	amendment	complete.	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 The	total	programmed	amount	is	$1,000,000	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	4:	 Corridor	and	Systems	Planning	(2020)
Lead	Agency:	 Metro	

ODOT	Key	Number:	 20888	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 70871	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	Yes	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

The	Corridors	and	Systems	Planning	Program	conducts	planning	level	
work	in	corridors.	Emphasizes	the	integration	of	land	use	and	
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transportation.	 Through	this	funding	regional	system	needs,	
functions,	desired	outcomes,	performance	measures,	investment	
strategies	are	determined	in	support	of	the	Regional	Transportation	
Plan.	
	

 Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Shift	funding	to	Key	20879	
	

 Funding:		
Key	20888	functions	as	a	revenue	project	grouping	bucket	
maintaining	funding	for	the	approved	corridor	studies	to	FTA	Section	
5307.	Out	of	the	current	STBG‐U	programming,	$12,175	of	STBG‐U	
funds	and	required	match	are	being	shifted	to	Key	20597.	
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	Regional	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	N/A	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	activities	conducted	pursuant	to	titles	23	and	49	U.S.C.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		N/A		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	SPLIT	FUNDS:	
	
The	amendment	splits	off	$12,175	of	STBG‐U	and	$1,393	of	matching	funds	
and	combines	them	into	Key	20597.	The	STBG‐U	funds	support	the	UPWP	
Corridor	Refinement	and	Project	Development	(Investment	Areas)	project	
that	is	listed	in	the	UPWP	Master	Agreement	list	of	projects.	One	additional	
approved	UPWP	corridor	study	project,	Tualatin	Valley	Highway	Transit	
and	Development	Project,	will	draw	from	the	Key	20888	STBG‐U	bucket.	
MTIP	programming	for	this	project	will	occur	in	May	2021.		
		

STBG-U Shift from Key 20888 to 20597 
Key 20888 

Existing STBG Funds for 
SFY 2022 

STBG Funds Shifted to Key 
20597 Required for SFY 2022 

RTO Activities 

Remaining STBG-U Funds 
in Key 20888 

 
$404,234 

 
($12,175) 

 
$392,059 
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	Additional	Details:	

	
Summary	of	the	Corridor	Refinement	and	Project	Development	
(Investment	Areas)	project	
	
The	Investment	Areas	program	completes	system	planning	and	develops	
multimodal	projects	in	major	transportation	corridors	identified	in	the	
Regional	Transportation	Plan	(RTP)	as	well	as	developing	shared	
investment	strategies	to	align	local,	regional	and	state	investments	in	
economic	investment	areas	that	support	the	region’s	growth	economy.	It	
includes	ongoing	involvement	in	local	and	regional	transit	and	roadway	
project	conception,	funding,	and	design.	Metro	provides	assistance	to	local	
jurisdictions	for	the	development	of	specific	projects	as	well	as	corridor‐
based	programs	identified	in	the	RTP.	
	

Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	the	
complexity	of	changes	to	multiple	projects	even	though	some	can	occur	
administratively	requires	all	of	them	to	progress	via	a	formal/full	
amendment.	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 Key	20888	decreases	in	total	project	funding	from	$450,000	to	$436,932	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	5:	 Regional	MPO	Planning	(2021)
Lead	Agency:	 Metro	

ODOT	Key	Number:	 20877	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 70872	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	Yes	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

The	Regional	MPO	Planning	(2021)	key	functions	as	a	project	
grouping	revenue	bucket	with	STBG‐U	funds	that	are	estimated	will	be	
needed	as	part	of	the	annual	UPWP	Master	Agreement	list	of	projects.	
The	required	STBG‐U	funds	and	match	are	then	split	from	the	project	
and	combined	into	the	final	annual	UPWP	Master	List	of	projects	key.	
For	the	SFY	2022	year,	the	STBG‐U	funds	are	split	off	from	Key	20877	
and	then	combined	into	Key	20597	with	the	approved	PL	and	5303	
funds.	
	

 Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Shift	funding	to	Key	20597	
	

 Funding:		
Key	20877	functions	as	a	revenue	project	grouping	bucket	
maintaining	funding	for	the	approved	UPWP	Master	Agreement	list	of	
projects.	A	total	of	$1,359,877	of	STBG‐U	was	programmed	and	
available	for	the	SFY	2022	Master	Agreement	needs.	$1,205,597	is	
being	shifted	to	Key	20597	based	on	the	financial	needs	in	the	Master	
Agreement.	
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 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	Regional	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	N/A	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	activities	conducted	pursuant	to	titles	23	and	49	U.S.C.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		N/A		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	SPLIT	FUNDS:	
	
The	amendment	splits	off	$1,205,597	of	STBG‐U	and	$137,986	of	matching	
funds	and	combines	them	into	Key	20597.	The	STBG‐U	funds	support	the	
UPWP	Master	Agreement	list	of	projects.	The	remaining	funds	in	Key	
20877	are	being	pushed	out	to	FFY	2025.	They	will	be	advanced	to	FY	2022	
as	needed	for	ne	
		

STBG-U Shift from Key 20877 to 20597 
Key 20877 

Existing Federal STBG Funds 
Available for SFY 2022 UPWP 
Master Agreement Planning 

Projects 

STBG Funds Shifted to Key 
20597 Required for SFY 2022  
Master Agreement Activities 

Remaining STBG-U Funds 
in Key 20877 

 
$1,359,857 

 
$1,205,597 

 
$154,280 

	

	Additional	Details:	

	
The	STBG	programmed	in	Key	20877	normally	one	of	three	federal	funds	
supporting	the	annual	UPWP	Master	Agreement	list	of	projects.	Initial	
STBG	programming	is	only	an	estimate	based	on	prior	year	needs.	Once	the	
current	year	UPWP	Master	Agreement	of	project	is	developed	the	STBG	is	
combined	into	the	single	UPWP	Master	Agreement	Key	that	will	be	used	to	
obligate	the	UPWP	Master	Agreement	projects.	

Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	the	
complexity	of	changes	to	multiple	projects	even	though	some	can	occur	
administratively	requires	all	of	them	to	progress	via	a	formal/full	
amendment.	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 Key	20877	decreases	in	total	project	funding	from	$1,515,521	to	$171,938	

Added	Notes:	 	
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Project	6:	 Portland	Metro	Planning	SFY22

Lead	Agency:	 Metro	
ODOT	Key	Number:	 20597	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 70986	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	Yes	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

The	Unified	Planning	Work	Program	(UPWP)	is	a	federally	required	
document	which	defines	Metro’s	annual	list	of	transportation	planning	
activities	along	with	the	committed	federal	funding	to	be	
accomplished	during	the	state	fiscal	year	(July	1	to	June	30th).	The	
UPWP	documents	the	metropolitan	planning	requirements,	and	
planning	priorities	facing	the	Portland	metropolitan	area.	
	

 Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Update	Key	20597	funding	levels	per	the	SFY	
2022	UPWP	and	Funding	Summary	
	

 Funding:		
Key	20597	is	comprised	of	federal,	state,	and	local	funds.	Federal	
Planning	funds	(PL)	through	FHWA	are	awarded	to	Metro	annually	in	
support	of	the	UPWP.	Federal	Section	5303	planning	funds	are	
awarded	from	the	Federal	Transit	Agency	(FTA)	to	Metro	that	support	
UPWP	transit	planning	actions.	Federal	Surface	Transportation	Block	
Grant	(STBG)	funds	make	up	the	third	federal	fund	component.	These	
funds	are	awarded	to	the	annual	UPWP	by	Metro	as	part	of	the	
Regional	Flexible	Fund	Allocation	(RFFA)	Step	1	process.	Local	funds	
and	other	special	discretionary	federal	or	state	planning	grants	may	
also	contribute	to	funding	the	annual	UPWP.	However,	the	majority	of	
committed	funding	is	federal	PL,	5303,	and	STBG.		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	Regional	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	N/A	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	activities	conducted	pursuant	to	titles	23	and	49	U.S.C.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		N/A		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
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o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	COMBINE	FUNDS	
	
Development	of	the	UPWP	and	the	Required	Updates	to	MTIP	
Projects:	
	
Key	20597	initially	was	initially	programmed	as	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	
revenue	placeholder.	It	contained	estimated	PL	and	5303	funds.	The	
estimated	STBG‐U	funds	committed	to	the	SFY	2022	UPWP	were	
programmed	in	the	MTIP	in	Key	20877.	Once	the	final	draft	UPWP	is	
completed,	Key	20597	will	become	the	primary	project	for	programming	
the	majority	of	the	UPWP.	This	is	done	to	allow	one	key	number	to	be	the	
source	for	project	obligation,	expenditure,	monitoring,	and	accounting	
purposes.	The	MTIP	relies	on	the	UPWP’s	Funding	Summary	page	as	the	
basis	to	then	update	Key	20597	as	required.	
	
However,	translating	the	final	draft	UPWP	into	MTIP	programming	logic	is	
not	as	easy	as	envisioned.	The	process	first	requires	a	detailed	financial	
review	of	prior‐year	obligated	projects	that	will	not	expend	their	total	
awarded	PL,	5303,	or	STBG‐U	funds.		By	agreement	among	FHWA,	and	
ODOT,	Metro	is	allowed	to	carry‐over	into	the	current	new	draft	UPWP	the	
unexpended	amount	and	treat	the	funds	now	as	new	unobligated	federal	
funds.	As	an	example:	If	a	prior	year	project	study	was	awarded	a	total	
$500,000	of	PL	funds	and	only	expended	$400,000,	then	the	remaining	
$100,000	is	authorized	to	be	carried	over	into	the	new	UPWP	as	
unobligated	funds.	
	
Once	the	prior‐year	carry	over	funds	are	identified	and	agreed	upon,	Metro	
will	receive	a	PL	and	5303	funding	allocation	update	for	the	upcoming	
fiscal	year	the	new	annual	UPWP	is	being	developed.	Along	with	this,	local	
revenues	that	will	contribute	as	well	as	other	federal	and	state	
discretionary	funds	are	identified.	The	entire	process	to	identify	the	total	
revenues	that	will	support	the	new	UPWP	is	an	ongoing	process.	The	below	
table	provides	a	summary	of	the	total	available	revenues	identified	for	the	
SFY	2022	UPWP.	
	

SFY 2022 UPWP Available Funding 

Category Prior-Year 
Carryover 

New SFY 
2022 

Allocation 
Total Note 

PL $647,556 $1,889,070 $2,536,626 Federal portion only 
5303 $1,273,176 $630,217 $1,903,393 Federal portion only 

STBG $1,205,597 $1,205,597 
Prior year STBG are 
merged into the total 
needs for SFY 2022 

Other Federal or 
State Discretionary $0 $225,000 $225,000 State Support funds 

Local Match 
Required $646,166 $646,166 

State and local 
required matching 
funds 

Local Overmatch 
Contributions $2,128,326 $2,128,326 Additional local 

overmatching funds 
 Total: $8,645,108  
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	Additional	Details:	 	
Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	the	cost	
increase	exceeds	the	20%	threshold	due	to	the	added	prior‐year	carryover	
funds	and	requires	a	formal/full	amendment	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 The	total	programming	increases	from	$2,815,941	to	$8,645,108	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	7:	 Metro	Transportation	Options	(FFY	18‐21)
(New	Project)	

Lead	Agency:	 Metro	
ODOT	Key	Number:	 21312	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 71055	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
	
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	Yes	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

The	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program	implements	strategies	to	
help	diversify	trip	choices,	reduce	pollution	and	improve	mobility.	
Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Add	ODOT	supplemental	funding	
	

 Funding:		
The	funding	for	FY	2021	originates	from	ODOT	is	being	programmed	
using	the	federal	fund	placeholder	code	of	Advance	Construction.	The	
actual	obligation	code	is	expected	to	be	State	STBG.	The	project	is	a	
UPWP	Stand‐alone	project	in	the	MTIP	because	the	project	reflects	a	
multi‐year	program	which	now	is	adding	FY	2021	to	the	program	The	
federal	STBG	funds	will	be	flex‐transferred	to	FTA.	
	

 FTA	Conversion	Code:	Section	5307.		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	MPO	Region	wide	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	N/A	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	activities	conducted	pursuant	to	titles	23	and	49	U.S.C.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		N/A		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
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o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	ADD	NEW	PROJECT	
	
The	formal	amendment	re‐adds	Key	21312	to	the	2021‐24	MTIP.	Key	
21312	was	part	of	the	2018‐21	MTIP.	Funding	also	originated	from	ODOT	
supporting	the	RTO	program,	but	covered	only	the	2018‐2020	fiscal	years.	
Through	agreement	between	Metro	and	ODOT,	funding	for	the	FY	2021	is	
being	added	to	the	program.	The	total	amount	of	new	funds	for	FY	2021	is	
$160,000	which	will	support	RTO	activities.	
	
For	accounting	purposes,	the	prior	obligated	funding	is	also	being	carried	
over	as	part	of	the	amendment	to	ensure	the	funding	in	the	STIP	and	MTIP	
match.	
	

Key 21312 Funding Adjustments 

Fund Code Total Prior Obligated 
Funds 

New Funds Added for 
FY 2021 

(AC-STBGS + match) 
New Total 

 
State STBG 

 
$622,695 

 
$160,000 

 
$782,695 

	
The	prior	obligated	federal	funds	were	State	STBG	funds	totaling	$574,732	
with	a	local	match	of	$47,963	equaling	$622,695.	The	new	total	of	
$160,000	being	added	for	FY	2021	is	comprised	of	$147,676	of	federal	
funds	plus	$12,324	local	matching	funds.	The	new	funding	will	be	flex	
transferred	to	FTA	and	obligated	through	the	FTA	process.		
	

	Additional	Details:	

As	previously	stated,	the	funding	provides	supplemental	funding	
supporting	the	Metro	Regional	Travel	Options	Program	(RTO).	
The	Regional	Travel	Options	(RTO)	program	guides	the	region	in	creating	
safe,	vibrant,	and	livable	communities	by	supporting	programs	that	
increase	walking,	biking,	ride	sharing,	telecommuting,	and	public	transit	
use.	The	RTO	program	is	a	critical	strategy	for	getting	the	most	benefit	and	
use	from	transportation	infrastructure	investments.	Through	grants,	
sponsorships,	policy	guidance,	regional	coordination,	and	technical	
assistance,	the	Metro	RTO	program	has	been	serving	the	region	for	over	20	
years.	
	
The	RTO	program	strives	to	create	healthy,	vibrant	neighborhoods	by:		

 Improving	the	quality	of	the	air	we	breathe		
 Reducing	car	traffic			
 Creating	more	opportunities	for	people	of	all	ages	and	abilities	to	

walk,	bike,	take	transit,	and	carpool		
 Making	the	most	of	transportation	investments	by	promoting	

their	use		
	
The	program	works	closely	with	partners	such	as	public	agencies	and	local	
community‐based	groups	who	implement	the	strategy	at	a	local	level.	
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The	RTO	Strategy	Plan	is	located	on	Metro’s	website	at:	
https://www.oregonmetro.gov/regional‐travel‐options‐strategic‐plan		
	

Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	adding	the	
new	FY	2021	funds	represents	new	funding	a	new	project	tot	eh	MTIP	
which	must	be	added	through	a	formal/full	amendment.	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	

The	prior	obligated	plus	the	new	RTO	funds	results	in	a	total	project	cost	of	
$782,695	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	8:	 OR141	(Hall	Blvd):	Scholls	Ferry	Rd	‐ Locust	St
Lead	Agency:	 ODOT	

ODOT	Key	Number:	 19267	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 70806	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
	
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	No	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

In	Beaverton	on	OR141	from	Scholls	Ferry	Rd	to	Locust	St	(MP	2.82	to	
4.10),	construct	and	complete	ADA	curb	and	ramp	improvements	to	
include	pedestrian	push	button	poles,	relocate	signal	junction	boxes,	
and	radar	detection	upgrades	to	improve	access.	
	

 Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Add	Construction	phase	funding	
	

 Funding:		
The	funding	for	the	project	consists	primary	of	federal	funds.	They	
include:	State	Surface	Transportation	Blok	Grant	(STBG)	funds	and	
Redistribution	funds.	Advance	Construction	is	being	used	for	the	
Construction	phase	as	a	funding	placeholder.	The	anticipated	federal	
funds	for	the	construction	phase	are	identified	as	State	STBG.		
	

 FTA	Conversion	Code:	N/A		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	In	Beaverton	on	OR	141	(Hall	Blvd)	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	Scholls	Ferry	Rd	‐	Locust	St	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	Multiple	locations	from	MP	2.82	to	

4.10	
	

 Current	Status	Code:		5	=	(ROW)	Right‐of	Way	activities	initiated	
including	R/W	acquisition	and/or	utilities	relocation.	
	

 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		
The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–	Other	‐	
Planning	activities	conducted	pursuant	to	titles	23	and	49	U.S.C.	
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 Regional	Significance	Status:		Regionally	Significant	project	(federal	

funds	+	located	on	system,	Metro	Motor	Vehicle	modeling	network)	
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	21‐24‐0609	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	Yes,	‐	January	2021	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	ADD	CONSTRUCTION	PHASE	
	
The	formal	amendment	adds	the	Construction	phase	funding	to	the	project.	
$3,525,000	is	being	added	to	the	construction	phase	to	fully	fund	the	
phase.	As	a	result	the	project	can	complete	Project	Specifications,	and	
Estimates	(PS&E)	and	move	forward	into	the	Construction	phase.	Phase	
obligation	will	be	during	FY	2022.	An	update	to	the	ROW	phase	to	reflect	
actual	phase	obligations	is	also	occuring	
	

Key 19267 Funding Adjustments 

Phase Total Current 
Programming 

New Funds Added to 
the Phase New Total 

Preliminary 
Engineering (PE) 

 
$1,299,797 

 
$0 

 
$1,299,702 

Right-of-Way 
(ROW) $1,070,000 $0 $1,070,000 

Utility Relocation 
(UR) $0 $0 $0 

Construction $0 $3,525,000 $3,525,000 
Totals $2,369,707 $3,525,000 $5,894,707 

	

	Additional	Details:	
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OTC	January	2021	Action,	Item	I	to	approve	additional	funding	for	DA	
compliance	that	provides	the	fiscal	constraint	validation	for	the	
Construction	phase	funding.	See	below	OTC	minutes	reference.	

	

	
	

Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	adding	the	
Construction	phase	to	a	project	usually	requires	a	formal/full	amendment	
to	the	MTIP	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 The	total	project	cost	increases	from	$2,429,707	to	$5,894,707	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	9:	
OR99W	:	Rock	Creek	NB	Bridge
(Cancel	Project)	

Lead	Agency:	 ODOT	
ODOT	Key	Number:	 21712	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 71197	
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Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
	
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	No	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

Install	new	bridge	rail	to	meet	current	safety	standards	
	

 Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Cancel	project	from	the	MTIP	
	

 Funding:		
The	funding	for	the	project	is	currently	federal	National	Highway	
Performance	Program	(NHPP)	
	

 FTA	Conversion	Code:	N/A.		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	OR99W	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	Southwest	of	SW	Pacific	Dr	and	SW	

Kummrow	Ave	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	13.82	to	13.94		

	
 Current	Status	Code:		0			=		No	activity	(for	these	program	funds)	

	
 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		

The	project	is	considered	a	“non‐capacity	enhancing”	project	from	a	
roadway/motor	vehicle	improvement	perspective	and	is	exempt	from	
air	quality	conformity	analysis	per	40	CFR	93.126,	Table	2	–Safety	‐	
Guardrails,	median	barriers,	crash	cushions..	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		Regionally	significant/non	capacity	
enhancing		
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	21‐24‐0607	

o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No.	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	
	
	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	CANCEL	PROJECT	
	
The	formal	amendment	cancels	Key	21712	from	the	2021‐24	MTIP.	The	
ODOT	Bridge	program	decided	to	cancel	project	and	move	funds	to	Indian	
Creek	Bridge	Project	in	Region	2,	in	Key	21118.	All	project	funding	to	Key	
21217	is	now	zero.	
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The Oregon 99 West, Rock Creek Bridge, Bridge 01578A, was built in 1955 
and is in satisfactory condition.  The bridge rails do not meet current safety 
standards, so it was programmed for a bridge rail retrofit in the 21-24 
STIP.  An advanced investigation effort identified that in order to have a 
successful rail retrofit project, the portion of the bridge deck that supports the 
rail will need to be strengthened and the entire bridge deck will require a 
concrete overlay.    
  
However, since the bridge deck is in satisfactory condition today this project 
can be delayed until the deck has deteriorated to the point where a concrete 
overlay is needed, the bridge rail retrofit can be included as part of that 
project.  Doing so will allow us to use the existing deck for several years and 
benefit from a more efficient replacement of the rail when we construct the new 
deck.  
	

Key 21712 Funding Adjustments 

Fund Code Current Federal 
Funds Programmed 

Federal Funds to Be 
Reprogrammed 

Key 21712 
Remaining Federal 

Funds 
National Highway 

Performance 
Program (NHPP) 

 
$618,334 

 
$618,334 

 
$0 

	

	Additional	Details:	
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Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	canceling	a	
project	from	the	MTIP	requires	a	formal/full	amendment.	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 The	existing	programmed	amount	of	$763,184	to	$0	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	10:	
OR224:	SE	17th	Ave	‐ OR213
OR224:	SE	17th	Ave	‐	SE	Rusk	Road	

Lead	Agency:	 ODOT	
ODOT	Key	Number:	 21598	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 71153	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
	
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	No	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

Design	for	a	future	pavement	resurfacing	project	to	repair	cracking,	
rutting	and	wear	to	keep	this	section	safe	for	travel.	
	

 Source:	Existing	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Adjust	(shorten)	project	limits	and	add	Right‐of‐
Way	phase	funding.	
	

 Funding:		
The	funding	for	the	project	is	utilizing	federal	National	Highway	
Performance	Program	(NHPP)	funds.	The	project	also	is	utilizing	the	
programmatic	Advance	Construction	fund	type	code	as	a	federal	fund	
place	older	for	the	Right‐of‐Way	phase.			
	

 FTA	Conversion	Code:	N/A		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	On	OR224	southeast	of	Milwaukie	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	SE	17th	Ave	to	SE	Rusk	Rd	
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o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	Multiple	locations	stretching	from	MP	
‐0.01	to	2.72	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		4	=	(PS&E)	Planning	Specifications,	&	Estimates	

(final	design	30%,	60%,	90%	design	activities	initiated).	
	

 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		
Key	21598	is	a	rehabilitation/resurfacing	project	non	capacity	
enhancing	project	and	is	considered	exempt	per	40	CFR	93.126	Table	
2	–	Safety.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		Regionally	Significant	project	(federal	
funds	+	located	on	system,	Metro	Motor	Vehicle	modeling	network)	
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	21‐24‐0586	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	LIMITS	ADJUSTMENT	
	
The	current	project	limits	overlap	with	a	separate	project	to	add	a	third	
lane	on	OR	224	from	Rusk	Rd	to	OR	213.	The	third	lane	capacity	project	is	
programmed	under	Key	19720.	The	limits	adjustment	allow	the	
rehabilitation/resurfacing	project	to	proceed	separately	from	the	capacity	
enhancing	project	which	is	on	a	different	delivery	schedule.	Only	PE	has	
been	programmed	in	the	past.	Key	19720	is	not	active	yet	in	the	2021‐24	
MTIP.		
	

Key 21598 Phase Funding Adjustments 

Phase Total Current 
Programming Phase Adjustment New Total 

Preliminary 
Engineering (PE) 

 
2,617,734 

 
($95,000) 

 
$2,522,734 

Right-of-Way 
(ROW) $0 $95,000 $95,000 

Utility Relocation 
(UR) $0 $0 $0 

Construction $0 $0 $0 
 

Revised Totals 
 

$2,522,734 $95,000 $2,617,734 
	

	Additional	Details:	 	
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Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	limits	
changes	beyond	0.25	miles	require	a	formal/full	amendment.	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 The	total	project	cost	does	not	change	and	remains	at	$2,617,734	

Added	Notes:	 	
	

Project	11:	 Local	Traffic	Signal	Controller	Replacement
(New	Project)	

Lead	Agency:	 Portland	
ODOT	Key	Number:	 New	‐	TBD	 MTIP	ID	Number:	 New	‐	TBD	

Projects	Description:	

Project	Snapshot:
	
 Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Project:	No	

	
 Proposed	improvements: 	

Purchase	Advanced	Transportation	Controllers	(ATCs,	hardware	and	
software)	and	converting	the	existing	traffic	signal	timing	at	141	
traffic	signals	throughout	Portland.	
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 Source:	New	project.		
	

 Amendment	Action:	Add	the	new	project	to	the	2021‐24	MTIP.	
	

 Funding:		
The	funding	for	the	project	is	Metro	2019	Transportation	System	
Management	and	Operations	(TSMO)	awarded	federal	Surface	
Transportation	Block	Grant	(STBG‐U)	funds.		
	

 FTA	Conversion	Code:	N/A		
	

 Location,	Limits	and	Mile	Posts:		
o Location:	Various	locations	throughout	Portland	
o Cross	Street	Limits:	Various	locations	
o Overall	Mile	Post	Limits:	N/A	

	
 Current	Status	Code:		1	=	Pre‐first	phase	obligation	activities	(IGA	

development,	project	scoping,	scoping	refinement,	etc.)	
	

 Air	Conformity/Capacity	Status:		
Portland’s	new	Advance	Traffic	Controller	upgrade	project	is	a	non‐	
capacity	enhancing	project	and	is	considered	exempt	per	40	CFR	
93.126	Table	2	–	Safety.	
	

 Regional	Significance	Status:		Regionally	Significant	project	(federal	
funds	along	various	locations	which	are	in	the	Metro	modeling	
network	
	

 Amendment	ID	and	Approval	Estimates:	
o STIP	Amendment	Number:	TBD	
o MTIP	Amendment	Number:	AP21‐09‐APR	
o OTC	approval	required:	No	
o Metro	approval	date:	Tentatively	scheduled	for	May	6,	2021	

	

What	is	changing?	

	
AMENDMENT	ACTION:	ADD	NEW	PROJECT	
	
Portland’s	new	Local	Traffic	Signal	Controller	Replacement	is	a	Metro	2019	
TSMO	awarded	project	supporting	TSMO	and	Intelligent	Transportation	
System	(ITS)	improvements.	The	project	was	awarded	$840,435	of	Metro	
STBG	funds.	The	project	will	purchase	Advanced	Transportation	
Controllers	(ATCs,	hardware	and	software)	and	converting	the	existing	
traffic	signal	timing	at	141	traffic	signals	throughout	Portland.	
	
The	goals	and	benefits	of	the	ATC	upgrades	will	make	it	easier	to	train	staff	
consistently	for	better	maintenance	of	the	system	and	provide	the	
following:	

 Reduce	the	requirements	of	the	central	management	system	to	be	
backwards	compatible.		

 Build	a	foundation	for	advanced	applications	including:	
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o Automated	traffic	signal	performance	measures	(ATSPMs)	that	
can	help	us	identify	and	address	operational	and	safety	
concerns.		

o Next‐Generation	Transit	Signal	Priority	(NextGen	TSP)	that	can	
help	us	meet	our	climate	goals.		

o Other	connected	vehicle	applications	such	as	central	emergency	
preemption.	

	Additional	Details:	

	
Portland	Proposed	ATC	Upgrade	Locations	
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Metro	January	2,	2020	TSMO	Awards	
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Why	a	Formal	
amendment	is	

required?	

Per	the	FHWA/FTA/ODOT/MPO	approved	Amendment	Matrix,	adding	a	
new	project	to	the	MTIP	requires	a	formal/full	amendment	

Total	Programmed	
Amount:	 The	total	programmed	amount	is	$936,627	

Added	Notes:	 	
	
Note:	The	Amendment	Matrix	located	below	is	included	as	a	reference	for	the	rules	and	
justifications	governing	Formal	Amendments	and	Administrative	Modifications	to	the	MTIP	that	the	
MPOs	and	ODOT	must	follow.	
	
METRO	REQUIRED	PROJECT	AMENDMENT	REVIEWS		
	
In	accordance	with	23	CFR	450.316‐328,	Metro	is	responsible	for	reviewing	and	ensuring	MTIP	
amendments	comply	with	all	federal	programming	requirements.	Each	project	and	their	requested	
changes	are	evaluated	against	multiple	MTIP	programming	review	factors	that	originate	from	23	
CFR	450.316‐328.	The	programming	factors	include:	

 
 Verification		as	required	to	

programmed	in	the	MTIP:	
o Awarded	federal	funds	

and	is	considered	a	
transportation	project	

o Identified	as	a	regionally	
significant	project.	

o Identified	on	and	impacts	
Metro	transportation	
modeling	networks.	

o Requires	any	sort	of	
federal	approvals	which	
the	MTIP	is	involved.	

 Passes	fiscal	constraint	
verification:	

o Project	eligibility	for	the	
use	of	the	funds	

o Proof	and	verification	of	
funding	commitment	

o Requires	the	MPO	to	
establish	a	documented	
process	proving	MTIP	
programming	does	not	
exceed	the	allocated	
funding	for	each	year	of	
the	four	year	MTIP	and	
for	all	funds	identified	in	
the	MTIP.	

o Passes	the	RTP	consistency	review:	Identified	in	the	current	approved	constrained	
RTP	either	as	a	stand‐	alone	project	or	in	an	approved	project	grouping	bucket	

o RTP	project	cost	consistent	with	requested	programming	amount	in	the	MTIP	
o If	a	capacity	enhancing	project	–	is	identified	in	the	approved	Metro	modeling	

network		
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 Satisfies	RTP	goals	and	strategies	consistency:	Meets	one	or	more	goals	or	strategies	
identified	in	the	current	RTP.	

 If	not	directly	identified	in	the	RTP’s	constrained	project	list,	the	project	is	verified	to	be	
part	of	the	MPO’s	annual	Unified	Planning	Work	Program	(UPWP)	if	federally	funded	and	a	
regionally	significant	planning	study	that	addresses	RTP	goals	and	strategies	and/or	will	
contribute	or	impact	RTP	performance	measure	targets.			

 Determined	the	project	is	eligible	to	be	added	to	the	MTIP,	or	can	be	legally	amended	as	
required	without	violating	provisions	of	23	CFR450.300‐338	either	as	a	formal	Amendment	
or	administrative	modification:	

o Does	not	violate	supplemental	directive	guidance	from	FHWA/FTA’s	approved	
Amendment	Matrix.	

o Adheres	to	conditions	and	limitation	for	completing	technical	corrections,	
administrative	modifications,	or	formal	amendments	in	the	MTIP.	

o Is	eligible	for	special	programming	exceptions	periodically	negotiated	with	USDOT.	
o Programming	determined	to	be	reasonable	of	phase	obligation	timing	and	is	

consistent	with	project	delivery	schedule	timing.	
 Reviewed	and	initially	assessed	for	Performance	Measurement	impacts.	
 MPO	responsibilities	completion:	

o Completion	of	the	required	30	day	Public	Notification	period:	
o Project	monitoring,	fund	obligations,	and	expenditure	of	allocated	funds	in	a	timely	

fashion.	
o Acting	on	behalf	of	USDOT	to	provide	the	required	forum	and	complete	necessary	

discussions	of	proposed	transportation	improvements/strategies	throughout	the	
MPO.	

	
APPROVAL	STEPS	AND	TIMING	
	
Metro’s	approval	process	for	formal	amendment	includes	multiple	steps.	The	required	approvals	
for	the	April	2021	Formal	MTIP	amendment	(AP21‐09‐APR)	will	include	the	following:	
		 	 Action	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Target	Date	

 Initiate	the	required	30‐day	public	notification	process………..	March	30,	2021	
 TPAC	notification	and	approval	recommendation……………..…	 April	2,	2021	
 JPACT	approval	and	recommendation	to	Council…...…………....	 April	15,	2021	
 Completion	of	public	notification	process…………………………….	April	28,	2021	
 Metro	Council	approval………………………………………………….	 May	6,	2021	

	
Notes:		
*		 If	any	notable	comments	are	received	during	the	public	comment	period	requiring	follow‐on	discussions,	

they	will	be	addressed	by	JPACT.	
	
USDOT	Approval	Steps	(The	below	time	line	is	an	estimation	only):	

Action	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Target	Date	
 Amendment	bundle	submission	to	ODOT	for	review.…………...	May	11,	2021	
 Submission	of	the	final	amendment	package	to	USDOT………..	 May	11,	2021	
 ODOT	clarification	and	approval………………………………………….	Early	June,	2021	
 USDOT	clarification	and	final	amendment	approval…………….	 Late	June,	2021																																																												

	
	
ANALYSIS/INFORMATION	
	

1. Known	Opposition:	None	known	at	this	time.	
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2. Legal	Antecedents:		
a. Amends	the	2021‐24	Metropolitan	Transportation	Improvement	Program	adopted	

by	Metro	Council	Resolution	20‐5110	on	July	23,	2020	(FOR	THE	PURPOSE	OF	
ADOPTING	THE	2021‐2024	METROPOLITAN	TRANSPORTATION	IMPROVEMENT	
PROGRAM	FOR	THE	PORTLAND	METROPOLITAN	AREA).	

b. Oregon	Governor		approval	of	the	2021‐24	MTIP:	July	23,	2020	
c. 2021-2024 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) Approval and 

2021 Federal Planning Finding: September 30, 2020	
3. Anticipated	Effects:	Enables	the	projects	to	obligate	and	expend	awarded	federal	funds,	or	

obtain	the	next	required	federal	approval	step	as	part	of	the	federal	transportation	delivery	
process.	

4. Metro	Budget	Impacts:	None	to	Metro	
	
	
RECOMMENDED	ACTION:	
	
JPACT	approved	Resolution	21‐5169	on	April	15,	2021	and	now	requests	Metro	Council	
approve	Resolution	21‐5169	consisting	of	eleven	projects	which	include	required	updates	to	
the	SFY	2022	UPWP	and	impacts	Metro,	ODOT,	and	Portland.		
	

‐ TPAC	approval	date:	April	2,	2021	
‐ JPACT	approval	date:	April	15,	2021	

	
Attachments:	

1. Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Key	20597	Summary	
2. Metro	SFY	2022	UPWP	Funding	Summary	

	
	
	
	



Metro FY 2022 UPWP MTIP Programming for Key 20597 and Others Version 3/9/2021

#
Ref

Name
Point of 
Contact

In Master 
Agreement
Key 20597

PL
PL 

Match
5303

5303
Match

STBG
STBG
Match

Other Federal 
Funds
Type

Federal 
Amount

Match to 
Federal

Total Federal 
Amount

Minimum 
Local Match 

Total

Local 
Overmatch

Total

Total Project 
Cost

Federal 
Percent

Local 
Minimium 
Match 
Percent

Total Local 
Match 
Percent

1 Transportation Planning Tom Kloster Key 20597 890,692$        101,943.68$     105,239$         12,045$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               995,931$           113,989$      ‐$                1,109,920$      89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

2
Climate Smart 
Implementation

Kim Ellis Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   12,175$            1,393$              ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               12,175$             1,393$          ‐$                13,568$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

3
Regional Transportation Plan 
Update (2023)

Kim Ellis Key 20597 65,028$           7,443$               478,464$         54,762$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               543,492$           62,205$        ‐$                605,697$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

4
Metropolitan Transportation 
Improvement Program (MTIP)

Ted Leybold Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   364,130$         41,676$            502,211$        57,480$            N/A 866,341$           99,157$        134,576$       1,100,074$      78.75% 10.27% 21.25%

5 Regional Transit Program Eliot Rose Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   48,700$            5,574$              ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               48,700$             5,574$          ‐$                54,274$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

6
Required Mobility Policy 
Update

Kim Ellis Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   275,272$         31,506$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               275,272$           31,506$        ‐$                306,778$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

7 Regional Freight Program Tim Collins Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   142,980$        16,365$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               142,980$           16,365$        ‐$                159,345$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%
8 Complete Streets Program Lake McTighe Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   86,213$            9,867$              ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               86,213$             9,867$          ‐$                96,080$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

10

Transportation System 
Management and Operations 
(TSMO) ‐ Regional
Mobility Program

Caleb Winter Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   221,312$        25,330$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               221,312$           25,330$        ‐$                246,642$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

PL
 PL 

Match 
5303

 5303 
Match 

STBG
STBG 
Match 

Other 
Federal

Federal 
Amount 

Match to 
Federal 

1
Corridor Refinement and 
Project Development 
(Investment Areas)

Malu 
Wilkinson

Shift from Key  
20888 into 
20597

‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   12,175$           1,393$              N/A ‐$                 ‐$               12,175$             1,393$          327,420$       340,988$         3.57% 10.27% 96.43%

3 Columbia Connects Jeff Raker Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   232,273$        26,585$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               232,273$           26,585$        327,420$       586,278$         39.62% 10.27% 60.38%

PL
 PL

Match 
5303

 5303 
Match 

STBG
 STBG 
Match 

Other Federal 
Funds

 Federal 
Amount 

 Match to 
Federal 

1
MPO Management and 
Services

Tom Kloster Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   421,861$         48,284$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               421,861$           48,284$        ‐$                470,145$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

2
Civil Rights and Environmental 
Justice

Eryn Kehe Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   88,146$            10,089$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               88,146$             10,089$        ‐$                98,235$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

3
Data Management and 
Visualization

Steve Erickson Key 20597 720,939$        82,515$            ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               720,939$           82,515$        543,528$       1,346,982$      53.52% 10.27% 46.48%

4
Economic, Demographic and 
Land Use Forecasting 
Program

Chris 
Johnson

Key 20597 163,434$        18,706$            ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               163,434$           18,706$        195,476$       377,616$         43.28% 10.27% 56.72%

5
Travel Forecast Maintenance, 
Development and Application

Chris 
Johnson

Key 20597 786,277$        89,993$            ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               786,277$           89,993$        599,906$       1,476,176$      53.26% 10.27% 46.74%

6
Oregon Household Travel 
Survey

Chris 
Johnson

Key 20597 82,616$           9,456$               ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               82,616$             9,456$          ‐$                92,072$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

7 Technical Assistance Program
Chris

Johnson
Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   94,646$           10,833$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               94,646$             10,833$        ‐$                105,479$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

8 Air Quality Program Grace Cho Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   23,193$            2,655$              ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               23,193$             2,655$          ‐$                25,848$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

2,708,986$     310,056$          1,903,393$      217,852$          1,205,597$     137,986$         N/A ‐$                 ‐$               5,817,976$       665,894$      2,128,326$              
10.27% 10.27% 10.27% 225,000$       8,612,196$     

PL+State = 3,019,042$      8,837,196$     

Regional Transportation Planning

Corridor/Area Planning

Regional Administration & Support

 

 
UPWP Project Funding Total Requirements
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#
Ref

Name
Point of 
Contact

In Master 
Agreement
Key 20597

PL
PL 

Match
5303

5303
Match

STBG
STBG
Match

Other Federal 
Funds
Type

Federal 
Amount

Match to 
Federal

Total Federal 
Amount

Minimum 
Local Match 

Total

Local 
Overmatch

Total

Total Project 
Cost

Federal 
Percent

Local 
Minimium 
Match 
Percent

Total Local 
Match 
Percent

1 Transportation Planning Tom Kloster Key 20597 890,692$        101,943.68$     105,239$         12,045$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               995,931$           113,989$      ‐$                1,109,920$      89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

2
Climate Smart 
Implementation

Kim Ellis Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   12,175$            1,393$              ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               12,175$             1,393$          ‐$                13,568$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

3
Regional Transportation Plan 
Update (2023)

Kim Ellis Key 20597 65,028$           7,443$               478,464$         54,762$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               543,492$           62,205$        ‐$                605,697$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

4
Metropolitan Transportation 
Improvement Program (MTIP)

Ted Leybold Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   364,130$         41,676$            502,211$        57,480$            N/A 866,341$           99,157$        134,576$       1,100,074$      78.75% 10.27% 21.25%

5 Regional Transit Program Eliot Rose Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   48,700$            5,574$              ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               48,700$             5,574$          ‐$                54,274$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

6
Required Mobility Policy 
Update

Kim Ellis Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   275,272$         31,506$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               275,272$           31,506$        ‐$                306,778$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

7 Regional Freight Program Tim Collins Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   142,980$        16,365$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               142,980$           16,365$        ‐$                159,345$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%
8 Complete Streets Program Lake McTighe Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   86,213$            9,867$              ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               86,213$             9,867$          ‐$                96,080$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

10

Transportation System 
Management and Operations 
(TSMO) ‐ Regional
Mobility Program

Caleb Winter Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   221,312$        25,330$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               221,312$           25,330$        ‐$                246,642$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

PL
 PL 

Match 
5303

 5303 
Match 

STBG
STBG 
Match 

Other 
Federal

Federal 
Amount 

Match to 
Federal 

1
Corridor Refinement and 
Project Development 
(Investment Areas)

Malu 
Wilkinson

Shift from Key  
20888 into 
20597

‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   12,175$           1,393$              N/A ‐$                 ‐$               12,175$             1,393$          327,420$       340,988$         3.57% 10.27% 96.43%

3 Columbia Connects Jeff Raker Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   232,273$        26,585$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               232,273$           26,585$        327,420$       586,278$         39.62% 10.27% 60.38%

PL
 PL

Match 
5303

 5303 
Match 

STBG
 STBG 
Match 

Other Federal 
Funds

 Federal 
Amount 

 Match to 
Federal 

1
MPO Management and 
Services

Tom Kloster Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   421,861$         48,284$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               421,861$           48,284$        ‐$                470,145$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

2
Civil Rights and Environmental 
Justice

Eryn Kehe Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   88,146$            10,089$            ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               88,146$             10,089$        ‐$                98,235$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

3
Data Management and 
Visualization

Steve Erickson Key 20597 720,939$        82,515$            ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               720,939$           82,515$        543,528$       1,346,982$      53.52% 10.27% 46.48%

4
Economic, Demographic and 
Land Use Forecasting 
Program

Chris 
Johnson

Key 20597 163,434$        18,706$            ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               163,434$           18,706$        195,476$       377,616$         43.28% 10.27% 56.72%

5
Travel Forecast Maintenance, 
Development and Application

Chris 
Johnson

Key 20597 786,277$        89,993$            ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               786,277$           89,993$        599,906$       1,476,176$      53.26% 10.27% 46.74%

6
Oregon Household Travel 
Survey

Chris 
Johnson

Key 20597 82,616$           9,456$               ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               82,616$             9,456$          ‐$                92,072$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

7 Technical Assistance Program
Chris

Johnson
Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   94,646$           10,833$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               94,646$             10,833$        ‐$                105,479$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

8 Air Quality Program Grace Cho Key 20597 ‐$                 ‐$                   23,193$            2,655$              ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               23,193$             2,655$          ‐$                25,848$           89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

2,708,986$     310,056$          1,903,393$      217,852$          1,205,597$     137,986$         N/A ‐$                 ‐$               5,817,976$       665,894$      2,128,326$              
10.27% 10.27% 10.27% 225,000$       8,612,196$     

PL+State = 3,019,042$      8,837,196$     

Regional Transportation Planning

Corridor/Area Planning

Regional Administration & Support

 

 
UPWP Project Funding Total Requirements
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# Name POC Key Number PL PL Match 5303 5303 Match STBG STBG Match Other Fed Fed $ Match Total Min Match Overmatch TPC Fed % Min Local % Tot Loc %
7 Regional Freight Studies Tim Collins Key 20897 ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   200,000$        22,891$            N/A ‐$                 ‐$               200,000$           22,891$        ‐$                222,891$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

2
Southwest Corridor Transit 
Project

Brian Harper TBD ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  ? 343,048$        39,263$         343,048$           39,263$        14,384$          396,695$         86.48% 10.27% 13.52%

9
Regional Travel Options (RTO) 
and Safe Routes to School 
Program

Dan Kaempff
Key 20879 + 

20880
‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   3,656,869$     418,545$         N/A ‐$                 ‐$               3,656,869$       418,545$      ‐$                4,075,414$      89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

5
City of Portland Transit and 
Equitable Development 
Assessment

Brian Harper TBD ‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  ? 182,776$        20,920$         182,776$           20,920$        ‐$                203,696$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

6
Tualatin Valley Highway 
Transit and Development 
Project

Elizabeth Mros‐
O‘Hara

Shift from Key 
20888 to new 

Key
‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   326,622$        37,383$            ? 434,727$        49,756$         761,349$           87,140$        ‐$                848,489$         89.73% 10.27% 10.27%

‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   3,983,491$     455,928$         ‐$                 960,551$        109,939$       4,944,042$       565,868$      14,384$          5,524,294$     

# Name POC In Key 20597 PL Match 5303 Match STBG Match Other Fed Fed $ Match Total Fed $ Min Loc Overmatch TPC Fed % Loc Min % Tot Local %

11
Enhanced Transit Concepts 
Pilot Program

Matt Bihn
N/A 

Local Funds
‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               ‐$                   ‐$              115,759$       115,759$         0.0% N/A N/A

12
Economic Value Atlas (EVA) 
Implementation

Jeff Raker
N/A

Local Funds
‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               ‐$                   ‐$              287,222$       287,222$         0.0% N/A N/A

4 MAX Tunnel Study Matt Bihn
N/A 

Local Funds
‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               ‐$                   ‐$              40,000$          40,000$           0.0% N/A N/A

9
Intergovernmental 
Agreement Fund Program

Grace Cho
N/A

Local Funds
‐$                 ‐$                   ‐$                  ‐$                   ‐$                 ‐$                  N/A ‐$                 ‐$               ‐$                   ‐$              51,696$          51,696$           0.0% N/A N/A

Keys Fund Type
Federal 

Authorized 
Match

 Total with 
Match 

 UPWP
Needed 

 Match 
Needed 

 Total with 
Match 

Federal 
Exceess or 
Shortfall 

Match 
Excess or 
Shortfall 

 Total Excess or 
Shortfall 

Carryover Savings  PL PL  $        647,556  74,116$            $         721,672 
All Key 20597  PL  $     2,061,430  235,940$        2,297,370$       2,708,986$      310,056$        3,019,042$      ‐$                 ‐$               ‐$                  

Total PL  $     2,708,986   $       310,056  3,019,042$      
Carryover Savings 5303 5303  $     1,273,176   $       145,721   $      1,418,897 
Keys 20597 + 20897 5303  $        630,217  72,131$           702,348$          1,903,393$      217,852$        2,121,245$      ‐$                 ‐$               ‐$                  

Total 5303:  $     1,903,393   $       217,852   $      2,121,245 
Key 20877 for 20597 STBG  $     1,359,877  155,644$        1,515,521$       1,205,597$      137,986$        1,343,583$      154,280$        17,658$         171,938$          
Key 20879 RTO/SRTS 2020 STBG  $     2,598,451  297,404$        2,895,855$      
Key 20880 RTP/SRTS 2021 STBG  $     2,676,405  306,327$        2,982,732$      
Total Availabale for RTO Total  $     5,274,856  603,731$        5,878,587$      

All PL funds to be programmed in Key 20597

$142,980 of the total $1,906,732 of 5303 to be programmed in Key 
20897. The remaining amount of $1,763, 752 is in Key 20597

4,075,414$      1,617,987$     185,186$       1,803,173$       

FY 2022 UPWP Approved Projects  Locally Funded ‐ not included in Key 20597 (and not programmed)

Separate UPWP Stand Alone Projects 

UPWP Revenues versus Project Cost Requirements

Totals:

Notes

3,656,869$      418,545$       
 Key 20880 was slipped to FY 2022 during the December Obligation Targets amendment. 
However, the STBG is availble as needed for the RTO program in FY 2021. $1,058,418 will 
be advanced to FY 2021 from Key 20879 to Key 20880 
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Attachment A 
FEDERAL AND STATE FUNDING FOR T RANSPORTATION PLANNING PROGRAMS FOR OREGON'S 

URBANIZED AREA 
FEDERAL FISCAL VEAR 2021 (state Fiscal Veer 2022) 

FEDERAL STATE 
FUND TYPE SHARE MATCH 

Portland Metro Agreement No. 
F Y 2022 PL (#20597) 1 ,889 ,070.00 216 ,212.51 
F Y 2020 PL Sav ings (#20597) 647 ,556.00 74,115.68 
F Y 2022 P ort land STBG (#20597) 
F Y 2022 OD OT Sup port Fund s (#20597) 225,000.00 
FY 2022 5303 Funding (#20597) 633 ,31 4.00 
F Y 2020 5303 Sav inq (#20597) 1 ,273 ,1 76.00 
Metro Total 4,443, 116.00 515,328.20 

FEDERAL FISCAL ~EAR 2021 (State Fiscal Year 2022) 

FEDERAL 

I 
STATE 

FUND TYPE SHARE MATCH 
Portland Metro Agreement No. i 
FY 2022 PL (#20597) 2 ,061,430.39 I 2 35 ,939.93 

FY 2022 Regional MPO STBG (#20877) 7 39 ,837.11 ! 
FY 2022 Corridor System Planning (#20889) 571 ,070.43 J 

FY 2022 ODOT Support Funds (#20597) i 225,000.00 i 
FY 2022 5303 Fundina (#20597) 630,217.47 i 
Metr o Total 4 ,002,555.40 i 460,939.93 

2021-2026 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP} 

Cu rrent Approved Project List w ith Approved Amendments 

LEAD AGENCY M etro 
PROJECT NAME Regional Travel Oot ions {20201 

Proiect IDs Proiect Descriotion 

LOCAL 
MATCH TOTAL 

0 2'105 ,282.51 
0 721.671.68 

ODO O DO 
225,000.00 

72 ,485.62 705,799.62 
145.720.69 1 ,418 ,896.69 
218,206.31 5 , 176,650.51 

LOCAL 

MATCH TOTAL 

0 2 ,297 ,3 70 .32 

84 ,677.67 824,514.78 
65,361 .57 636,432.00 

225,000.00 

72 , 131 .21 702,348.68 
222,170.44 4 ,685,665.78 

~Metro 

Proiect Tvoe 
ODOT KEY 20879 The Regional Travel Options (RTO) program implements strategies to help Regional t ravel 

MTIP ID 70873 
diversify trip choices reduce pollut ion and improve mobility. options 

RTP ID 11054 

Phase Year Fund Type Federal Minimum Other Total Amount 
Amount Local Match Amount 

Other 2021 STBG-URBAN $2,598,451 $297,404 $0 $2,895,855 

FY 21-26 Tot als $2,598,451 $297,404 $0 $2,895,855 

Estimated Project Cost {YOE$) $2,598,451 $297,404 $0 $2,895,855 

2021-2026 Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) 

Current Approved Project List w ith Approved Amendments ~Metro 
LEAD AGENCY Metro 

PROJECT NAME Port land Met ro Planning SFV22 
Proiect IDs Proiect Descriotion Proiect Tvoe 

ODOT KEY 20597 Portland Metro MPO planning funds for Federal fiscal year 2021. Projects will be Other 

MTIPID 70986 
selected in the future through the MPO process. 

RTP ID 
Phase Year Fund Type Federal Minimum Other Total Amount 

Amount Local Match Amount 
Planning 2021 Metro PL (5303) $618,917 $70,838 $0 $689,755 

Planning 2021 Metro Planning (Z450) $1,907,827 $218,359 $0 $2,126,186 

FY 21-26 Totals $2,526,744 $289,197 $0 $2,815,941 

Estimated Project Cost (YOE$) $2,526,744 $289,197 $0 $2,815,941 

LEAD AGENCY Met ro 
PROJECT NAME Reeional MPO Plannine (2021) 

Pro·ect IDs Pro·ect Descrintion Pro"ect Tvne 

ODOT KEY 20877 Funding for Met ro t o meet M etropolitan Planning Organization mandates Other 

MTIPID 70872 
stablished through the federal regulations. 

RTP ID 
Phase Year I Fund Type Federal Minimum Other Tota l Amount 

Amount Local Match Amo unt 

Planning 2021 I STBG-URBAN $1,359,877 $155,644 $0 $1,515,521 
FY 21-26 Totals $1,359,877 $155,644 $0 $1,515,521 

Estimated Project Cost (YOES) $1,359,877 $155,644 $0 $1,515,521 

LEAD AGENCY M et ro 

PROJECT NAME Re11:ional Trave l Options 120211 
Proiect IDs Proiect Description 

ODOT KEY 20880 The Regiona l Trave l Options (RTO) program implements strategies to help 

MTIP ID 70873 
diversify trip choices reduce pollution and improve mobil it y. 

RTP ID 

Phase Year Fund Type Fed era l Minimum Ot her 
Amount Local Match Amount 

Ot her 2022 ST BG-URBAN $2,676,405 $306,327 $0 

FY 21-26 Totals $2,676,405 $306,327 $0 

LEAD AGENCY Metro 
PROJECT NAME Corridor and Svst ems Plannin" 120201 

Proiect TvPe 

Regional trave l 
options 

Tota l Amou nt 

$2,982,732 

$2,982,732 

Proiect IDs Proiect Descriotion Proiect Tvoe 
ODOT KEY 20888 Corridors and Systems Planning Program conducts planning level work in System/ corridor 

M TIPID 70871 
corridors. Emphasizes the integration of land use and transportation. Determines planning 
regional system needs functions desired outcomes performance measures 

RTP ID 11103 investment strat egies. 

Phase Year Fund Type Federal Minimum Other Total Amount 
Amount Local Match Amount 

Planning 2022 STBG-URBAN $404,234 $46,266 $0 $450,500 

FY 21-26 Totals $404,234 $46,266 $0 $450,500 

Estimated Project Cost (YOE$) $404,234 $46,266 $0 $450,500 
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1 Transportation Planning

2
Climate Smart 
Implementation

3
Regional Transportation Plan 
Update (2023)

4
Metropolitan Transportation 
Improvement Program (MTIP)

5 Regional Transit Program

6
Required Mobility Policy 
Update

7 Regional Freight Studies

8 Complete Streets Program

9
Regional Travel Options (RTO) 
and Safe Routes to School 
Program

10

Transportation System 
Management and Operations 
(TSMO) ‐ Regional
Mobility Program

11
Enhanced Transit Concepts 
Pilot Program

12
Economic Value Atlas (EVA) 
Implementation

1
Corridor Refinement and 
Project Development 
(Investment Areas)

2
Southwest Corridor Transit 
Project

The Regional Freight Program manages updates to and implementation of multimodal freight elements in the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and supporting Regional Freight Strategy. The program provides guidance to jurisdictions in planning for freight movement on 
the regional transportation system. The program supports coordination with local, regional, state, and federal plans to ensure consistency in approach to freight‐related needs and issues across the region.

Metro’s Complete Streets program includes activities related to street design, safety and active transportation. Program activities include sharing best practices and resources, providing technical assistance, developing policies and plans, and monitoring progress towards 
goals and targets.

The Regional Travel Options (RTO) Program implements Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) policies and the Regional Travel Options Strategy to reduce drive‐alone auto trips and personal vehicle miles of travel and to increase use of travel options. Creating a Regional Safe 
Routes to School (SRTS) program was an additional focus area of the 2018 RTO Strategy. In 2019, seven SRTS grants were awarded to local jurisdictions, school districts, and community based organizations to deliver walking and rolling education and encouragement 
programs for kids and youth.

The Regional Transportation System Management and Operations Regional Mobility (TSMO) Program (salary portion) provides a demand and system management response to issues of congestion, reliability, safety and more. The program works to optimize infrastructure 
investments, promote travel options in real‐time, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase safety.

The Enhanced Transit Concepts (ETC) program identifies transit priority and access treatments to improve the speed, reliability, and capacity of TriMet frequent service bus lines or streetcar lines. ETC treatments are relatively low‐cost to construct, context‐sensitive, and are 
able to be implemented quickly to improve transit service in congested corridors. The program develops partnerships with local jurisdictions and transit agencies to design and implement ETC capital and
operational investments.

Metro and the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) are working together to update the Regional Mobility Policy which defines and measures mobility for people and goods traveling in and through the Portland area.

Regional Transportation Planning

Metro is responsible for meeting all federal planning requirements for MPOs. These include major Metro is responsible for all federal planning requirements . These include mandates described elsewhere in this Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), such as the Regional 
Transportation Plan (RTP) and Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Plan (MTIP) that follow this section. In addition to these major mandates, Metro also provides a series of ongoing transportation planning services that complement federal requirements and support 
other transportation planning in the region. Our core transportation planning activities include: Periodic amendments to the RTP, periodic updates to the regional growth forecast, periodic updates to the regional revenue forecasts, policy direction and support for regional 
corridor and investment area planning, ongoing transportation model updates and enhancements, policy support for regional mobility and Congestion Management Process (CMP) programs, plus compliance with federal performance measures.

The Climate Smart implementation program is an ongoing activity to monitor and report on the region's progress in achieving the policies and actions set forth in the adopted 2014 Climate Smart Strategy and the Oregon Metropolitan Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction 
Target Rule. The program also includes technical and policy support and collaboration with other regional and statewide climate initiatives to ensure MPO activities, including implementation of the Regional Transportation Plan, support regional and state greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions eduction goals.

The RTP is maintained and updated regularly to ensure continued compliance with state and federal requirements and to address growth and changes in land use, demographics, financial, travel, technology and economic trends.

The MTIP represents the first four‐year program of projects from the approved long range Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) identified to receive funding for implementation. It ensures that program of projects meet federal program requirements and informs the region on 
the expected performance of the package of projects relative to adopted performance goals.

The Regional Transit Strategy provides the roadmap for making these investments over time, and the Regional Transit program focuses on implementing the strategy in collaboration with our transit providers and local government partners in the region. An integral part of 
implementing the Regional Transit Strategy is to support the pursuit of transit funding for the region

Metro FY 2022 UPWP Project Descriptions

Metro’s Economic Value Atlas (EVA) establishes tools and analysis that align planning, infrastructure, and economic development to build agreement on investments to strengthen our economy. The EVA entered an implementation phase in FY 2019‐20 that included test 
applications among partner organizations and jurisdictions, refinements to the tool, and integration into agency‐wide activities. This is an ongoing program 

Corridor/Area Planning

The Investment Areas program completes system planning and develops multimodal projects in major transportation corridors identified in the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) as well as developing shared investment strategies to align local, regional and state 
investments in economic investment areas that support the region’s growth economy.

The Southwest Corridor Transit Project extends the MAX light rail system to connect downtown Portland with southwest Portland, Tigard and Tualatin. The project is 11 miles long and includes 13 stations, new connections to regional destinations, and major enhancements 
to public roadway, sidewalk, bike, transit and stormwater infrastructure. Program activities include environmental review, collaborative project design, coordination on land use planning, and development of an equitable development strategy to protect and enhance 
housing options and jobs for all households. In FY 2020‐21, the project released a final draft conceptual design report and completed a Final Environmental Impact Statement, and acquired a Record of Decision from the Federal Transit Administration. The project paused 
further engineering and funding efforts.
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Metro FY 2022 UPWP MTIP Programming for Key 20597 and Others Version 3/9/2021

3 Columbia Connects

4 MAX Tunnel Study

5
City of Portland Transit and 
Equitable Development 
Assessment

6
Tualatin Valley Highway 
Transit and Development 
Project

1
MPO Management and 
Services

2
Civil Rights and Environmental 
Justice

3
Data Management and 
Visualization

4
Economic, Demographic and 
Land Use Forecasting 
Program

5
Travel Forecast Maintenance, 
Development and Application

6
Oregon Household Travel 
Survey

7 Technical Assistance Program

8 Air Quality Program

The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Management and Services program is responsible for the overall management and administration of the region's responsibilies as a federally‐designated MPO. These planning responsibilities include: Creation and 
administration of the annual Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP), Periodic amendments to the UPWP, Procurement of services, Contract administration, Federal grants administration, Federal reporting, Annual self‐certification for meeting federal MPO planning 
requirements, Periodic on‐site certification reviews with federal agencies, Public participation in support of MPO activities. Convening and ongoing support for MPO advisory committees,  and Public engagement

The Civil Rights and Environmental Justice program works to continuously improve practices to identify, engage and improve equitable outcomes for historically marginalized communities, particularly communities of color and people with low income, and develops and 
maintains processes to ensure that no person be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age or disability

Metro’s Data Research Center provides Metro, regional partners and the public with technical services including data management, visualization, analysis, application development, and systems administration. The Research Center collaborates with Metro programs to 
support planning, modeling, forecasting, policy‐making, resiliency, and performance measurement activities.

The Economic, Demographic, and Land Use Forecasting, Development and Application Program assembles historical data and develops future forecasts of population, land use, and economic activity that support Metro’s regional planning and policy decision‐making 
processes. The forecasts are developed for various geographies, ranging from regional (MSA) to Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) level, and across time horizons ranging from 20 to 50 years into the future.

The Travel Forecast Maintenance, Development, and Application Program is a coordinated portfolio
of projects and tasks devoted to the development, application, and maintenance of the core analytical toolkit used to inform and support regional transportation policy and investment decisionmaking. Individual elements of the toolkit include: Travel Demand Models (Trip‐
based, Activity‐based), Freight Travel Demand Model, Bicycle Route Choice Assignment Model, Multi‐Criterion Evaluation Tool (Benefit/Cost Calculator), Housing and Transportation Cost Calculator, Dynamic Traffic Assignment Model, and the VisionEval Scenario Planning 
Tool

Transportation analysts, planners and decision‐makers rely on periodic travel surveys to provide a “snapshot” of current household travel behavior. The data collected through household travel survey efforts are also critical for updating and improving travel demand models, 
the foundational analytical tool used to support transportation planning, as they provide a comprehensive picture of personal travel behavior that is lacking in other data sources

The Technical Assistance program provides transportation data and travel modeling services for projects that are of interest to local partner jurisdictions.
Clients of this program include regional cities and counties, TriMet, the Oregon Department of Transportation, the Port of Portland, private sector businesses and the general public.

Metro’s Air Quality Monitoring program ensures activities undertaken as part of the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), such as the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP), carry out the commitments 
and rules set forth as part of the Portland Area State Implementation Plan (SIP) and state and federal regulations pertaining to air quality and air pollution.

Columbia Connects is a regional collaboration between Oregon and Washington planning partners working together to unlock the potential for equitable development and programs that are made more difficult by infrastructure barriers, and state and jurisdictional 
separation. Columbia Connects’ purpose is to improve the economic and community development of a subdistrict of the region near the Columbia River, by developing a clear understanding of the economic
and community interactions and conditions within this sub‐district; the shared economic and community values of the region; the desired outcomes; and by creating strategies, projects, and programs, as well as an action plan to achieve these outcomes.

Metro’s MAX Tunnel Study (formerly the Central City Transit Capacity Analysis) is a preliminary study that expands upon previous TriMet work to identify a long‐term solution to current reliability problems and future capacity constraints caused by the Steel Bridge. The 
purpose of the MAX Tunnel study is to lay the groundwork for a much larger study under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

The project seeks to create an equitable development plan for two future transit‐oriented districts –one in NW Portland and one in Inner East Portland. This project is intended to complement potential transit improvements to better connect Montgomery Park with the 
Hollywood District. The project will identify the land use and urban design opportunities, economic development and community benefit desires and opportunities leveraged under a transit‐oriented development scenario.

The Tualatin Valley (TV) Highway transit and development project creates a collaborative process with the surrounding communities and relevant jurisdictions to prioritize transportation projects, building on recent work undertaken by Washington County

Regional Administation & Support
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Page 1 Resolution No. 21-5176 

BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 
 
 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF CLARIFYING 
LANGUAGE IN THE 2016 TRANSFER SYSTEM 
CONFIGURATION POLICY ADOPTED BY 
RESOLUTION NO. 16-4716. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 RESOLUTION NO. 21-5176 
 
Introduced by Chief Operating Officer 
Marissa Madrigal in concurrence with 
Council President Lynn Peterson  

 
 

WHEREAS, in 2016, after a year-long process involving multiple stakeholders from the solid 
waste industry, local governments and Metro staff, the Metro Council adopted the “Transfer System 
Configuration Policy” by Resolution No. 16-4716.  A copy of that Policy is attached to this Resolution as 
Exhibit A; and 

 
WHEREAS, one of the primary purposes of the Transfer System Configuration Policy was to 

improve transparency of solid waste rates at both public and private transfer stations; and 
 
WHEREAS, both prior to and after adoption of the Transfer System Configuration Policy, local 

governments in the Metro region had publicly requested that Metro take action to improve rate 
transparency at private transfer stations to better understand the justification for those costs because they 
affect the residential garbage rates imposed by the local governments on their residents.  Examples of 
these requests are attached to this Resolution as Exhibits B, C, D and E; and  

 
WHEREAS, in response to these local government requests to improve rate transparency at 

private transfer stations, the Transfer System Configuration Policy provided that, among other things, 
Metro would endeavor to estimate costs at its own public transfer stations in a manner that would 
“provide a more detailed and direct comparison of the cost of services offered at private stations;” and  

 
WHEREAS, the specific language in the Transfer System Configuration Policy pertaining to 

improving rate transparency is found in Section 6 (the “Rate Transparency Section”), which stated that 
Metro would “[p]rovide a separate accounting of the cost of various discrete public services provided at 
the public stations i.e., separate out the cost of services such as wet waste consolidation and transfer, dry 
waste recovery, self‐haul, and organics consolidation and transfer to provide a more detailed and direct 
comparison of the cost of services offered at private stations;” and 

 
WHEREAS, all private transfer stations within the region are regulated by Metro and subject to 

the requirements of Metro Code Title V, Administrative Rules, and Solid Waste Facility Franchises, but 
they do not provide identical services as those provided at the public transfer stations and Metro sets 
putrescible waste tonnage limits for all private transfer stations; and 

 
WHEREAS, although several private transfer stations in the Metro region provide discrete 

putrescible (“wet”) and non-putrescible (“dry”) waste disposal services, and although Metro distinguishes 
between wet and dry waste for regulatory purposes, Metro does not now nor has it ever provided 
“discrete” wet and dry waste disposal services, nor does it distinguish between wet and dry waste for 
disposal purposes; and 

 
WHEREAS, although Metro only charges a single disposal fee for solid waste received at its 

public transfer stations, for fiscal years 2017-2020 Metro’s “accounting” was an estimation what the costs 
might be if Metro in fact provided “discrete” wet and dry waste disposal services at the public stations, 
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using forecast tonnage, working floor space, FTEs and other factors.  An example of one of those 
estimates, labeled “Unit Costs at Metro Transfer Stations,” is attached as Exhibit F; and  

 
WHEREAS, these “Unit Costs” estimates do not indicate actual costs for wet and dry waste 

disposal, nor could they, because Metro does not provide discrete wet and dry waste disposal services or 
otherwise distinguish between wet and dry waste for disposal purposes; and 

 
WHEREAS, certain individuals and entities have taken the Transfer System Configuration 

Policy’s Rate Transparency Section language out of context, and they have erroneously and inaccurately 
asserted in public documents, public testimony and court filings that Metro has either recognized, 
acknowledged or otherwise admitted that it provides “discrete” wet and dry waste disposal services; and 

 
WHEREAS, certain individuals and entities have mistakenly interpreted Metro’s “Unit Costs” 

estimates as actual costs associated with providing discrete wet and dry waste disposal services, and 
 
WHEREAS, because the Rate Transparency Section language is potentially confusing it would 

benefit from clarification, especially given that it has already contributed in part to one lawsuit against 
Metro (Reilly and Hoover v. Metro, Clackamas County Circuit Court Case No. 20CV08093), and may 
lead to future lawsuits if not clarified; now therefore, 
 
 BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council: 

1. Affirms that Metro does not currently, nor has it ever, provided discrete wet and dry waste 
disposal services. 

2. Affirms that Metro provides “solid waste” disposal services as that term is used in Metro Charter 
Section 6(2) and ORS chapter 268. 

3. Clarifies that the language in Section 6 of the 2016 Transfer Station Configuration Policy (the 
“Rate Transparency Section”) only described Metro’s future efforts to estimate what it might cost 
if Metro did provide discrete wet and dry waste disposal services, so as to allow local 
governments to better compare Metro’s costs to those of various private transfer stations that do 
in fact provide discrete wet and dry waste disposal services. 

4. Finds that no further estimates of Metro’s wet and dry waste disposal costs are required to comply 
with the 2016 Transfer Station Configuration Policy, given that Metro has already provided four 
years’ worth of estimated public transfer station costs to assist local governments in their local 
residential garbage franchise ratemaking. 

 
 
ADOPTED by the Metro Council this 6th day of May 2021. 

 
 
 
 
 
Lynn Peterson, Council President 

 
 
Approved as to Form: 
 
 
       
Carrie MacLaren, Metro Attorney 



BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING A 
TRANSFER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
POLICY 

) 
) 
) 

RESOLUTION NO. 16-4716 

Introduced by Chief Operating Officer Martha 
Bennett in concurrence with Council 
President Tom Hughes 

WHEREAS, Metro, as the solid waste system planning authority for the region, regulates solid 
waste facilities and disposal sites within the region and the disposal of solid waste generated in the region, 
pursuant to Metro's constitutional, statutory, and charter authority, consistent with the policies included in 
the Regional Solid Waste Management Plan, and as set forth in Metro Code Title V; and 

WHEREAS, solid waste regulation, disposal, and planning are traditional local government 
functions within Metro's authority; and 

WHEREAS, Metro owns and operates two transfer stations located in the Metro region, and 

WHEREAS, Metro Code Chapter 5.01 requires a legislative grant of authority by Metro, through 
issuance of a solid waste franchise, before a private transfer station located in the region is allocated solid 
waste that would otherwise flow to a public transfer station; and 

WHEREAS, the Chief Operating Officer has developed options regarding the configuration of 
the public and private transfer station system in the Metro region; and 

WHEREAS, the Chief Operating Officer recommends, to ensure that the transfer system provides 
maximum public benefit, that Metro maintain the current configuration of public and private transfer 
stations and (1) allocate tonnage on a percentage basis to ensure flow to public stations; (2) limit the 
amount of putrescible solid waste any one private company may transfer; and (3) ensure transparency of 
rates; and 

WHEREAS, the Metro Council finds that maintaining two public transfer stations and ensuring 
flow to those stations results in significant health and environmental public benefits because the public 
stations provide enhanced services, including longer hours, self-haul capacity, and acceptance of 
hazardous waste and recyclables; and 

WHEREAS, the Metro Council finds that maintaining a consistent flow of solid waste to public 
transfer stations serves the public benefit of promoting innovative solid waste programs; for example, the 
Council has identified the recovery of food scraps as a priority policy and flow of solid waste to public 
transfer stations is key to the success of that policy; now therefore 

BE IT RESOLVED that the Metro Council (1) adopts the Transfer System Configuration Policy, 

attached as Exhibit A; (2) directs the Chief Operating Officer to proceed with implementation of the 

Policy. 

ADOPTED by the Metro Council this QlSt day of 2016. 
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Exhibit	A:	

Transfer	System	Configuration	Policy:	

1. Tonnage	Allocation	based	on	Percentage.	Allocating	putrescible	waste	tons	on	a	percentage
basis	with	a	minimum	percentage	reserved	for	the	public	facilities	will	ensure	that	rising
regional	tonnage	will	increase	all	allocations	proportionally.		Conversely,	if,	for	example,	food
waste	collection	or	economic	recession	reduces	wet	waste	regionally,	then	flow	to	all	transfer
stations	will	be	reduced	proportionally,	and	not	just	reduce	flow	to	the	public	stations.

2. Tonnage	Allocation	Appeals	Process.	Emphasize	predictability	and	transparency	so	that	all
operators	can	plan	accordingly.	Minimize	ongoing	tonnage	allocation	“negotiations”	and	try	to
prevent	continually	re‐adjusting	allocations.	However,	the	collection	and	transfer	system	is
dynamic,	and	it	may	be	unreasonable	to	keep	allocations	fixed	indefinitely.		At	a	minimum,	staff
should	seek	to	develop	a	consistent	process	and	framework	for	adjusting	allocations	that	could
be	adopted	by	Council	as	a	matter	of	policy	and	the	details	implemented	by	the	COO.

3. Flexibility	to	Pursue	Additional	or	New	Services,	or	Technology.		Ensure	that	any	changes	to
the	transfer	system	can	accommodate	future	decisions	related	to	important	new	services	with
public	benefits,	such	as	organics	recovery,	or	pursuing	new	technology,	such	as	advanced
materials	recovery	(AMR),	or	waste‐to‐energy.

4. Small	Business	Opportunities.	Support	smaller	locally‐based	businesses	remaining	in	the
collection	system	and	other	small	businesses	that	use	the	system.

5. Promote	Efficient	Off‐Route	Travel.	For	reduction	of	greenhouse	gas	and	other	public	benefits,
encourage	haulers	to	minimize	off‐route	travel	(i.e.,	trip	between	collection	route	and	transfer
station	or	base	yard).

6. Improve	Transparency	about	the	Cost	of	Services	Provided	at	the	Public	Stations.	Provide	a
separate	accounting	of	the	cost	of	various	discrete	public	services	provided	at	the	public	stations
i.e.,	separate	out	the	cost	of	services	such	as	wet	waste	consolidation	and	transfer,	dry	waste
recovery,	self‐haul,	and	organics	consolidation	and	transfer	to	provide	a	more	detailed	and	direct
comparison	of	the	cost	of	services	offered	at	private	stations.

7. Rate	Transparency	at	Private	Stations.	Local	government	staff	have	stated	they	would	benefit
from	additional	transfer	station	rate	transparency	in	their	collection	franchise	rate	review
processes.		A	number	of	approaches	are	described	in	the	implementation	details.

8. Wet	Waste	Generated	in	Region	Should	Utilize	the	Regional	Transfer	System.	In	order	to
minimize	inefficiencies,	all	landfill‐bound	waste	should	utilize	the	regions	transfer	system,	or
some	alternative	disposal	system	(Waste	to	Energy,	Alternative	Materials	Recovery,	etc.).

Ehibit A to Resolution No. 16-4716



EXHIBIT B to Resolution 21-5176

Date: June 29, 2016 

To: Shirley Craddick, Metro Councilor 

From: Steve Fancher, Department of Environmental Services Director 

Subject: Metro Region Waste Transfer System Configuration Recommendations 

The City of Gresham would like to offer a letter of support for Metro Council to consider new options for 

improving the transparency and regulation of tip fees at private wet waste transfer stations. Improving 

rate transparency and engaging in rate regulation would help support a level playing field for residential 

and commercial rates in the City of Gresham. 

Regulating transfer tip fees at private facilities would help Gresham promote efficient off-route travel 

which supports a reduction in fuel use, costs, greenhouse gas emissions, and other public benefits. 

Most Gresham licensed haulers currently minimize off-route time by taking materials to the Troutdale 

Transfer Station and pay higher fees. Starting July l5\ 2016, the tip fee at the Troutdale Transfer Station 

will be $104.00/ton with a $20 transaction fee. Gresham residents and businesses are paying $7.75 

more per ton and $18.00 more per transaction fee compared to Metro Transfer Stations and other 

private facilities. 

Due to this higher tip fee that the City cannot currently control, we are more susceptible to customer 

rate increases. Licensed haulers are willing to pay the fee given they have a set rate of return and the 

increased costs may be passed through to the customer. Diverting Gresham solid waste from Troutdale 

to Metro or Columbia Resource in West Vancouver increases miles traveled, greenhouse gas emissions, 

truck labor and traffic congestion. The current pricing scheme at Troutdale provides one hauler the 

economic incentive to drive to West Vancouver for disposal. If the tip fee was comparable to Metro, 

this hauler would save on average $35,000 per year for the rate payers by delivering to Troutdale 

instead of West Vancouver. 

It is our understanding that Metro staff have identified three options for Council consideration that 

could help to address this issue. The City supports all of them to help protect the financial health of our 

citizens and businesses. 

Thank you for your consideration . 

<Zr-d~-
Steve Fancher 
City of Gresham, Director of Environmental Services 
steve.fancher@greshamoregon.gov 
503-618-2583 



Board of County Commissioners 
155 N. First Avenue, Suite 300, MS 22 Hillsboro, OR  97124-3072 

Phone:  (503) 846-8681 Fax: (503) 846-4545 

July 13, 2016 

Council President Tom Hughes 
Metro 
600 NE Grand 
Portland OR 97232 

Dear President Hughes,  

Washington County offers its support to Metro Council to consider new options to improve the 
transparency of how disposal fees at public and private transfer stations are calculated.  Our 
collection rate-setting process would benefit from having a clearer picture of why, for example, 
the Forest Gove transfer station rates have increased so dramatically in the last few years 
compared to the other public and private stations.  There appears to be little justification or 
oversight of these rate increases.  

With little to no cost details to support transfer station rate increases, our residential and business 
rate payers are subject to an ever-increasing collection expense burden. Our waste haulers have 
little realistic alternative to using the Forest Grove transfer station.  And because costs associated 
with waste transfer are treated as a pass-through, the added costs are simply passed onto our rate 
payers. If our waste haulers were to take their loads to a more distant facility, it would result in 
lost efficiency, more fuel use, more greenhouse gas emissions and other impacts.  

I understand that Metro Council will soon consider new options provided by Metro staff aimed at 
increasing rate/tip fee transparency at the transfer stations. I support these options to bring 
increased transparency to this process in order to protect our citizens and businesses from 
unreasonable collection rate increases.  

Sincerely,  

Andy Duyck 
Chairman, Washington County Board of Commissioners 

Cc:   Metro Councilors 
Washington County Board of Commissioners 
County Administrator Bob Davis 
Metro CEO Martha Bennett  

EXHIBIT C to Resolution 21-5176
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May 8,2017

Martha Bennett

Chief Operating Officer
Metro

600 NE Grand Ave
Portland, Oregon 97232

Dear Martha:

We received the March 23 letter from Paul Slyman regarding the efforts of Metro to "improve

rate transparency at all transfer stations" that receive waste generated within the region. As

you may know, since 2010 we have seen a dramatic and unabated increase in rates charged by

Waste Management, owner and operator of both the Forest Grove Transfer Station (FGTS),

which receives landfill-bound waste from Hillsboro, and the Hillsboro Landfill, which receives a

sizable portion of the yard debris collected from Hillsboro homes and businesses. We remain

very concerned about the lack of transparency to justify rate increases that have far exceeded

those at the public facilities since 2010. Metro has authority to require rate transparency. We

have noticed Metro moving quickly to exercise its authority in other areas, such as the action to

redirect waste from the Riverbend Landfill, and felt that there was limited notice or

engagement with local governments in doing so. Comparatively, there has been only very small

and incremental action related to fee increases at the private facilities.

Tip Fee
Cost Per

Ton - FGTS

$99.50

$99.50

$98.00

$94.85

$95.73

$93.53

$89.43

$85.75

$80.75

$75.75

Transactio

n Fee Cost

Per Load1

-FGTS

$22.00

$20.00

$16.00

$14.00

$14.00

$10.00

$10.00

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

Total Fees

Per Ton -

FGTS

$102.64

$102.36

$100.29

$96.85

$97.73

$94.96

$90.86

$86.18

$81.18

$76.18

Tip Fee
Cost Per

Ton—

Metro TS's

$94.95

$96.25

$94.98

$93.33

$94.33

$93.84

$89.53

$85.85

$80.78

$75.75

Transaction

Fee Cost Per

Load2-

Metro TS's

$2.00

$2.00

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

$3.00

Total Fees

Per Ton —

Metro TS's

$95.24

$96.54

$95.41

$93.76

$94.76

$94.27

$89.96

$86.28

$81.21

$76.18

Total Fees

Difference -

FGTS vs Metro
TS's

+$7.40

+$5.82

+$4.88

+$3.09

+$2.97

+$0.69

+$0.90

-$0.10

-$0.03

$0

As the rate history table shows, there is now a difference between Forest Grove Transfer

Station and the Metro facilities amounting to $7.40 per ton, and we are not confident that the

increases will stop. When considering that over 70,000 tons from Hillsboro go through the

Forest Grove facility, and over 123,000 tons from west side jurisdictions, that cost delta is

substantial.

1 This amount is factored by load, with the average load at seven tons, so the additional cost is factored at $3.14

per ton.

2 Similar to Forest Grove, the transaction fee has been estimated per ton based on average load size.

Mail 150 E Main Street, Hillsboro, Oregon 97123-4028 Phone 503.681.6100 Fax503.681.6232 Webwww.hillsboro-oregon.gov
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Mr. Slyman states that the hope is that greater transparency will help local governments set 
their local rates. We have no transparency at present with the Forest Grove facility, and we can 
set rates without it. What we do need is transparency to justify their rate increases in order to 
protect our constituents from unabated increases. Waste Management, up until 2010, was 
content to fully describe the justification for increases as detailed by the Metro rate actions -
although there was no direct link between the rates at the Metro and private facilities. Today, 
that justification is gone - replaced by one that reads "This increase is necessary to cover the 
additional operational costs and changes in fees and taxes." In fact, in the 2016 rate increase 
letter for the Hillsboro Landfill, they cited their justification as an increase " .. . driven by the costs 
associated w ith Metro taxes and the fees associated with DEQ." Why, then, are the rates 
charged by Waste Management at the Hillsboro Landfill over 7% higher than those charged by 
Metro? It does not make sense or pass the sniff test. Further, we have not seen any letter 
regarding the recent major increase in disposal costs for yard debris at the Hillsboro Landfill -
where the rate is now between $5 .00 and $16.00 higher than other facilities in our area. Has 
there been an attempt to justify that increase? Without being required to do so, it appears the 
answer is "no" . 

What exacerbates our frustration in the lack of action by Metro on this issue is that jurisdictions 
on the west side do not have a realistic alternative to the Forest Grove Transfer Station. We 
can explore the diversion of yard debris from the Hillsboro Landfill to other facilities, with some 
significant logistical and transportation impacts for the affected haulers and our community, 
but we do not have that luxury with landfill-bound waste. We are entirely at the behest of the 
private facility that is not only becoming prohibitively expensive, but it also is not well situated 
for the long term and does not provide other value-add services that customers of the Metro 
transfer stations enjoy. 

We urge you to use your authority to require ALL facilities receiving waste from the region to 
provide at least the established level of rate setting detail that Mr. Slyman included in his letter 
for the Metro facilities. We also ask that you work with us to determine the true, long-term 
solution for waste transfer for the hundreds of thousands of west side customers, to ensure the 
long-term equity of service for the entirety of the region . We stand ready to work with you to 
achieve those ends. 

sfi/ 
Michael Brown 
City Manager 

cc : Hillsboro City Council 
Rob Dixon, Assistant City Manager 
Peter Brandom, Senior Project Manager 
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August 23, 2019 

Council President Lynn Peterson 
Councilor Juan Carlos Gonzalez 

Metro 
600 NE Grand Ave 
Portland, Oregon 97232 

Dear President Peterson and Councilor Gonzalez: 

We appreciate Metro’s efforts to better understand the components involved in rate setting at 
the private solid waste transfer stations. The February 1, 2019 letter from Metro staff 
summarizing the step process to understand private facility rates, and the accompanying report 
which estimates the cost drivers relative to fees charged at the private stations substantiates 
our belief that the rates charged at the private facilities are not justified. We strongly believe 
that Metro should move to ‘option 3,’ a full review of rates and costs at the private transfer 
stations. We believe this is imperative to bring transparency and equity into the cost profile of 
the regional solid waste system. There has been inequity in those rates since 2011, and it has 
steadily increased since then. We also see this in rates charged for self-hauling of waste, which 
has a direct impact on our lower income community members. 

Thank you for taking these important steps on behalf of our communities. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Callaway Keith Mays 
Mayor of Hillsboro Mayor of Sherwood 

Jeffrey Dalin  Terry Lenahan 
Mayor of Cornelius Mayor of North Plains 

Frank Bubenik 
Mayor of Tualatin 

EXHIBIT E to Resolution 21-5176 
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President Peterson and Councilor Gonzalez 
August 23, 2019 

cc: Hillsboro City Council 
Metro Council 
Paul Slyman, Metro 
Roy Brower, Metro 
Robby Hammond, City Manager 
Andy Smith, Government Affairs Manager 
Peter Brandom, Senior Project Manager 



Description
Wet Mixed 
Solid Waste 

(refuse)

Dry Mixed 
Solid Waste 

(refuse)

MSW Blended 
Rate Clean Wood Yard Debris Residential

Organics
Commercial 

Organics

Tons: 337,477 219,303 556,780 1,844 13,389 36,471 16,585

Transaction Fee (Per Load)
Staffed Scalehouse Equivalent 10.00$             10.00$             10.00$             10.00$          10.00$           10.00$            10.00$             
Automated Scalehouse Equivalent 2.00$               2.00$               2.00$               2.00$             2.00$             2.00$              2.00$               

Tip Fee
Tip Fee Components:

Tonnage Charge Equivalent 56.83$             74.62$             63.84$             64.32$           55.06$           77.09$            79.10$             
Covers the cost of Metro's disposal and recovery operations.
Tonnage Charge Components (Per Ton):

Fuels - Waste Transport $4.97 $4.87 $4.93 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Disposal Fees - Landfill $18.21 $17.85 $18.07 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Waste Transport $20.10 $19.70 $19.94 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Transfer Station Operations $9.64 $28.21 $16.96 $64.87 $56.23 $15.12 $10.87

Organics Processing Fees $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $62.82 $69.44

SW  Operating & Maintenance $3.91 $3.98 $3.94 -$0.55 -$1.16 -$0.85 -$1.21

Fees and Taxes
Add-on and pass-through charges.

Regional System Fee Equivalent 20.74$             20.74$             20.74$             -$               -$               -$  -$  
Covers costs of regional solid waste programs and services.

Metro Excise Tax Equivalent 11.57$             11.57$             11.57$             -$               -$               -$  -$  
Contributes toward Metro general government revenue.

DEQ Fees Equivalent* 1.89$               1.89$               1.89$               -$               -$               -$  -$  
Fees collected on behalf of DEQ.

Enhancement Fee Equivalent 1.00$               1.00$               1.00$               1.00$             1.00$             1.00$              1.00$               
Fee collected on benalf of host communities.

Total Tip Fee Equivalent (Per Ton): 92.03$             109.82$           99.04$             65.32$          56.06$           78.09$            80.10$             

Adopted Tip Fee (Per Ton): 97.45$             65.23$          56.00$           77.99$            66.23$             
Adopted  Transaction Fee (Per Staffed Load): 10.00$             10.00$          10.00$           10.00$            10.00$             

Adopted  Transaction Fee (Per Auto Load): 2.00$               2.00$             2.00$             2.00$              2.00$               

*DEQ Fee will increase from $1.82 per ton to $1.89 per ton on April 1, 2019

Explanation and Notes on the Table

Unit Costs at Metro Transfer Stations
Based On FY19-20 Tonnage Forecast and Contract Pricing

Disposal and recovery operations:  Include transfer station operations, recovery, oversight, management, maintenance, and capital costs; and the 
cost of transport, organics processing, and waste disposal.  

Regional programs and services:  Revenue from the Regional System Fee is dedicated to Metro's regional solid waste programs and services:  
household hazardous waste, latex paint recovery, waste reduction planning and programs (including waste reduction education), St. Johns Landfill 
post-closure activities, solid waste facility regulation, and illegal dumpsite monitoring and cleanup.  The Regional System Fee is charged on solid 
waste generated in the region and ultimately disposed.  The fee is collected at all landfills and mass burners serving the region and at the Metro 
stations.  Revenue from this fee does not cover any of Metro's direct cost for disposal and processing operations.
Metro general government.  The excise tax is a source of revenue for Metro's general government activities including the Metro Council.  Excise taxes 
are levied on Metro's enterprise activities (including the Oregon Convention Center, Expo, Metro parks, and other activities), and solid waste disposal. 
As with the Regional System Fee, the solid waste excise tax is charged on solid waste generated in the region and ultimately disposed.  It is collected 
at the same disposal sites as the Regional System Fee.

Transaction Fees:  Users of staffed scales pay the higher fee; users of automated scales pay the lower fee.

EXHIBIT F to 
Resolution 21-5176
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IN CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 21-5176 FOR THE PURPOSE OF CLARIFYING 
LANGUAGE IN THE 2016 TRANSFER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION POLICY ADOPTED BY 
RESOLUTION NO. 16-4716. 
              
 

Date: April 21, 2021 Prepared by: Shane Abma  
(503) 797-1533 
Shane.Abma@oregonmetro.gov  
 

Department:  Office of Metro Attorney 
 

Presenter(s):  Shane Abma 

Meeting date:  May 6, 2021 
 

Length:  30 minutes 

              
 
ISSUE STATEMENT 
 
Metro does not provide discrete putrescible (“wet”) and non-putrescible (“dry”) waste 
disposal services at the public transfer stations.  However, some have interpreted the 2016 
Transfer System Configuration Policy to reflect that Metro transfer stations provide two 
discrete services, one for wet and another for dry waste disposal services.  Therefore, 
Metro should clarify certain rate transparency language in the 2016 Transfer System 
Configuration Policy to make clear its purpose and meaning.  
 
ACTION REQUESTED 
 
Adopt Resolution No. 21-5176.   
 
IDENTIFIED POLICY OUTCOMES 
 
Reduce potential confusion regarding the services that Metro provides at its public 
transfers stations and how those services differ from services provided at private transfer 
stations.  Specifically, clarify that Metro does not provide discrete putrescible and non-
putrescible waste disposal services, unlike some private transfer stations. 
 
POLICY QUESTION 
 
Should the Metro Council adopt Resolution 21-5176 to clarify the type of disposal services 
provided at Metro’s public transfer stations?  
 
POLICY OPTIONS FOR COUNCIL TO CONSIDER 
 

1. Approve the resolution as proposed to clarify language in the 2016 Transfer System 
Configuration Policy. 
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2. Do not approve the resolution as proposed and keep the current language in the 
Transfer System Configuration Policy without any further clarification. 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
OMA recommends approval of Resolution No. 21-5176 to clarify the rate transparency 
language in the 2016 Transfer System Configuration Policy and further make clear that 
Metro provides solid waste disposal services at its public transfer stations rather than 
discrete putrescible and non-putrescible disposal services.  
 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT & FRAMING COUNCIL DISCUSSION 
 
The primary context is the 2016 Transfer System Configuration Policy, and requests by 
local governments, examples of which are attached as Exhibits B-E of the resolution. . 
 
KNOWN OPPOSITION 
 
There is no known opposition, but, as noted below, given the nature of this action, there has 
also been no formal public outreach.  It is possible that there could be opposition from 
those individuals and entities who have asserted in public documents and court filings that 
Metro provides discrete putrescible and non-putrescible disposal services.   
 
PUBLIC OUTREACH 
 
There has been no formal public outreach regarding this resolution because it only clarifies 
language in the existing 2016 Transfer System Configuration Policy. 
 

LEGAL ANTECEDENTS 
 
Metro Charter, Title V of the Metro Code and ORS Chapter 268. 
 
ANTICIPATED EFFECTS 
 
Staff does not anticipate any particular effect as a result of adopting this resolution, other 
than a potential reduced likelihood that Metro will face future litigation regarding the 
disposal services provided at Metro’s public transfer stations.   

 
BUDGET IMPACTS 
 
None.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
In 2015 and 2016, Metro staff convened a task force of solid waste industry stakeholders, 
and it worked with the Solid Waste Alternatives Advisory Committee (SWAAC) and local 
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government solid waste representatives to discuss the region’s solid waste transfer system 
and ensure that it is managed to best serve the public’s interest.  This task force included 
representatives from both private transfer stations and material recovery facilities.   
 
Based on input received from the task force, SWAAC, and local governments, Metro staff 
drafted a “Transfer System Configuration Policy” for the Council’s consideration.  The draft 
policy recommended a set of proposed changes related to the solid waste transfer system, 
including: enhanced rate transparency at the public and private transfer stations, the need 
for a putrescible waste tonnage allocation methodology, the need to increase opportunities 
for small businesses in the region’s solid waste system, and the need to reduce greenhouse 
gases generated from transporting solid waste.  The Council adopted the Transfer System 
Configuration Policy in July 2016. (Exhibit A to the resolution). 
 
Many local governments consider rate transparency at both the public1 and private 
transfer stations to be an essential aspect of the system in order to protect the public’s 
interest.  Prior to the Metro Council adopting the Transfer System Configuration Policy, 
several local governments in the Metro region had publicly requested that Metro take 
action to improve rate transparency at private transfer stations (and they continued to do 
so following policy adoption, just as they continue to do so today).  Exhibits B-E to the 
resolution provide some examples of these requests.  Specifically, local governments 
wanted to better understand the justification for the private transfer station costs because 
those costs affect the residential garbage rates imposed by the local governments on their 
residents.   
 
Local governments were noticing what they considered to be a concerning rise in the 
disposal rates at some private transfer stations, but they lacked the resources and 
regulatory authority to further pursue the underlying basis for those costs.  In order to 
assist local governments in this area, Section 6 of the policy stated that Metro would 
“[p]rovide a separate accounting of the cost of various discrete public services provided at 
the public stations i.e., separate out the cost of services such as wet waste consolidation 
and transfer, dry waste recovery, self-haul, and organics consolidation and transfer to 
provide a more detailed and direct comparison of the cost of services offered at private 
stations.”2   
 
For purposes of this clarifying resolution, it is important to note that Metro does not 
provide “discrete” (separate) wet and dry waste disposal services.  However, some private 
transfer stations do.  Thus, in order for Metro’s public transfer station cost estimates to 

                                                                    
1 Rate transparency at Metro’s public transfer stations is provided through the annual rate setting 
process.  
2 At the time of the policy’s adoption, Metro was considering three options to improve transparency: 
(1) estimate Metro’s public transfer station costs as though Metro provided discrete wet and dry 
waste disposal services, (2) estimate private transfer stations’ costs using publicly available 
information, and (3) conduct an audit of private transfer station costs.  Metro ultimately completed 
options 1 and 2.   
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have any value to the local governments, Metro needed to estimate its costs as though it did 
provide discrete wet and dry waste disposal services.  Unfortunately, the policy language in 
Section 6 stating that Metro would “provide a separate accounting of the costs of various 
discrete public services such as wet waste consolidation and transfer, dry waste recovery” 
could be confusing or misinterpreted, especially when taken out of context.  The remainder 
of the sentence in Section 6 adds the necessary context: Metro is estimating these discrete 
costs “to provide a more detailed and direct comparison of the costs of services offered at 
private stations.”  In other words, Metro would estimate its public transfer station costs as 
though it provided discrete wet and dry waste disposal services—as some private stations 
do—in order to more “directly compare” the public station service costs to those services 
“offered at private transfer stations.”  Metro then provided these estimated public transfer 
station costs for fiscal years 2017-2020, an example of which is attached as Exhibit F to the 
resolution (“Unit Costs at Metro Transfer Stations”). 
 
In 2020, two Clackamas County residents filed a Declaratory Judgment action against 
Metro, alleging that Metro had “expressly recognized” that it provided “discrete” wet and 
dry waste disposal services.  (Reilly and Hoover v. Metro, Clackamas County Circuit Court 
Case No. 20CV08093).  Plaintiffs based this allegation in part on the language found in 
Section 6 of the 2016 Transfer System Configuration Policy.  Plaintiffs then used the 
estimated public transfer station costs that Metro had created to assist local governments 
(the “Unit Costs”) to further allege that, based on those estimates, Metro was also illegally 
charging more for “wet waste” disposal than the cost of that service.  Plaintiffs finally 
alleged that this practice violated Metro Charter Section 15’s prohibition against Metro 
charging more for a service than the cost to provide that service.  Plaintiffs made these 
allegations despite the fact that Metro does not, in fact, provide discrete “wet waste” 
disposal services and, consequently, Metro cannot overcharge for a service that it does not 
provide. 
 
Although the court ultimately dismissed the case with prejudice, the case identified 
potential ambiguity in the policy language in Section 6, particularly if read in isolation and 
out of context. Therefore, OMA recommends that Council clarify the purpose and intent of 
Section 6, and also reaffirm that Metro does not provide discrete wet and dry waste 
disposal services.  By making the purpose and intent clear, OMA hopes to reduce the 
likelihood of future litigation on this issue.   
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
None. 
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Resolution No. 21-5166, For the Purpose of Approving the FY 2021-22 Budget, 
Setting Property Tax Levies and Transmitting the Approved Budget to the 

Multnomah County Tax Supervising and Conservation Commission 
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Metro Council Meeting  
Thursday, May 6, 2021 
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL 
 
 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING THE FY 2021-
22 BUDGET, SETTING PROPERTY TAX LEVIES 
AND TRANSMITTING THE APPROVED BUDGET 
TO THE MULTNOMAH COUNTY TAX 
SUPERVISING AND CONSERVATION 
COMMISSION 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 RESOLUTION NO 21-5166 
 
 Introduced by 
 Lynn Peterson, Council President 

 
 WHEREAS, the Metro Council, convened as the Budget Committee, has reviewed the 
FY 2021-22 Proposed Budget; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Council, convened as the Budget Committee, has conducted a public 
hearing on the FY 2021-22 Proposed Budget; and  
 
 WHEREAS, pursuant to Oregon Budget Law, the Council, convened as the Budget 
Committee, must approve the FY 2021-22 Budget, and said approved budget must be transmitted to the 
Multnomah County Tax Supervising and Conservation Commission for public hearing and review; now, 
therefore, 
 
 BE IT RESOLVED, 
 
 1. That the Proposed FY 2021-22 Budget by the Metro Council, convened as the 
Budget Committee, which is on file at the Metro offices, is hereby approved. 

 
 2. That property tax levies for FY 2021-22 are approved as follows: 
 

SUMMARY OF AD VALOREM TAX LEVY 
 

 Subject to the 
 General Government Excluded from 
 Limitation the Limitation 
 
Permanent Tax Rate $0.0966/$1,000 
Local Option Tax Rate $0.0960/$1,000  
General Obligation Bond Levy   $75,284,230 

 
 3. That the Chief Operating Officer is hereby directed to submit the Approved FY 
2021-22 Budget and Appropriations Schedule to the Multnomah County Tax Supervising and 
Conservation Commission for public hearing and review. 
 
 ADOPTED by the Metro Council this 6th day of May, 2021. 
 
 
   
  Lynn Peterson, Council President 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
 
  
Carrie MacLaren, Metro Attorney  



STAFF REPORT  
 

IN CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION # 21-5166 APPROVING THE FY 2021-22 
BUDGET, SETTING PROPERTY TAX LEVIES AND TRANSMITTING THE APPROVED 
BUDGET TO THE MULTNOMAH COUNTY TAX SUPERVISING AND CONSERVATION 
COMMISSION  

              
 

Date: 4.15.2021 Prepared by: Robin Briggs  503.797.1754 
 

Department: 
Council 
 
 
Finance and Regulatory Services 
 

Presenters: 
Marissa Madrigal, Chief Operating Officer, 
503.797.1541, 
Marissa.Madrigal@oregonmetro.gov 
Brian Kennedy, Chief Financial Officer, 
503.797.1913,  
Brian.Kennedy@oregonmetro.gov 
 

Meeting date:  5.6.2021 Length:  60 minutes 
  

              
 
ISSUE STATEMENT 
Marissa Madrigal, Chief Operating Officer, acting as the Budget Officer, presented the FY 2021-22 
Proposed Budget to the Metro Council, sitting as Budget Committee at the April 15, 2021 Council 
meeting.  A public hearing was held where the Council, sitting as Budget Committee received 
testimony from interested members of the general public and agency stakeholders.  No further 
action or vote was taken on the budget at that meeting.  
 
ACTION REQUESTED 
Council consideration and vote on Resolution #21-5166 approving the FY 2021-22 budget, setting 
property tax levies and transmitting the approved budget to the Multnomah County Tax 
Supervising and Conservation Commission 
 
IDENTIFIED POLICY OUTCOMES 
Compliance with Oregon Budget Law 
 
POLICY QUESTION 
Does the budget as proposed reflect Council policies and goals?  
 
POLICY OPTIONS FOR COUNCIL TO CONSIDER 
Council approval of the budget will meet one of the legal mandates established by Oregon Budget 
Law. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Council President recommends adoption of Resolution 21-5166 approving the FY 2021-22 
budget and authorizing the Chief Operating Officer to submit the approved budget to the 
Multnomah County Tax Supervising and Conservation Commission.   
 

mailto:Marissa.Madrigal@oregonmetro.gov
mailto:Brian.Kennedy@oregonmetro.gov


STRATEGIC CONTEXT & FRAMING COUNCIL DISCUSSION 
The FY 2020-21 Proposed Budget was released electronically to the Council on April 1, 2021 and 
presented by the Chief Operating Officer in her capacity as the Budget Officer to the Council sitting 
as Budget Committee on Thursday, April 15, 2021.   
   
Known Opposition – None known at this time. 

Legal Antecedents – The preparation, review and adoption of Metro’s annual budget is subject to 
the requirements of Oregon Budget Law, ORS Chapter 294.  Oregon Revised Statutes 294.635 
requires that Metro prepare and submit its approved budget to the Multnomah County Tax 
Supervising and Conservation Commission by May 15, 2021.  The Commission will conduct a 
hearing on June 3, 2021 for the purpose of receiving information from the public regarding the 
Council’s approved budget.  Following the hearing, the Commission will certify the budget to the 
Council for adoption and may provide recommendations to the Council regarding any aspect of the 
budget. 

Anticipated Effects – Adoption of this resolution will set the maximum tax levies for FY 2021-22 
and authorize the transmittal of the approved budget to the Multnomah County Tax Supervising 
and Conservation Commission. 

Budget Impacts – The total amount of the proposed FY 2021-22 annual budget is $1,555,058,670.  
Any changes approved by the Council at the time of approval will be incorporated into the budget 
prior to transmittal to the TSCC. 

 
BACKGROUND 
The actions taken by this resolution are the interim steps between initial proposal of the budget 
and final adoption of the budget in June.  Oregon Budget Law requires that Metro approve and 
transmit its budget to the Multnomah County Tax Supervising and Conservation Commission 
(TSCC).  Members of the TSCC are appointed by the Governor to supervise local government 
budgeting and taxing activities in Multnomah County.  The TSCC will hold a virtual public hearing 
on Metro’s budget on Thursday, June 3, 2021 at 12:30 p.m.  Following the meeting, the TSCC will 
provide a letter of certification for Metro’s budget.  The Council’s adoption of the final FY 2021-22 
budget is currently scheduled for Thursday, June 17, 2021. 
 
Oregon Budget Law requires the Budget Committee of each local jurisdiction to set the property tax 
levies for the ensuing year at the time the budget is approved.  Under budget law the Metro Council 
sits as the Budget Committee for this action.  The tax levies must be summarized in the resolution 
that approves the budget and cannot be increased beyond this amount following approval.  Metro’s 
levy for general obligation debt reflects actual debt service levies for all outstanding general 
obligation bonds.  The levy authorization for FY 2021-22 also includes the renewed 5-year local 
option levy for Parks and Natural Areas support as well as the levy for Metro’s permanent tax rate 
for general operations. 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
Resolution #21-5166 - Approving the FY 2021-22 budget, setting property tax levies and 
transmitting the approved budget to the Multnomah County Tax Supervising and Conservation 
Commission. 
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